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VALUES FOR WHICH MRS. ELLEN H.
; RICHARDS STOOD*

By ALICE G. BRYANT, A.B.,, M.D,
F.A.C.S,, As. EX.

Boston, Mass.

\ A 7E meet today to pay tribute to Mrs.
Ellen H. Richards. Mrs. Richards,
who was known in her college days as

Miss Ellen H. Swallow, was a graduate of Vas-
sar College in the Class of 1870. She was the
first woman student admitted to the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, as well as the
first woman student to graduate in the above-
named institution, and ‘so far as known the
first woman to be admitted to any scientific
school in this country.”

The degree of Master of Arts was conferred
upon Mrs. Richards by Vassar College, and the
degree of Doctor of Science was conferred by
Smith College in October, 1910. In 1879 she
was made an active member of the American
Institute of Mining Engineers. In June, 1894,
she was made an Alumna Trustee of Vassar
College.

For more than a quarter of a century Mrs.
Richards was a member of the Faculty of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Soon
after her appointment as instructor in the de-
partment of Sanitation and Chemistry at Tech-
nology, she was made assistant to Professor
Nichols in 1884. In 1836 Dr. Thomas N.
Drown succeeded Professor Nichols, and Mrs.

*Read on The Ellen H. Richards Memorial Day, De-
cember 2, 1932, at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology Women’s Association,



Richards was placed in charge with a corps of
assistants of the first sanitary-chemistry labo-
ratory in the world.

In June, 1875, Miss Ellen H. Swallow mar-
ried Professor Robert Hallowell Richards, who
was chief of the Mining Engineering Depart-
ment of the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology.

Miss Swallow wanted to be a teacher. She
wanted to be a chemist. Two chemical firms
were unable to give her positions, and one firm
suggested that she should apply for entrance
to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Miss Swallow asked for the requirements of
admission to the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology a few months after her graduation
from Vassar College. On December 10, 1870,
the Faculty voted to admit Miss Ellen H. Swal-
low as a special student in Chemistry, and, at
the same time, resolved “That the faculty of
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology are
of the opinion that the administration of wo-
men as special students is as yet in the nature
of an experiment, each application to be acted
upon on its merits, and no change in the for-
mer policy is expedient.” Such negative forces
might have brought about in a woman student
a “psychosis of negation.” But these factors
to Miss Swallow proved an asset. Thus she
entered the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, “a proving house of organized know-
ledge,” and she rose above restrictions.

Fortunately, the women students who en-
tered the Massachusefts Institute of Technol-
ogy in 1878 were freed from these restrictions,
as ‘girls were admitted to the Institute on the
same footing as boys.” In no small measure,
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Mrs. Richards and her work furthered the ad-
vancement of women. The women students
who have entered the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology or any other scientific institu-
tion of advanced standing, and who have en-
joyed full educational advantages, have no con-
ception of the difficulties of those earlier days
of pioneering.

The dwindling band of those who have been
Mrs. Richards’ students or who have known
her personally will meet ten years hence to
celebrate the hundredth anniversary of her
birth, which occurred December 3, 1842. On
March 30, 1911, at the age of 68, Mrs. Rich-
ards passed to the Great Beyond, and left with
us an heritage rich in memories of one who
was great in her science, great in her human-
ity and great in her simplicity. There was a
distinct religious atmosphere pervading her
life that filtered through an education that
never came to an end. It must be realized that
every individual has his or her own part to
play, and the playing of that part involves co-
operation and team-work with every other in-
dividual. There was a community of aim and
unification of effort and thinking for one’s self
in the greater and smaller things of Mrs.
Richards’ life.

“General education prepares the ground.
Special education determines the choice of a
career—determines the particular form in
which the individual can render service to
mankind.” There was no enlightened self-
interest in the mental activities of Mrs. Rich-
ards. There was no conflict between self-in-
terest and duty. Nor did the pursuit of happi-
ness become the essence of a personal ambi-
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tion. There was a remarkable richness of
knowledge of the facts of pure and applied
science. There was an appreciation of the re-
search workers who had preceded the present
generation. There was a rare power in the
directional control of her experiments and con-
structive proof-bearing activities.

With an unfailing modesty, rare earnestness,
well-poised enthusiasm and tireless energy,
Mrs. Richards worked with a mind construc-
tive for material end results and for the better-
ment of human beings.

Mrs. Richards knew her Bible. She knew
her John Stuart Mill, John Bright, Adam
Smith, Darwin, Spencer, Tyndall, Foster, and
so along the line to the thinkers and doers of
her day. She found time to enjoy the &amp;sthetic
and literary treasures. There was an intimate
knowledge of the ancient classics and the well-
known languages of her time. In fact, she
knew what others had written through the
widening fields of science and engineering.

Mrs. Richards was a real pioneer, whose
life was not sufficiently lengthened to witness
the acceptance of all of her experimental re-
searches and procedures as commonplaces of
facts. Mrs. Richards was informative along
the fields of sanitation, chemistry, and public
health, meteorology, minerology and botany;
also engineering practice as mining, heating
and ventilating. She was equipped in biology
and physiology. Manufacturing processes and
procedures and works practice interested her,
as well as improvements in cost production, in
income and output, and in the making of better
and more salable articles than possible by older
methods. As a result, Mrs. Richards looked



upon the best interests of the industry as freed
from forcing up profits. In all of her work
there was a standard of proficiency that bore
the hall-mark of “stable profit growth” and
competency and a full measure of usefulness.

Mrs. Richards was one of the pioneers who
happily found time in a crowded life for a little
constructive recreation; perhaps not in the or-
dinary sense, as her trips were for the most
part to and from conventions and meetings
where she read papers. She served as a mine
prospector or mine consulting engineer, an in-
spector of sewage disposal, an inspector of
plant management, a water analyzer, an ad-
visor in home economics, a reviewer of re-
searches in progress, an industrial expert, sani-
tary advisor in schools, factories, asylums and
prisons.

Mrs. Richards was always an exponent of
the right values of foods and foods free from
adulterations. She was an expert in cleansing
materials.

Mrs. Richards was an admirer of the beauti-
ful in nature. She knew and loved plants, and
bird life interested her. The country-side peo-
ple appealed to her. She was a country girl
until her college days at Vassar. To quote her
biographer: “Mrs. Richards had known what
it was to be poor and to be obliged to earn her
own living.”

Her parents were academy trained. She
was their only child. They infused in their
daughter the best in themselves and the best
in their own era, and the essence of old New
England traditions.

Mrs. Richards cherished the meeting of old
or new friends either near or far afield or in
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her Jamaica Plain home. There Professor and
Mrs. Richards applied the same energy, enthu-
siasm and happy spirit which they gave to their
professions. These gatherings will never re-
main the dead matter of history. They have
made a lasting impression of good cheer and
comradeship in a common endeavor.

Lectures, papers and talks before University
and College groups and technical and farm in-
stitutes, schools, trade unions, trade and agri-
cultural schools, as well as educational, eco-
nomic, civil, municipal, public-health and fac-
tory groups, occupied a large part in the drama
of her life.

Mrs. Richards served on commissions; she
was called in as expert advisor on foods in the
home, college, school, institutions, prisons and
asylums. She was a contributor to magazines,
scientific journals and household and health
leaflets.

Mrs. Richards founded or was the moving
spirit in carrying on many associations.
Among them may be mentioned the American
Home Economics Association, Woman’s Chem-
ical Laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Rumford Kitchen at the World's
Fair, Teaching Mineralogy to Public School
Children, New England Kitchen of Boston
(one of its chief functions was to serve
lunches to the public school children of
Boston), Naples Table Association, Hyannis
Marine Laboratory, Normal School of House-
hold Arts, Society to Encourage Studies at
Home, Woman’s Education Association, and
the well-known Lake Placid Club, which held
its first meeting in 1898.

When 1 consider, in addition to the above
~



listing, the books Mrs. Richards wrote, and her
biographer states ‘she wrote much also that
was embodied in other publications than her
own,” the letters of inquiry, the interviews,
the consultations, the research studies, the out-
of-hours studies, the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology staff teaching, I am reminded of
her advice to “Keep thinking,” or I would in-
terpret it, “Keep thinking furiously.”

As success came to Mrs. Richards, she re-
mained unspoiled. There was a rare refine-
ment of demeanor, a strong independence of
character, rich fertilities in thought and prod-
uct-producing effects, and a wide cultural out-
look. Mrs. Richards had the ability to elimi-
nate non-essentials that acted as retarding
forces. With Mrs. Richards those who held
her views or those who were opposed to them,
there was a timely leading to the thoughts of
other people.

It was my rare fortune to have been a pupil
of Mrs. Richards in the Woman’s Chemical
Laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in Boston. I was strongly im-
pressed by her remarkable experimental skill,
the lucid statements of problems, the clear,
concise discussions, the purposefulness of ac-
tion and directional control. There was always
a logical, systematic and sanitary arrangement
of laboratory material. Mrs. Richards be-
longed to a choice group of educators who had
the directional control of their thought pro-
cesses and procedures. She taught her stu-
dents to know cause and effect and to reach
conclusions by “reasoned decisions.” 1 have
been influenced by her training, and in no small
measure have I applied her practices and pro-



cedures to my own field of work. Mrs. Rich-
ards felt that there was no better way of deal-
ing with a problem than to try to realize the
effect of every step from the point of view of
an individual who would be affected by such a
step.

Mrs. Richards’ policy was to lead and assist
rather than fetter and control. The full con-
fidence and understanding of her pupil were
gained without effort. Mrs. Richards felt that
a confidence once lost would probably never be
fully restored. She realized that the human
element can not run like a machine. It is much
more delicate to handle and much more difficult
to keep in an efficient state. The school record
of a student was examined, but Mrs. Richards
held that the personal interview and examina-
tion of the student were most important and
reliable. She always wanted to make the stu-
dent feel at ease in her interviews. Mrs.
Richards realized that there must be sacrifice
on the part of the individual if he aspires to
obtain conservation of full values for the gen-
eral good.

Mrs. Richards knew it was of immense im-
portance for the public to know about foods
and the adulteration of foods. To know the
health, sanitary and economic values of foods
and how they could be efficiently used. This
must be done by teaching the public to think
and to act for these objects. Mrs. Richards
knew that air, water, sleep, food, clothes and
shelter are the primary necessities of man’s
physical existence. “Food in the maintenance
of health and the control of disease is being
increasingly recognized as medicine lays more
and more stress upon preventive as against
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curative measures.” Mrs. Richards worked
for pure, for unadulterated foods. The nutri-
tional values, preparation and cooking of foods
were an undeveloped field until Mrs. Richards
recognized it as removed from merely a trade
or industry. She looked upon foods as the main
bulwark of man’s physical existence.

Mrs. Richards became interested in venti-
lating and heating. She easily recognized that
these problems are intimately concerned with
all civilized peoples, and this happened a half
century ago. Heating then was a trade to de-
liver heat as heat, and no thought given to its
effect on the individual. Mrs. Richards knew
that relief could be brought to the workers by
dispersing the population over a wider area.
Thus they would avoid the swollen rentals of
houses, the sunless houses, smoke-ridden atmos-
phere, sewer gases, inside congested homes,
crowded, unfavorable and unsightly surround-
ings. Social disorder, squalor and misery must
be met for the greater part by the engineer’s
skill, if the triumphs were to exceed the fail-
ures. To quote her biographer, Miss Hunt:
“Mrs. Richards’ many notable contributions to
the science of healthful living included pioneer
work in analyzing drinking water supplies, she
having been the first to recognize the import-
ance of this phase of public health. In the
space of a year she analyzed more than 100,-
000 samples of water for the Massachusetts
State Department of Public Health in 1887
and 1888. The survey lasted nearly two years
and the water supply of 83 per cent of the
population was tested.”

The following activities of Mrs. Richards
for public health have always made a deep im-
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pression upon me. To quote again her biog-
rapher: ‘“At the time when Mrs. Richards
came upon the Board of Trustees of Vassar,
the question of sewage disposal was pressing.
The custom had been to throw all the sewage,
with a little previous treatment, into Casper-
kill Creek at a point about six miles from the
Hudson River. But as time went on the au-
thorities of Poughkeepsie objected to this
method of disposal, and the project of build-
ing a sewer to the Hudson River was consid-
ered, at a cost which was variously estimated
at from $37,000 to $50,000. While this matter
was under consideration in the trustees’ meet-
ing, Mrs. Richards, being a new member, sat
silent. Finally when her opinion was asked,
she said it had always seemed to her that edu-
cational institutions should lead and not follow
in the matter of sanitation, and that for Vassar
College to dispose of its sewage by allowing it
to flow into the Hudson River would be me-
dieeval. When asked to suggest an alternative,
she outlined fully and from intimate knowledge
of the newest and most reliable methods a plan
for a sewage disposal plant. This plant was
later installed at a cost of $7,500. In order
to help the project along, she herself gave her
professional service for many years, analyzing
the drinking water of the college frequently,
in order to make sure that it was not being
contaminated.”

These are simply a few of Mrs. Richards’
many movements to find health “for all,” and
to base human society on better and more ele-
vated scientific principles. Mrs. Richards
looked upon demonstrations more than shop
window displays. She aimed to educate the
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public, to improve and to cheapen industrial,
home and community processes and procedures,
to re-valuate industrial management, to bene-
fit health, to have clean and unadulterated
foods, to have clean people, clothes and sur-
roundings, to purify the atmosphere, and to
eliminate unnecessary drudgery, in order to
save energy, time and money. The pace of
modern civilization was increasingly rapid;
consequently all things leading to economy of
effort assumed fundamental importance. The
more extended use of applied science by engi-
neering principles, processes and procedures
would lighten human labor and improve the
conditions of life. Mrs. Richards wanted to
bring about a higher standard of living. It
would conserve for the next generation the
right values of sustenance in its relation to
the average individual’s needs, and stand for
the essence of our existence. Mrs. Richards
strove for a declaration of standards — of

measurement and performance and quality.
She never adhered to the mere drawing out

of a diagram of routine, but always gave a
careful study to the practical application of
this diagram. During the last thirty years of
her life, Mrs. Richards became the undisputed
possessor of euthenics. This word was coined
by Mrs. Richards, and it stands for “the science
of controllable environment.”

It was but natural, as we study the exacting
and constructive endeavors of Mrs. Richards,
that a book so extraordinarily fertile in the
fact knowledge of the “science of controllable
environment” should have been the culmina-
tion of her life’s work. It was a sound contri-
bution drawn from the well of experience to
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the knowledge of the problem. As an engi-
neer, Mrs. Richards was up against realities,
and she knew how to meet them. This book
in its conception was a part of an organic
whole. It was an ideal object of pursuit dur-
ing the years. We are richer in its contents,
but a vision of the future writings leaves us
the poorer for the untimely passing of our
leader and scholar.

Engineering training gave a new meaning
to the word euthenics, and training in euthe-
nics gave a new meaning to the word engineer-
ing. Many of the benefits of the pioneering
and humanizing works we are now enjoying
are the fruits of Mrs. Richards’ researches.
The inspirational value of Mrs. Richards’ sci-
entific and personal influence played a great
part in sending out her men and women stu-
dents to face realities, and to apply the know-
ledge gained to the needs, benefits and happi-
ness of mankind. There Beexisted good-
will based on sympathy, resourcefulness, pro-
gression and understanding. - Mrs. Richards
was a scientist. She went beyond the ordinary
scientist into the widening fields of engineer-
ing. She adapted and moulded the fact know-
ledge gained in the laboratory to every-day
engineering operations. Mrs. Richards worked
to improve, to add to, and to maintain the re-
sources of the individual and his environmen-
tal world. It was always to work toward max-
imum efficiency at the minimum expense of
energy, time and money. Mrs. Richards
wanted her students to have an opportunity of
access to such facilities as would bring out
their full measure of capability and broad use-
fulness. Thus Mrs. Richards believed in an
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enlargement of the student’s scope. She strove
to send her students out, not as finished prod-
ucts, but equipped to meet and to work by
processes and procedures of applied science in
a more complete fact-knowledge way because
they had been under her training.

Mrs. Richards had an open mind, a critical
and an analytical mind. She lived in harmony
with exact physical laws, and she adapted her-
self to the revision of theories, facts, develop-
ments and standards.

On my long study table are grouped books
that appeal to me in their inspirational and
constructional outlook and scholarly offerings.
I look upon them as a refuge, “a sort of clois-
teral refuge.” Here, then, among them you
will find “The Life of Mrs. Richards” and
many of the works of Mrs. Richards, including
“The Art of living,” “REuthenics,” “Plain
Words About Foods from a Sanitary Stand-
point.” Books not in my possession, although
I have read them, are: ‘Air, Water and
Food,” “Food Materials and Their Adultera-
tions,” and “Home Sanitation”—and more
books and many papers.

It is interesting to note that Mrs. Richards
drew the manufacturers’ attention to the right-
sided lip on sauce-pans. The lip was inconve-
niently placed for right-handed people. Later
the manufacturers made sauce-pans with the
lips on the left side or lips on both sides.

Mrs. Richards pointed out the futility of at-
tempting to raise the temperature of water
above 212° F. in an uncovered receptacle.
Violent boiling did not increase the tempera-
ture; it did waste the gas. Mrs. Richards
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stated that those who purchased coal bought
work, as faulty carbonization distributed waste
products which were dirty, and in the end re-
sults were costly and valuable by-products
were destroyed.

Mrs. Richards wanted to find methods to
have clean air, as it was one of the primary
necessities of man’s physical existence. She
emphasized the importance of sunlight, as it
exalted the powers for health.

Mrs. Richards stated that laboratories do not
count as much as the quality of the researchers.
She noted the steam issuing from a kettle;
close to the mouth there was nothing to be
seen, but outside the condensed steam was vis-
ible. Thus the law of gases was in evidence.

Mrs. Richards on one occasion in my office
suggested making a study of the distance drop-
lets traveled due to an explosive or mild cough.
As these minute droplets contain bacteria and
ride about on dust particles as in miniature
air-planes, it would be sensible to remove the
dust or make it less active, by humidifying the
air. Thus I could continue, but these state-
ments were made to increase our powers of
observation and to know what we should see.
Viscount Bryce has said: “Be happy in the
processes of seeing and observing.”

True service is far-reaching, for it is based
upon a comradeship of sound values in the in-
terest and welfare of human society. Mrs.
Richards became extremely sensitive to all that
pertained to the uplift of her fellows and their
environments. Mrs. Richards was essentially
an engineer, a super-engineer in her thought by
“reasoned decision,” her dynamic force and
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fact-finding actions. She equipped herself to
provide her pupils with the selected tools to
work with. She strove “to get free and use-
ful effects from predetermined useful causes.”
Mrs. Richards’ initial statements were rea-
soned statements. No time was lost in reach-
ing her objective. Her students knew how and
when to apply the knowledge gained and why
it should be done. Mrs. Richards believed in
organizations to protect and to promote the in-
terests of the group and to mainain an effective
voice in furthering their interests.

Mrs. Richards devised means to rehabilitate
the unnatural instability of home, industrial
and community management, thereby to lessen
waste in energy, time and money. The force
behind this management was Mrs. Richards’
rebellion against what she realized as “inhu-
man realities.” I have tried to reveal the
thoughts of Mrs. Richards as indicative of her
personality, timely leadership, funded know-
ledge and spiritual values.

We can find a common ground in our desire

to re-echo the tributes which have been so loy-
ally and ably paid by Mrs. Richards’ biog-
rapher, Caroline L. Hunt. We shall do well to
keep this book, “The Life of Ellen H. Rich-
ards,” in mind for one’s self, for our friends
and for our friends’ friends.

Mrs. Richards knew that new means and

methods must be cultivated to improve the lot
of mankind. ‘He who helps himself helps an-
other.” This was the essence of the task she
set herself to do.
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Mrs. Richards did not stray by accident into
any field of usefulness. From the web-like
centers of her mind she so controlled the
threads that facts and new relations took form
in rich fulfillment of her predictions. As Mrs.
Richards progressed in developmental power
and “stable profit growth was made and main-
tained” in her numerous activities, she had the
rare gift of blending them into the common
human heritage. “The Art of Living” as un-
derstood by Mrs. Richards had a scope, depth
and rareness that made service to others the
highest appeal to human nature. Mrs. Rich-
ards worked for a “commodity of happiness,”
and a brighter day of freedom in thought, in
action and in output.
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From Institute Records July 5, 1879

Women givin priviledge of being examined for a degree under the same

conditions as male students
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

June 5, 1940

Dean H.E. Lobdell
Professor B.A. Thresher

Gentlemen:

Several times I have learned directly or indirectly
from Miss Stiles that there is somewhat the same problem
among our women students as among the men students in the
matter of the type of personality which makes one an
acceptable member in a society. Apparently there are one
or two women students here now who are pretty anti-social
and are a considerable detriment to the morale of the
rest of the group as they meet in the Margaret Cheney Room.

This led me to wonder whether it might not be a good
plan to let Miss Stiles see the applications for admission
of women students so that she could hoist a red flag in
case she sees or discovers indication that an applicant
might be undesirable, and in this way supplement the evidence
which you get from other sources.

I believe that she would do this job conscientiously,
especially since she has to struggle with the mistakes if
they are made.

If you like the idea would you take the initiative
in talking 1t over with Miss Stiles and arranging a system
of operations. If you do not like the idea just drop it.

Sincerely yours

Karl T. ComflomKT0/L President
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

June 15, 1948

MEMORANDUM: Subject: Conversation with Miss Stiles
Regarding Her Ideas for Women
Students

Miss Stiles called yesterday to say goodbye and to
pass on the following suggestions. She is leaving in very
good spirits and 1s enthusiastic about her: forthcoming
work with the awhitectural firm Ambrose Higgins and Assoc-
iates, 200 Main Street. Bar Harbor, Maine.

Advisor for Women Students.

Miss Stiles listed a large number of little things
which have required her attention over and beyond actual
consultation with women students. She feels that there will
be a considerable loss in effective handling in these
situations unless some one can take over. Of the women now
on our staff she is inclined to think that Mrs. Yates would
be the best selection though she realizes that Mrs. Yates
has a very full time job. However, she could think of
no one else, :

She does not believe that the Dean's Office is quite
adequate to handle meny of these little details though she
spoke very well of Dean Baker and his cooperation. Because
of the considerable amount of attention required to keep
the Margaret Cheney room operating well, also because the
girls hesitate to go into such an official office as the
Dean's Office on some of their problems because they fear
gossip by those who know some of their personal problems,
and finally because of easy accessibility, she thinks that
an ultimate good solution would be for the advisor to women
students to be located somewhere near the Margaret Cheney
room, perhaps across the hall, if the ultimate re-allocations
of space should make this possible.

Care of the Margaret Cheney Room.

Miss Stiles feels that the refinishing of the Margaret
Cheney room which is now under way should give an opportunity
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to make a few changes in the care of these rooms which
would be very beneficial and prevent the room from becoming
as dirty and unkempt as it has been in the past. Among
her suggestions are the following.

The vacuum cleaners are operated by men janitors.
They never go into the room if any of the girls are present
and generally avoid the room (this may be partly from
embarrassment, partly for their own protection). The result
is that the rooms are never properly cleaned.

Also because of the nature of the use of this room
there is always more cleaning to be done than would be the
case, for example, of an office and for this reason the
fifteen minutes allotted in the Janitors! schedule is far
from adequate. Miss Stiles believes that two hours a day
should be allocated for cleaning, checking the laundry, and
so forth. ©OShe does not believe that the janitors should
be expected to do the dishes or take care of the refrigerator,
which is the responsibility of the girls and which they
do reasonably well. A possible exception is the appearance
of dirty dishes frequently in the morning and she has never
been able to run this down but believes that the night
cleaners occasionally have midnight suppers in this room
and leave the dishes.

Miss Stiles! recommendation is that we get an ordinary
household type vacuum cleaner of the weight which can be used
easily by a woman and that some cleaning woman be given the
responsibility for vacuum cleaning, dusting, checking laundry,
and other janitor services for the Margaret Cheney room
and that she be allocated a two-hour period each night to do
this. ©Ohe further suggests that a little closet be built
or bought to be set just behind the kitchen door to contain
the vacuum cleaner, broom and other janitor's equipment. At
present there 1s no place provided to keep the things which
would normally go in a broom closet.

K. 7.00.



Women of Technology

Peasie T, Canen

Stoughton, Mass. News
Feh, 21, 1920

.=The ... al

Rambler
...byA.Teelline
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Inthe passing out of Miss. Bessie I ————
T.Capen of Northampton,Principal Miss Capen believed that Ben
of the Capen School locatéedv in] Franklin spoke. the exact truth
Smiith College City, the inrhi when he “said, “Empty your purse
lost’ a valuable woman.  Sheiwas into your head.” For Miss Cupen's
born in Stoughton more than.eighty Wide benefactions, her varied at
years ago, when the highereduca-  tainments,. her; unfailing courage,
tion for women was almostiunheard her devotion to her'ideals, she will
of, when the woman’s place in.ther long be remembered by those wi
world of letters was so small ag to knew her best. Her passing out
be hardly seen or khown.. Follow- leaves a big gapin the ranks of
ing her early education, during: Rer those women who bore “the: heat]
‘saching in Boston, she devoted her 2nd burden of the’ day,” wresting
spare time to the study ‘of ‘Science from unwilling : schools the know-
in the Institute of Technologgy,be- ledge they finally gained. But
ing one ofthe AreNamento follow times have changed in these last
that line of work. Her long service sixty years. Nearly eyery pro.
as teacher, as Professor of Chemis- fession in the landis now open tor
sry, her work in the Capen’ School Women on” equal terms ‘as with]
these last years of her long, busy men, while in: realms of science
lifer tell of a mind well. stored, a women hold :the/ high places many
heart - open to all needs. ‘How times. -
many young men and women: she
helped to gain an education no’ one
can’ tell. But many were sent. to
College or Preparatory  Schoel “or ~
Normal School from her well-filled' Yabhel Keyes Pabcock
purse always open to calls of the
deserving. From the first = of her
work she felt it a duty as well as Lae a nar vhs desinad An
pleasure to educate all the: young ‘gfeat court of the Technology group of
hoosle arbors sho. ould. As iho buisness SianKoyey Sabeock
head of the Capen School. she of the famous farmerettes of New
found in her homes for the girls Fal Her faher was aimcioror
several small rooms not fine enough Babcock is the holder of the only MM. A.
for those students who had the best. Done euaniesy has bestowed upon
Therefore she gave these unattract- a
ive rooms to girls who otherwise
could not have had a chance to
gain an education.



Women You Should Know

She Finds the Fl f Lif
By EMILY MACY

“Do what you like to do—and if you're good at it, then that’s all the better!”
Such is the “laissez faire” manner of Emily Wick, assistant professor of

food chemistry at MIT, and she loves it. ' She has no reason not to, since she has
lived that way most of her life
with honors and awards fall«
ing quite naturally in her di-
rection, ~~ ¥=%

While aistilling a ton of
strawberries tom get a; few*
grams. of tasteful extract for’
microscopic. examination, ski-
ing in New Hampshire and
sailing ‘out of Sandy Bay
Yacht Clubin Rockport, the
commuting chemist maintains
a calm but: jovial -existence
that could well be the model
of any modernist neurotically
plaguedsby the hectic pace of
day-to-day living. == 7.

. Although she works -‘be=.
cause I like it,” she. says,
“career women Scare .me.;
They have so muchaggressive
drive that you wonder if they
ever remember how: to be just
plain people™ .: TE

So Ln x * : Tray
Sitting in her office. and eataking stock: of her: trade, EK Belps her 10 pe

one could hardly disagree Frade”
with this careerist- of plainly K ti petier reasors&gt;simple tastes and directly lh wie Is
honest manner. Amidst the rahior al os
hefty bookshelf background of aT
chemical formulae, food tech- 4S, SIIRING ge. 1
nologies, techmical journals &amp;-githough _ history
and the laboratory clutter of Sx ¢-FirstLady, Mar-
zarishly yellow: tanks of car- fasiyugfon used. wine

bon Sig Hans tubes, af rTsoups,neat
pipes and measuring “instru- : : } 2 Tal traaiaonments with deft’ pen-scratch- FLAYOR CHEMIST EMILY WICK OF MIT BorkFd =
ings scribbling out highly Good Taste Can Ba Measured Only'By Grams =Cllasels -new wine
exact quanfities of elements, h ) . Co joe The Pleasures of

calories and. the like in foods, you're doing and you have process and. distill through |g with Wine” (Pren&lt;
thera _ronasos..in -humorons Comfidewominy yan smeli ern Ihr Tio Isolate the ullstauls 11) is frankly: Ameri-contrast French travel pos- own knowledge and abilities components that contribute Fl capitalizeson the
ters, Japanese sketehes, some- and purposes, you can accept Or compose taste. "'s experience as former
body’s iuncirand bowl of fish, these various incongruities,””  - Recentl¥*her students had nsultant for the Wine
usually has ghd way wor shesexplained. 2 . to proeess. 150 pounds of te home advisory: ser-“They wefe left behindby Suehi- as loaves -of old- Gros Michel bananas, th2 th headquarters in Sanone of tha students, and now fashioned=~breaddiligentlycommontablevarietyweallqqEarlycookshadthey've become pets. When baked by the loving hands, enjoy, beginning with cata- than Raver oh fring
the family gets too biz, we not of mother, but of an loguing~them by their his- peu cooked meat and
sal! them for a penny apiece Italian graduate student, all tory: day of harvesting, tem- hy ino x th
which pays for their room and of ‘it to be microscopically  peraturs; humidity, locale, |laiaats Tt te So or
hoard.” » analyzed to the last crumb, shipping routine, length of oe Ts Hi oYze

Pk Kk appetities forsaken. * stay- in warehouses, before fe aE , stringy
Casually adopting a family “We're constantly carrying peeling every single on2 of EMBER whe ‘bb

of fish is part of the studious on experiments for various for the study. Ag i Rui 14 07)
scheme of things with Emily food concerns in trying to “By understanding the Nui pic ney
Wisk who can rattle off better understand the rela- flavor qualities of bananas, T Th £, 01g Some hac
chemical formulae like some tionship -between odor and we can help growers know dee ae hh a ol
people drop names. Youre taste, both of which are what type and condition of The Sy ve v
supposed to know what she’s necessary for the better 2n- banana makes for the best either a .
talking about, but furthering  joyment of food” galing.” “ins Healy othe ingratiating charm is : * %-%Atpresent,shehasfourfoodoothat she’s likely to he eating Technically, Emily’s work nraiacts going, conducted by
hor lunch alongside a tank of in the food {field is the isnla- graiuate students with tect-
highlv-explosive nitrogen at tion and identification of fia- nlzal assistants. One is study-
the same time. vor components in food, It inx the flavor. of ;irradigiad
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MIT WOMAN TRYING TO FIND ANSWERi MAN TRYING TO FIND ANSWER

Flavor.JtillA Mystery lo Jcience
| By NOAH GORDON measured in parts per million or She was a member of the fence. i n he bil Laboratory. =

What makes your mouth water billion,” Dr. Wick said. ing team, served as class treas bi 4 oe 3 ne 5
when you smell your favorite yo. goes a girl get to be (2 urér (“1 still am™), and Was gayer components. What did she
‘meal cooking on the stove? What! _ «vt and (b) a flavor ex awarded her degree with honor. learn? She smiled. “The work
Toes one food delicious and pert? : . She stayed on at Mount Holyoke mr He
another horrible-tasting? ar 'as a teaching assistant, in 1945 ino firm pany.

Emily Lippincott Wick was born : ing firm, and the information is
- The answer, of course, is flavor. . receiving the master of arts de- the property of the client.”

"in ‘Youngstown, O., daughter of gree, “Then I remained another Because ADL deals in applied
But what is flavor? Science James L. and Clare (Dryer) Wick. year, as an instructor,” she said. science, however, and because

a eve really ghe was raised in Youngstown, ‘The academic life appealed to there is an enormous amount of
unto, where her father was president of fats i, oe hemi hp oo Fusnn Ine done in flavor,i : 1 * she moved to in, 1957.

CQ, ay know that the Falcon Bronze Co. a foundry land; I didn’t want to leave New :
| CIence hd &gt; ha that serviced the big steel mills. “England!” She and her colleagues have

| th | components,” Dr. ipsse gr BOTH g Vices % T kD d’ A dvi found that flavor compounds mayali( ¢ Emily L.* Wick, 1906,” she said. er hors oo a S vice contain as many as 50 or 60 indi-
| , assistant profes: gmily attended the Youngs: On the. advice. of her father ang] vidual Comp “There may
Man 30: of ford ner. town ublic schools ‘and Chane, brother, Dr. ‘Warn r A, Wick "he only Ong OF (WO Majer COMPAIDwiry©abMi,owspalcaAgTaneyherbrother,Dr:WarnerA,WickycwiththeothersgivingtheFirs ow toldThe. Herald. High School. The Wick family now associate dean of the under flavor its nuances and subtleties,”

: pTE00 lived on an unworked farm. The graduate college at the Univer she said.
stuffs are a complex mixture of girl had a pony, and there was sity of . Chicago, she ‘decided to pr q.0 sciantifi methods ‘such
lcarbohydrates, proteins and fats, lots of roorts. Nevertheless, when study for her doctorate, She dis-'55 gag chromatography make her
the task of separating the tiny it came time to choose a college, plays complete candor in explain- job easier. “But, they're not as DR. Em L. WICK

Eroutiolevn Sas Sn she turned instinctively fo New ing why she chose MIT. “There good as people's bo oe i The taste’s the thing
difficult one. : 7 England, " There) Is, no place as were oneor two other schools isi ET r= 2
. beautiful,” she sald. Her ap- that/were as good. But I know
Selene has been the trail of petite for this partof the coun, that in graduate school I'd have Dr. Wick lives at 27 Atlantic!the flavor mystery for only about try had been whelled bysum. (0 work like the fdedl. Thal sue,Rockport,inahouseonthefBifscate. “Until 10 years ago, no En tions | 8 bent in:th meant 1 wanted ‘to’ stay around 4 I 7% dire : ite © thdbs Sey frp hon, Westone the Rockport; where the family had [ono (decty | OPP ardent

methods had been developed for Goucester vicinity. She seftled a summer place, © famous Motif No. 1. An ardent
isolating flavor components,” Dr. 5 . olen: College HACER ER on sailor, she is a long-time member
Wick said on Mount Holyoke College, a gp. roivod the PhD. in 1951 Of the board of governors of the. choice she does not now appear ng o 3 es Err Sandy Bay Yacht Club.;She has
Difficult Task: oregeel, doing . research with carbohy- owned a boat in the International

The ich of ds thas “Holyoke hasbeen known for, oe fs 4 oe al fellow Soar Sen i ne host, on- The job of separating the tin re : i Arthur C. .. at present is skipper of a ¥irelly7 : al ? : 3 oy sone time for its strong A ay » mS Coy 3 Jha i i / pe Cie
“flavor-bombs” from the rest of front celnan of the MIT chemistry de- sailing dinghy. . Ne
the food could be compared with do Tins a e said. She artment 3 4 she joined «we race her every weekend, in
searching for soverali: plades of majore in chemistry and re- ur D. Little, Inc., as a chem- season,” she said. “My crew is
‘eoal ‘under the Arctic ice cap ~~ ceived the bachelor of arts degree Jay Peters, 13. He's stalwart. He

nr, Ln ria in 1943.0 00 doesn’t’ mind if half the “ocean
* “The flavor components can be ‘pours down his neck.” =
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FLAVORSMELL
OF FOOD PROBED,

Experiment Described =Session Here

The day may not be too far dis- |
tant when you can eat onions!
without borhering about being ob-|
noxious to the rest of humanity.

Monday at Massachusetts scien-|tist told about studies being con]
ducted by food researchers to
find out why certain foods smell |
and taste as they do. - rl

The experiments were described!
by Dr. Emily L. Wicks, associate|
professor of ‘nutrition and food
science at Massachusetts Institute!
of Technology."

| “TITTLESICENTIFIC DATA
| Dr. Wicks was one of the speak-;
ers at. a conference on food flav-
ors held at the Southern Research
Laboratory +of . the U.S. Depart-
ment ofAgriculture. |
The’. woman’ scientist told those|}

attending" the: conference, spon-|i
sored Py the Southern Utilization
Research and Development Divi-|i
sion of the U.S. Agriculture De-
partment,that research is pres-
ently being carried on with ba
nanas --and- tomatoes.: ;

~ “We. want to find out whats
causes tomatoes and bananas to)have such: characteristic odors,”
she explained. “Men have been
cooking and. eating foods for as!
long as they have existed and it's
been good: food: too.. But there has
been very little scientific know-,
ledge of why fcods have certain
flavors and certain odors.”

| SYNTHETIC FOOD

Dr. Wicks warned that ‘‘what|’
with the population explosion”,
there may come a day when
there won't be enough food to go)(
around. When such day arrives, |
she added, we may have to de-|j
pend on synthetic food or others
available items such as cotton
seed. Such foods, said the scien-
tists, will, of couse, have to be|
made more palatable, more suit-
able for eating, of



WILL RAPP.

EDUCATION
UNIVERSITIES Charles Seymour was a vigorous inter-

nationalist in support of all-out aid to
The Y of It All Britain, Brewster argued for the Amer-
J; To most of the students and faculty at ica Firsters in college debates. But when
vale, husky, engaging Kingman Brew- the U.S. went to war, Brewster prompt-
ster Jr., 44, has long been the odds-on ly joined the Navy and became a fighter
favorite to succeed President A. Whit- pilot.
ney Griswold who died of cancer last After the war, at Harvard Law he
April. As university provost and thus caught the eye of Professor Milton Katz
Yale’s No. 2 faculty officer since 1961, who took him to Paris as a special as-
Brewster had proved to be a hard- sistant at the burgeoning Marshall Plan
working combination of scholar and ad- headquarters, later helped him get his
ministrator, and succeeded in charming first teaching job—an assistant law pro-
New Haven in the bargain. But there fessorship at Harvard.
were dark rumors of dissent among the Old Grad Sailor. The path back to
16 members of the arcane council that Yale started at Martha's Vineyard,
had the power of final decision, the Yale Mass., where: the Brewsters and their
Corporation. For one thing, academic five children spend their summer sailing.
purists pointed out solemnly, Brewster A neighbor and fellow sailor at Vine-
had neither M.A. nor Ph.D. And yard Haven was Whitney Griswold. Be- CLASSROOM SCENE AT MAT.
though he was indeed a Yaleman (A.B. coming good friends, the Old Grad and A girl can design a battleship.
41), his law degree came from, of all the President ribbed each other unmer- Elegant Equations. One reason is that
places, Harvard. cifully. “What are you doing to my high schools have steered girls away

Five months passed as the Corpora- alma mater?” Brewster would roar, from M.LT. for years. Many seem to
tion struggled with its doubts and pon- joshing Griswold about student riots at be unaware that the place is coed; oth-
dered other names, leading the Yale New Haven, losing football teams or ers put it down as misogynist, or too
News &amp; Review last week to explode his presidential speeches. When the ru- tough. Few know that M.LT. offers
with exasperation: “Is it too much to mor spread that Brewster was under humanities courses, and well-taught
ask that the members of the Yale Cor- consideration as next dean of the Har- ones, too. And there is the lingering
poration resolve to stay in session this vard Law School, Griswold in 1960 of- Boston image of the Tech coed as “a
weekend until they have chosen a presi- fered Brewster Yale's provost job. “The girl five feet tall and equally wide, a
dent?” Whether or not stung by this re- idea came to me as a surprise,” says slide rule hanging at her belt, who can
buke, the Corporation gathered around Brewster, but he promptly accepted. speak only in differential equations.”
a highly polished table in Woodbridge “Although it was completely unrelated - The only truth in this picture is that
Hall. and finally agreed on a name: to anything I had done in the past, it Tech girls have brains. They consistently
__jigman Brewster. : seemed a good time to find out if I do as well as or better than the boys.
Point of View. Yale’s 17th president would be any good "at it.” He lost no All take the same standard freshman
fits no educator’s conventional mold. In time proving he was a natural. And calculus and chemistry; most wind up
college, he rose to become chairman of as acting president for the past five majoring in math or science. As for
the Daily News, but on Tap Day, when months, he has been operating boss of looks, Tech now boasts striking equa-
Yale juniors are selected for secret so- a $45 million budget and overseer of tions—long legs, wind-blown hair, fresh
cieties, a delegation from Skull &amp; Bones some 8,400 students and 2,000 faculty. faces—attached to creatures who turn
searched for Brewster in vain, finally Brewster has made few mistakes. No out to be working on doctorates in
found him firmly seated on a basement one doubts that the official transition fluid dynamics while researching hydro-
toilet, from which perspective he de- from No. 2 to No. 1 will be equally foils for the Navy.
clined membership. At the start of smooth and painless. "Deep People." Tech girls have prob-
World War II, when Yale's President lems. “You feel like a cow at auction,”

STUDENTS says one. “You have to walk a mile to
. find a ladies’ room,” says another. But

Where the Brains Are over the years they have made a virtue
Hardly anyone imagines girls attend- of their small numbers. “We're a pow-

ing mighty M.I.LT. Yet last week Tech, erful minority,” says 19-year-old Sue
as Boston calls it, dedicated its first Colodny. The only girl in a class gets
women’s dormitory to go with its first plenty of professorial attention. “Every
women’s dean, an attractive blonde activity on campus wants girls,” gloats
lured from nearby Radcliffe. As it turns one of them, and a freshman reports
out, Tech has 238 girls—all swimming that getting a date required only the
fast and straight in a sea of 6,860 men. merest smile. “It’s wild,” she says.

Girls at M.1LT. ‘go back to 1871, What makes it sound wilder is that
when an uppity Vassar grad applied to Tech girls can visit Tech boys in their
study chemistry. The faculty let her rooms for at least six hours a day
in, but carefully kept her name (Ellen (traffic the other way is restricted). The
Swallow) off the rolls. She wound up visits are mainly devoted to the “study
on the faculty, and in 1883 the whole date,” a circumspect Tech tradition
place went coed—turning out such born of the pace as well as the propin-
alumnae as Battleship Designer Lydia quity. Tech girls adore “deep people.”
G. Weld (02) and City Planner Elisa- They scorn “meats” (inarticulate ath-
beth Coit (18). More than half of letes), and go for “tools” (grinds) only
Tech’s living alumnae work fulltime as if they can be “unlocked” (relaxed).
artists, aerodynamicists, doctors, min- That still leaves plenty of minds to
isters, missile developers and math pro- meet: about 40% of Tech giris marry

YALE'S BREWSTER fessors. Still, the total number is small-——  Techmen—much preferring them to
A toiler from the Vineyard. only 572 women hold M.1.T. degrees. Harvardmen, who are “ali the same ™

TIME, OCTOBER 18, 1963 zhi



aN -¥ = IL BR ; hd = LiNew” women's dorm evoixes impressive prais
MIT coeds are busily and rapid- oramic view of Boston, the time: the upper floors are only have grouped chairs, coffee tables but the new dorm has so far or

ly adjusting to life in the cam- Charles Basin, and the MIT cam- open from 2 till 5 on Sundays. and gradn piano—which the girls aroused only favorable comments
pus’ newest dormitory, Stanley pus. Residents have compulsory The first floor alone, however, is have already covered with music from the coeds.
McCormick Hall. The building, commons meals, but a scattered adequate for the social needs of ranging from Beethoven Sonatas
made possible by a gift from Mrs. survey indicates that the quality the dorm. The front entrance of to pop hits—and a beautiful rug
Katherine Dexter McCormick, ‘04, of McCormick Hall food is supe- the Hall, facing on Kresge, leads which can be pulled back to re-
is MIT's first truly beautiful dor- rior to the meals at the larger into a lobby and the reception veal a polished hardwood dance
mitory. The total cost of the dorm dorms. desk: down the hall are small, floor. The lounge is hung with
is approximately $2.5 million; The social life of the coeds is doorless, waiting rooms walled original eighteenth century Eng-
much of this was spent on the bound to flourish in the new with handmade grass paper and lish landscapes; scetches and oil
fine materials and tasteful furnish- dorm, which is certainly impres- furnished, as is the rest of the adorn the other rooms of the
ings that add greatly to the beau- sive to male visitors. The first Hall, in Danish Modern style. The floor. The dining room and the
ty of the interior. floor is open to visitors at any living room and adjacent lounge private dining room for small,

The dorm is designed for com- formal parties adjoin the lounge
fort and convenience in every opposite the living room. These
phase of the coed’s life. Study rooms on the first floor surround
facilities include desks and a patio similar to ‘the Hayden
wheeled bookcases in the rooms, Court. Part of a double room in Mc-
plus a number of study rooms and The new dorm holds 116 girls, Cormick Hall, showing the fur-
sound-proof typing rooms on the and is replacing both the Fresh- nishings which, together with a
eighth floor. A resident faculty fe? desk. are in every room. Girls ©
member and his wife, Professor man Girls’ Dorm on Bay State y I
ol aire Tamwond Dryant i Road and the Bexley Hall apart- are allowed to add any articles
always available for advice and ment system. No definite reaction they desire. i
counseling. The Bryants live on to the change is noticeable yet, —Photo by Steve Teicher} __
the second floor, which is also the 5 BE
location of a conference and semi- ®
nar room. w

Daily life in McCormick Hall is
relaxed and pleasant amid ‘the
lovely, modern decor of the in-
terior. The single and double
rooms are supplied with firm new
beds and comfortable chairs; each . : : 2 . .
floor is supplied with a kitchenette Mona Dickson '66 plays the Chickering grand in the living
and lounge; and the eighth floor Foom of McCormick Hall. The room's other furnishings include
penthouse provides comfortable, linen curtains, mahogany woodwork, and Danish modern furniture.
relaxed surroundings plus a pan- ~~ — Photo by Steve Teicher

~The commons dining room in the new hall. The door at the
rear leads to the private dining room, which accommodates
eight to twelve persons at formal gatherings. pre
PA ———— —Photo by Steve Teicher

Elaine Ackles '67 chats with Sara Law '67 in the penthduse
on the eighth floor of McCormick Hall. The windows behind them
afard a view af Graduate House and the Great Dome



Glove Fight victorove rignt viciory
a : i o = f re) 0 RTT Te i J Tgives Field Day to Freshmen
‘By Mark Bolotin best-dressed passengers. In this race the idea of a three-

The Class of '69 defeated the The Class of ’68 extended its legged race with two people was
Class of '68 handily in the Glove lead by winning 10 points in the extended to a six-legged race with
Fight, the major event of Field race of diminishing returns, one five people. The Class of ’69 re-
Day, to come from behind and of the mystery events of the day. ceived 4 points, because their co-
emerge victorious in Field Day Both classes started with 32 peo- eds were the first to cross the
by a score of 54 to 31. - ple, each carrying one object, at finish line, but the sophomore co-

The sophomores took a quick one end of the field. These peo- eds won 4 points for being best-
lead in the day’s activities by ple ran across the field and gave dressed and 2 points for having
winning the Keelboat Race, a new their burdens to 16 people who the most candles lit at the end of
Field Day event. The sophomores ran back and passes these objects the race. a.
received 10 points for winning the to 8 people. This continued untii In the greased-pig contest, nei-
race and 5 points for the best- each class had only 2 people car- ther class was able to capture
looking keelboat (possibly due to rying all 32 items, which included the pig, so that the 10 points for
their extra year of technical ed- such necessities as beach balls, the event were given to the pig,
ucation), but were penalized 5 soap, and 5.02 notes. which temporarily took over sec- |,
points for letting their boat slip The freshmen won thé coed can- ond place ahead of the freshmen. Le
off the logs. The freshmen were dle carry, but won only 4 points Although there was not enough
awarded 5 points. for having the compared to 6 for the Sophomores. room for all freshmen on the J

rope, the Class of '69 won the tug-
of-war for 10 points. The fresh- wc
men coeds were less successful, &amp;
and the Class of '68 won the coed
tug-of-war for 5 points. is

Although behind by a score of
31 to 19, the Class of 69 took ad- .
vantage of its superior numbers J
to overcome the Class of '68 in ©
the Glove Fight and thus win
Field Day. The decisiveness of
their victory was evident by the
fact that the freshmen accumula-
ted more than twice as many
gloves as did the sophomores.

Photo by Lou Golvin

Sherry Gulmon '68 mans the sophomore keelboat as her class
pulls on to victory in the keelboat race at Field Day. However,
Sherry was not the sophomores’ only secret weapon; a supply of
butyric acid, properly applied, helped to distract the frosh.

Photo by Lou Golvin

Up to her ankles in mud,
freshman Shelley Fleet stands
somewhat exhausted after the
sophomore coeds pulled the
freshmen coeds through the
mud in the tug of war compeh-
finn at Cisld Day Saturday.
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Nobel recipient Meets coeds
” feDr. Hodgkin serves as first Mauze Professor

By Ted Nygreen graduate women association spon- tea held by the Association of
Professor Dorothy Hodgkin, win- sored a luncheon for Mrs. Hodg- Women Students yesterday, the

ner of the Nobel Prize in Chem- kin later in the week. last opportunity before she left for
istry in 1964, just finished one Two lect coeds to exchange ideas with this
week at MIT in McCormick Hall famous female scholar.
as the first Abby Rockefeller Dr. Hodgkin spoke to many in- Comments
Mauze Professor. terested faculty and students The potential future of this pro-

In 1964, Dr. Hodgkin became about her work in chemistry. Her fessorship program for the bene-
the third woman ever to win a Wrst lecture, Friday, concerned fit of the women students at the
Nobel Prize, for her work with the work for which she was Institute looks very promising.
X-ray crystallography to analyze awarded the prize, ““Crystallogra- Judging from the comments of
large biochemical molecules. Her Phic Studies and Vitamin B-12.” those coeds who met and talked
work in this field led to a thor- The other lecture, Monday, was with Dr. Hodgkin, the consensus
ough knowledge of the penicillin entitled “Progress on Some Bio- is that she was “interesting and
molecule and to the elucidation’of Chemically Interesting Molecules.” thrilling. . . we should have more
the structure of vitamin B-12, es- She was the guest of honor at a guests like Mrs. Hodgkin ”
sential to human life. The only
other women ever to be so hon-
ored were Marie Curie, who won
the Nobel Prize:in 1911, and her
daughter Irene Joliot Curie, 1935
winner.

For Coeds
The Abby Rockefeller Mauze

Professorship at MIT was estab-
lished by gifts from Laurance S.
Rockefeller and from the Rocke-
feller Brothers Fund. This is a
professorship particularly of inter-
est to Tech coeds, for it provides
them the opportunity to meet with
distinguished women scholars.

Wined and dined i

During her one week visit here, .

Dr. Hodgkin stayed in McCormick ” “3 Ysroh
i oto by John Torode

Hay ne Cn Prof. Dorothy Crowfoot Hodgkin of Oxford is pictured in
dinner gathering in the Student 26-100 with Dr. Irwin W. Sizer, head of Course Vil. The Nobel
Center was well attended by the Laureate gave two lectures (last Friday and Monday) at MIT as
undergraduate girls. The new the First Abby Rockefeller Mauze Professor.

5 2

=raduate coeds form new organizaiion
: 3 3 ® odd

os ter f mmon activiliesio provide center for common ac
affairs, making XVIII, vice president; Reggie

2 a f Chok- - a cultural, Eibénger, course XV, Treasurer;
9 Under the leadership i for social, and political activities. and Andrea Allen, philosophy,
$F yun Ryass mew organ important, through this org- Secretary
— graduate women students was GE Go iin :

= og hundred fifty help from fam other whenever the
&amp;! women graduates at MIT, ithe reed ex's “now under consider
En Association of Women Students Projects 1 os contrre

was the only previous form of ation are rng hi is
representation. However, because lectures, a ok ae Ain
of differences in academic, social hangs, a. a, : oe Gi Phi =
and environmental matters be- formal teas, _—- 3 Tai
tween the graduate and under- ball, and adding Cradiato
graduate women, it was felt that women students in
it would be beneficial for the Student Manual.

; -o thei Officers were elected at an

graduate So to have their ns Groin ot
sown organization. “iiae 5 : E AE

The purpose of this organization They Ee na wi
All be to help all its members In nresident; ut eison, he



The Trend of Affairs
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| rt 22
A Second Hall for Women
CONSTRUCTION of a second eight-story residence
for women on the M.L.T. campus will begin this sum-
mer. The generosity of Mrs. Stanley McCormick
(Katharine Dexter, ’04) has made this possible, and
the Director of Admissions, Professor Roland B.
Greeley, now expects M.I.T. to be able within a few
years to admit 75 freshman women each fall.

When Mrs. McCormick’s class was graduated, only
24 women were enrolled at the Institute. There are
now 291, nearly twice as many as last year. Mrs. Mc-
Cormick has long been a benefactor of women at
M.LT. and her gift of Stanley McCormick Hall made
this year’s great increase possible. Stanley McCormick
Hall is M.L.T.’s first permanent residence for women.

The new residence hall now scheduled for comple-
tion in 1967 will be east of McCormick Hall, near
Memorial Drive but facing Amherst Street and the
M.L.T. Chapel. The two halls will be connected and
similar in style, with limestone vertical ribs over a
structure of reinforced concrete, although interior ar-
rangements will differ. Professor Herbert L. Beckwith,
’26, of Anderson, Beckwith and Haible, has been the
architect for both halls. Long-range plans call for con-
struction later of an adjoining third unit to provide
recreational and athletic facilities for women.

M.I.T. was the first technological institution to ad-
mit women, and the first to employ a woman as a
member of its teaching Faculty, but limited its admis-
sion of women students for many years because of the
lack of suitable housing for them. Last June women
received M.LT. bachelor’s degrees in physics, mathe-
matics, electrical engineering, metallurgy, chemical en-
gineering, aeronautics and astronautics, and biology.
Mrs. Jacquelyn A. Mattfeld, Associate Dean of Student
Affairs, reports that about 70 per cent of the under-
graduate women at M.IT. now go on to graduate
study, “many in areas in which the nation urgently
needs more women.”



by: JOAN HAWKES stockings and flats, little - hecl
fo RL2 ARE infiltrating MIT! pumps or high, handsome boots.There are now 178 of them At an informal eggnog party,
among the 3725 undergrads and some girls stressed the word “‘in-
they even have their own two-year- formal” — coming directly from
old dorm, McCormick Hall. class in jeans, slacks or sweaters

- How does a girl dress on a male- and. skirts.
dominated campus? Others changed to colorful woo!

“You won’t find a typical look dresses and pretty blouses and
here,” insisted the coeds. skirts, covering up with a dress

Some elect a strictly functional coat or an “all-purpose” coat-—one
approach—jeans or slacks “to messy a swaggering, tie-sashed suede, an-
labs” and to class “just because it's other a belted nubby wool. :
easier.” Fashion here is clearly a minor-

More like to separate themselves ity. The MIT “look” owes no alle-
clearly from the boys. They wear giance to any one style or fad, but
skirts and sweaters, jumpers and there is a penchant for what’s easy,
dresses, with plain or patterned understated and un-selfconscious.

One - of -a - kind fashion is

choice of Barbara Desmond,
Rye, N.Y., for an MIT open
house. She bought her hand-
embroidered blouse in Yugo-
slavia, teams it with a red
wool wraparound skirt and
stack heel: pumps.

Aes, AaWe
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Sunday Herald Phelos by Calvin Campbell

Studying — or partying —

Alara ~ Bixon, Belmont,
chooses a green wool pull-
over, necklaced with a scarf,
camel A-line skirt and brown
little-girl sandals.

For boy -charming, Maria
Karpati, New York City,
wears a red mohair vest
over a boy-tailored shirt and
red plaid A-line skirt.-
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From lab to open house
came Wilma Sandler, New
York City, in a cinnamon
V-necked pullover, bought
in a men's department, and
beige corduroy levis from
an Army-Navy store.

BOSTON SUNDAY HERALD
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Multi-purpose coat of Peggy
Jones, Hempstead, N.Y, is
brown suede, lined with fake
camel fur. Her cold-weather
footgear is brown leather
boots on little heels.
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; Left: Sheila Evans Widnall, M. I. T. '60, Middle: Margaret MacVicar of Michigan is Right: Frances Dyro, '63, became the first
: obtained her Doctor of Science degree in currently a doctoral candidate at M. I. T. woman editor of Tech Engineering News.

i aeronautical engineering last Spring. carrying on superconductivity studies. Girls are outnumbered on campus 30 to 1.1e B In Tins ENLIGHTUNED AGE WHEN and [riends. Apparently a girl with a ing nearly all-male classes. And these

a women are accepted matter-of-factly slide rule is a frightening image . . . girls have made good, too, or there
a dO 5 in the business and professions would you want your daughter to be wouldn't have been any need for the
fll] CCR worlds, and a womandoctor or lawyer a nuclear physicist? new (and first) on-campus residence
oN B BLoa Bf 80 raises no eyebrows, there is still con- Well, Massachusetts Institute of for women, which was dedicated in
ol “Hi BE 1 ge sternation in many a household when Technology has no misgivings: not 1963. About half the women now

“EARL A\ a girl determinedlystates that she is any longer, anyway. This respected enrolled at M.I.T. live in this $2 mil-
: , == going to enter M.I.T. And when a institution, in its little more than lion, eightstory dormitory; 26 double

— Vassar or Radcliffe girl decides to 100-year history, has, reluctantly at rooms and 64 single rooms can accom-
| 2 transfer to M.I.T., as a few have, her first, and then gratefully, accepted modate 116 young ladies in something
! : sanity is suspect among her family quite a number of serious-minded more than Spartan comfort. They

A TK young ladies whose determination to have such conveniences as built-in
Er acquire a technical education out- African mahogany closets, chairs and

: wr af “ad by L. F. FRANCIS weighed the disadvantages of attend- lamps of contemporary design, and

: Lhtsiice Febrssy 15 ”



3 =11,. cation of the Nineteenth Amendment, -
Je Hizla and during World War I sat on the
Wi i women’s committee of President Wil-1 son’s Council of National Defense,

the helping to mobilize women to aidthei war effort. She has been active in the

Sida birth control movement, working withod Mrs. Margaret Sanger, founder of the
Rules! E  pontininid Planned Parenthood organization.

And she has given financial aid to
hospitals and clinics engaged in re-
search in the birth comtrol field. :

But Mrs. McCormick was not the
bookcases on rollers. Each room has first woman, by quite a few years, to
an Institute phone, and there is a enter M.I.T. That honor belongs to
lounge and kitchenette on each floor. Ellen H. Swallow, who, fresh out of
The girls also have laundry rooms, Vassar, asked to enroll in chemistry.
shampooing sinks, extra-large desks, The year was 1871, barely ten years
and acoustically-lined typing cubicles. after the founding of M.I'T., andthe
Across the courtyard, on the river side [faculty committee was faced with a
of the dormitory, is a 60-foot-long crisis. It was generally assumed that
living room with a grand piano and a the school was for men only, but a
fireplace. Nearby is a coffee roomand study of the Institute charter revealed
a large dining room, lighted by the no restriction on the admission of
soft white radiance of off-white Jap- women. Perhaps no one thought the
anese lanterns. There are two small issue would ever arise. The committee
“date” rooms, papered in Japanese hedged and admitted Miss Swallow as
grass cloth, on the main floor. And a a special student, charging no fees and
glassed-in penthouse lounge and sun- thus keeping her name oft the records.
deck on the eighth floor overlooks the If the experiment didn’t work out,
Charles River and the city of Boston. M.LT. could just forget the entire

One of the finest college dormitories matter. Fortunately for the many
in New England, this beautiful build- women who followed her lead, Miss
ing was the gift of Katherine Dexter Swallow was successful, taking her
McCormick, in memory of her late Bachelor of Science degree in 1873
husband. Mrs. McCormick was one of and subsequently marrying Prof. Rob- Shove 2 group
the pioneering women undergraduates ert H. Richards, who was for many a ot
of M.LT., receiving her degree in years head of M.I.T.s Department ol for discussion
1904. She had decided on a career in Mining and Metallurgy. She remained and coffee
science, being particularly attracted to at M.LT. as a lecturer in chemistry hows,Tae pis
biology. On discovering that Rad- and achieved international promi- = 5 mostly
cliffe’s chemistry laboratory at that nence as an authority on food and hard work (she
time was the bathroom, she headed sanitary chemistry. She encouraged may find
for M.LT. instead and was not re- the establishment of an M.I.'T. chem- herself
fused. She found that there were in istry laboratory for women. This was Sompetng Ih
1900 no activities there for women, discontinued in 1883 when all courses class of 200)
and that men and women seldom were open to women and all classes but some do
spoke to each other, even in class. and laboratories became coeduca- find time for
Though she gave up her plans to tional. Mrs. Richards served as an is
teach and to become a surgeon when unofficial Dean of Women until her cheerleading
she married, Mrs. McCormick has led death in 1911. for the M. 1. T.
a distinguished life. As treasurer of Another early woman graduate of Jeske
the National Women’s Suffrage Move- M.LT. to achieve distinction did it jes Sent
ment, she helped bring about ratifi- by design- (continued on page 100)
i ker PECIREY



THE GIrLs with the SLIDE RULES
(continued from page 56) from such countries as Chile, Japan, China,

Professional PEN &amp; INK and Egypt.
DRAWING OF YOUR HOME ing battleships! Lydia G. Weld (in 1902) In the early 1900's women spent most of

was the first girl to receive an engineering their time in classrooms and laboratories and
yo degree, and that degree was the first for a there were few student activities. Though
oe girl in the Department of Naval Architec- still heavily outnumbered by men, M.LT.

ture and Marine Engineering. Ida Annah coeds live much as women do on campuses
Ryan, a 1905 graduate of M.LT., was the throughout the country—they worry about
first woman to win the architecture depart- quiz grades, work late over assignments or
ment’s traveling scholarship, and later was papers, and take part perhaps in too many
the first woman to carn a Master's degree outside activities. A M.LT. coed may sail a
from the Institute. She also was the first Tech dinghy from the Sailing Pavilion, write LOLRING
woman hired by the War Department as a for the student newspaper, contribute her as

. . draftsman during World War I. And M.L'T. own paintings to the M.LT. art sale, or, as IN TWO SIZES
on fine stationery! chose one of its former women students in one senior is doing, she might be concert Show off ‘your collection or hobby in this handsome wall

Send snapshot of your home or boat—we draw landscape architecture, Mable Babcock, ‘08, mistress of the M.L'T. Symphony Orchestra. lock-up. Safely display china, jewelry, medals, etc. Use
a beautiful black and white sketch in rich de- to design the grounds for its new location in Or maybe this coed of the serious-minded horizontal or vertical. 4 shelves adjust un, dou, 2 Sie
tail—print it on distinctive, finest white sta- ow . . s 3 Ya &gt;  Yaackorlaall ways, Pegboard back covered in brown tarnish proo cloth.

: : i Cambridge, after moving there in 1916 from Institute is a cheerleader for the basketba Hinged glass front. Beveled frame in honey pine or maple
tionery, 6” x 8”, and return your photo. : : : Tv oh 23 Va xdl,”D. $16.95 a onmishodBoston. team, donning the cardinal and gray Tech finish. 231,"x171;,"x4!,"D. 316. compote, Jnlinishen,
SPEC!AL INTRODUCTORY OFFER , , : a = ready to paint $14.95, Larger, 29'/,"x23',"x5Y,"D. (this

50 sheets printed with house and address, Women have continued to prove them- colors to lead fans in such performances as size shipped without glass to eliminate breakage—use double
50 Tojching tr Wo address only selves at M.L'T., and “firsts” have continued the following: strength glass 292) $21.98 Uninet $18.95,vie» 21 Jor only .95 ppd. . . ae . . : . . ‘ All Exp. Chgs. Col.

Drawing ‘can be imprinted on playing cards, matches, right into the 1960's, perhaps indicating that “Why do you think Tech will win and BEAUTIFUL FREE CATALOG—700 PCS.
napkins, Christmas Cards, bridge tallies, postcards there are still areas of male dominance here score so well? Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine
and stationery. Write today for samples. and th t fully challenoed 'b ’ . ‘ ’ Include Zip No. YIELD HOUSE
Since art work is included in original price, subsequent and thore 98 vel RNNCCosIN YY Chal enged by We've got the devil on our side, ‘cause Money-Back Guarantee Dept.Y2-6,NorthConway,N.H.03860
orders yi be filled at approximately half of the the girls. But there can’t be many left! Linda Tech is Hell.”original price, : , : 0" : ; :

Sony 60% Greiner Sprague, '60, was the first woman The life of a coed at MIT. does differ in
Dept. Y-2, Box 265 chairman of the student newspaper, The some important respects. She is part of a

t roohes o Cold Spring Harbor Tech; Sheila Evans Widnall, "60, was the minority group on campus; and she knows
L. I., New York 11724 first woman elected to Tau Beta Pi, national this before she enrolls. But the reality, is

— engineering honorary; and both girls were brought home to her when she finds she is
Lo the first feminine accent to Beaver Key, perhaps the only girl in a class of 200 stu-
ps junior class honorary. Frances Dyro, 62, a dents. She learns to compete, because it will
 pre-med student, was the first woman editor not do for her to be in the lower half of the
i of Tech Engineering News, student scientific class academically. She may also learn to deal
“If3 and technical journal. And in the fall of with a professor who is too jovial and who

o tho 1962, Susan Hemley, 66, became M.LT.’s refuses to take her scriously. A girl comes to
hE {RD youngest coed at age 15. M.LT. because she has a strong interest in

Hp In 1887 there were 25 women enrolled at science and because she knows she will find
1 M.IT.; by 1895 women made up six per cent the kind of education she wants. It is expen-

A of the student body. Today that percentage sive: it will cost her $1,700 for tuition, and
LAE, is Jower even though numerically there are $1,130 more for board and room in that com-
72CAVALRYRLCHENT, more women at M.L'T. than ever before. The fortable new dormitory on the Charles. She's CREWEL EYE GLASS CASE
RRERERRI LT rcason for this is, of course, the tremendous in for a rough four years, but she will have ii ee

. , i : 3 Discover t} f wel embroidery with thisgrowth of the school which now has a stu- the example of women hefore her who have colorful, new eyeduss case. Eusy- lo-make kit con
1 el yp - - . % a i; ay 2 : aims aesign rinted on front and ack on natura

POSTERS OF THE PAST So hoo ee 6,600 pa plone made good—such as Mrs. Sheila Evans Wid- Belian linen, matching taille lining and stiffening,i —. uates an T ate 'S. Bec v ’ pe . . % . ear instructions. Include s fine crewel yarn in

6 HISTORICAL rf Fo a2 os . ga gragunte Bu nts these nall, '60, who went on to get her Doctor of shades of blue, green, rose or gold. Please specify
4J 08 some 240 are women, of which 120 are under- Science degree in acronautical engineering at golor choice. Oniy $1.50 cach, or'2 for $2.85 post-: Pe ar

REPRODUCTIONS Fg per set graduates. M.LT. last spring and has become the first ™~ = LimitedOlde fime Historically.otppd.Before1900womenusuallychoseoneofM.LT.alumnacprofessorintheSchoolofgiscoveriesuniimiteAuthentic Reproductions of actual placards four ° re chite hemi : ; : : : Y302C Babson Pk. 57, Mass.
and posters used during the 18th and 19th Our Courses .. . . architecture, chemistry; Engincering. She was appointed Assistant _
geniuries. Op anfiqte haschment, designed biology. and physics. But with increased op- Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
0 give you e rea Ea - Yiina ) : LAE : 5

el 10" x 15", on Re portunities in nuclear physics and electronics, and is the first woman Ford Post-doctoral
i or hue 23 is. BachIn full color. For den, women are studying in almost every depart. Fellow. She is married to William S. Wid- You wee, insli) Jo tell oie of Newm. . : : &gt; E Sngland’s largest and most interest-DINroad Begroam, ment of M.I'T.’s five schools . . . Architecture nall, '59, a former clectrical engineering stu- ins Country BU00% | Fabeie © “4

aa ~ . . . . saw - . Fs ine alipapers an aprie, Qua

§ ESSE JANES 1558. and City Planning, Engineering, Humanities, dent now working on his doctorate at M.L'T. Lams and Shades, Silver, SPeuter,
; trl ] » i po . opper, ooden nres, ietures,

i PUnDLRER SE LINCO DF Tae Industrial Management, and Science, Women Another successful MILT. graduate will Collector's Glass, Braided Pues,
BIUE SOLDJOSH, Mahe. now come from all over the United States help to counsel women undergraduates. She Ge ey: Hog ny
Be Dg ie Tn the Worlds us and from many foreign countries. One under- is Dr. Emily L. Wick, Associate Professor of , Pm Ce Upton oi

RFE ¥ / .

 MIDTOWN graduate woman comes from Poland, and Food Chemistry at M.L'T., who has recently SIE Routes 2A and 1(0 Littleton, Mass,
Box i656 Worcester, Mass. 01607 | many of the women graduate students are been appointed to the post of Associate Dean Open 220 8 dnemding Sundaypr Sxening)
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ol Student Aflairs, with primary responsibil. 7 7isi foe ity for women Ss For al Ba SWIVEL
2216 South 23rd Ave. ) ‘omen 8 ‘nts. ror ¢ ‘ } ma )

res Bgisnd Pele is purposes, she is the Dean of Women at oe UgyeSELF CAPTAIN'S SrooL
a i M.LT. Dr. Wick received her B.A. degree in so TORSTEN W hse
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March 17, 1967

To: K. R. Wadleigh

From: BE. L. Wick

Plans Through 1995
I. The MIT Girls: Undergraduates

The girls are the only group in the undergraduate body that is
planned to increase in numbers during the period through 1975. This
means that more than ordinary notice is dikedy—4o-be: paid to the way
they do or do not SoNirivuse to the MIT community. Though ‘&amp;' expect themto be a big success,4believeitwidl-beimportanttokeepageneralrecord of such things as their academic performance, extracurricular
activities, drop-outs, withdrawals, cre.} In addition it will be important
to establish in so far as possible what MIT coeds do after graduation.
A questionnaire sent out every two or three years along with a summary
news letter which contained some of the current girls' activities and
accomplishments could bring back considerable information from alumnae.
Some of it could be very useful in assessing whether MIT could or should
eventually establish some kind of program for continuing education.
The "'retread"” problem for scientists and engineers is especially difficult
since the facts and techniques change so rapidly. MIT might be able to
make a positive contribution to the solution of the problem, if we keep
aware of the alumnae's needs.

The Rockefeller-Mauze Professorship has not been used as fully as it
should. At least every other year it should be filled so that each generation
of students could meet two distinguished ‘lady professors. The present
students are rather "disadvantaged" in that they meet very few women in the
nrofessions.



Residence Un and Off Campus

When the new addition to McCormick Hall is completed about 227 girls
can live on campus. If (as is the present case) about 13% of the undergraduate
girls live off-campus, the total enrollment would be about 266. In view of
the long-term need for men's dorms, the only logical way to have the number
of women increase to the projected total of 300 to 350, appears to be to
let seniors and juniors live in off-campus apartments. In my opinion a
ma jor project for the period to 1975 will be to identify apartments
suitable for this purpose.

Athletics

This is the only area of activity at MIT in which the girls can be
considered underprivileged. It is true that facilities for the boys are
also not adequate. However, boys who really want to participate in sports
can do so. This is not necessarily the case for the girls. Their greatest
need is for athletic facilities which are scheduled first for the girls
use and second for the rest of the community. Since Professor Smith knows
better than I about such facilities a copy of his proposal is attached.
Though he and I don't agree on the degree of 'separateness" that girls
athletics should have from the MIT Athletic Association, this question
will probably be answered in the natural course of the development of
the girls activities.

II. The MIT Girls: Graduate Students
AFT

As the size of the graduate school increases the number of girl
graduate students will also increase. The demand from them for residenceon campus will undoubtedly remain high. Therefore thehaps should continue
to be counted in on whatever plans are made for the prospective "graduate
center”. The demonstrated success of having girls in Ashdown House supports
this.

Participation by the graduate girls in sports has largely been through
the exercise class. They would profit from having athletic facilities on
campus as much as the undergraduates. In fact their participation would,
by increasing the numbers, help the women students in general to have some
competition within MIT.

Graduate Counseling
The demand from graduate students for counseling has not been significant.

This could be because their thesis supervisors do the job well - or it might
be because the girls just don't think of the Dean's Office in this connection.
In any case the need is primarily for the "friendly talk things over" kind
of counseling. It will be important to learn Dr. Sizer's ideas about this
before formulating any definite proposals.



af

The Premedical Advisory Program

The number of MIT students who go to medical school in 1975 might
conceivably be twice the number now applying. This might be around 355
tr 60. Based on about three months experience with the program it appears
that the greatest need is to inform medical schools about what MIT students
are like these days. This means establishment of meetings like those given
for secondary school guidance counselors. This would be a md jor project
that would require a sizable budget and careful planning. The Advisory
Committee has just begun discussion of this subject. Any plans which
result will take into consideration long term (to 1975) needs.





Two teams now varsity 5
nihil - # n

Resolutionadmits women to AA :
By Tony Lima. ment to the Constitution, as that new varsity teams is also made,

Women . in athletics. was the says nothing either way on the but says only that it shall be de-main topic for discussion at last subject. : termined through discussion be-i|week's meeting of the Athletic Two women’s varsity sports tween a women’s representative
Association. The AA unanimously Under the provisions of the reso- ang the Varsity Club subject to
passed a resolution admitting co- lution, the coeds now have two review by the MITAA Executive -°
eds to membership, with ‘‘all as- varsity teams, retroactive to Sep- ; oo
sociated honors, duties and re- tember 1, 1963. Any women’s team COMUmittee. The seat for the As- :
sponsibilities . . . subject to the can be considered a varsity team Sociation of Women Students on
MITAA Constitution . . . if it has been engaged in inter- the Im Council, already agreed

However, the women will have collegiate competition for three upon by that body, is formalized
to wait for a few things. The first consecutive years. If such is not ;, this resolution.
exception is that the membership the case, a women’s team will be Pe “te
of the Varsity Club will still be considered a club sport. So, the Three-year trial |
reserved solely for male under- women’s sailing team and crew The final section gives the reso- &amp;
graduates. This, however, doesn’t and now varsity teams. lution a three-year trial period. It =
necessarily involve an amend- A provision for insignia for the provides for a review at the nomi-

nation’s meeting of 1970, at which i
time it will be either passed by a 2
threc-quarter’s majority or be de-
clared null and void. An affirma- ©
tive vote would make this resolu-
tion a constitutional amendment.

Also discussed at this meeting
were the nominations for next

year’s AA officers. The only nom-
inees at this time were: president,
Gerry Banner ’68; secretary, Jim
Ynakaskas ’69. It was announced
that elections for the AA offices,
as well as the managers council
will be on February 23.

Auerbach to speak
Varsity «Club president Rick Gos-

tyla 67 announced that the feat-
ured speaker at this year’s var
sity club banquet will be Red
Auerbach. It was also a reported
possibility that several members
each of the Celtics, Red Sox and
Patriots would attend.

Secretary Gerry Banner an-
nounced that booklets on the va-
rious club sports arcund school
would be coming out next week.
These would describe what each
club does, the extent of the sea-
son, and give any other pertinent
information.



On trial basis c\\\W :
» ®Coeds allowed to live

off-campus in future-campus in fut
3 ‘By Steve Carhart

Off-campus living on a limited basis became a real-
ity for MIT's women students this week as a new policy
on women’s residence was initiated on a trial basis by
the administration. Starting next term, senior women
may live off campus provided that ‘‘a) the senior will
have reached 21 years of age prior to the opening of the
term in which she proposes to live off campus, or b) she
has obtained written permission from her parents.”

Original policy for some time. When McCormick
This change in policy is one was opened in 1963, a policy was

which many coeds” have sought established under which all coeds
’ not living with their parents or

close relatives were required to
live on campus. The reasons for
this, according to a letter from
Dean Emily Wick to the parents
of coeds in the class of 1968, were
threefold: a) the development of
a residential women’s community;
b) the encouragement of identifi-
cation with MIT life among our
women students; and c¢) concern
over the deterioration of the sur-
rounding Boston and Cambridge
neighborhoods...

In the aforementioned letter,
Dean Wick explained that these
rule changes came as a result of
coed dissatisfaction with the old
rule which was based on a num-
ber of valid arguments. The co-
eds argued that since upperclass
men may live off campus, the
girls were-the victim of a double
standard; that there is little flex-
ibility or privacy in McCormick;
and that one ought not to: be
forced to take commons meals.

. ‘In loco parentis’

However, Dean Wick added, the
greater restrictions placed on
women students are due to the
fact that ‘our social structure
does have remnants of the
double-standard and we, as a re-
sult, do feel more of a sense of
‘in loco parentis’ responsibility for
the women than for the men.”

In closing, Dean Wick reminded
parents that ‘‘the character of the
area immediately surrounding the
Institute has unfortunately not
improved since the ‘on-campus’
living requirement was initially
instituted. . . Further, we cannot

assume the responsibility of iden-
tifying an ‘approved list’ of apart-
ments. . . finally, should a wom-

an who has resided off-campus
decide to return. . . her priority

in room assignment and selection
will necessarily be lower than
that of those who have continued

(Please turn to Page 3)
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O 3h :¢In loco parentis and coeds

Next fall Seniors at McCormick who edly placed their faith in the maturity and
~ are 21 or have secured parental permis- capable judgment of the students here
£ sion will be allowed to live off-campus, issuing as few regulations as are consis.
— This is an encouraging note in modifying tent with safety and the law. Further-

a system which has continually and con- more, this faith has not gone unrewarded.
sistently discriminated against the female But in formulating a policy based on
portion of this Institution. While only the remnants of the double standard, the
freshmen men are required to live on- administration is tacitly supporting the
campus, the girls up to now, have been system. The coeds are made second-classfaced with the prospect of four years in citizens by it.
McCormick, unless marriage intervened. Even the very liberal curfews of Tech

. Now some of them will have an option in coeds are no longer an anomaly, but are
"the way they wish to live, and we applaud consistent with a small — but growing —

the move. number of schools across the “country,
What is disturbing, however, is that ry ar e libersnare at oe ash et\ policies toward women, ston alone+ ina letter to parents of women students, Bostos University (c ertainly not the Cs

© Dean Emily ‘Wick countered the Charge forward looking of institutions) allows 7
that the Institute has been upholding the am’s for Seniors and 2 am’s for others:
T double-standard by saying, “Our best Northeastern has eliminated all curfews
- estimate is, however, that our social for Juniors and Seniors. In the meantime,

structure does have remnants of the Radcliffe girls strike for more off-campus
double-standard and we as a result do privileges.
feel more of a sense of ‘in loco parentis’ The double-standard is maintained
responsibility for the women than for the only by the action of those institutions
men.” That such a statement is publicly who cling to its remnants, MIT has too
acknowledged seems a step backward, or long been in the forefront among liberal
at least a digression, from the usual aims institutions to allow itself to remain be-
of the administration. They have repeat- hind on this issue
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MN; OE|OC ohnson: Merger Is hot contemplate
-. By Mark Bolotin

Wellesley College and MIT have agreed to explore a five-year
experimental program, beginning in 1968, under which their undergrad-
uate students may take courses in both institutions. According to a joint
statement by President Ruth M. Adams of Wellesley and President

1: ® . ° °Johnson, "the purpose of the experiment is to extend the diversity of
experiences now available to students in the curricula and the environ-
ment of both institutions."

In Wednesday’s press conference which announced
the new program, Presidents Adams and Johnson ad-
vised that no plans are being made for any merger of
the two schools. In fact, they stated “We wish to make
it clear that no formal organizational bond has been
considered, and none is contemplated. We believe that it
is important for Wellesley College and MIT each to re-
tain its own character, tradition and autonomy.” In a
special press conference with The Tech earlier that after-
noon, President Johnson stressed this same point —
*merger is not contemplated.”

The proposal had been passed both institutions,” establishment
earlier Wednesday afternoon at of a joint Faculty Administration
a meeting of the Wellesley Board committee with members from
of Trustees, which ‘voted the each institution has been pro-
recommendation with = enthusi- posed. The presence of this com-
asm,” and at the annual meeting mittee necessitates the target
of the faculty at MIT, where the date of 1968 for the program.
response was ‘‘spontaneous and Even with this target date, Presi-
positive.” dent Johnson is “hopeful” that

Vol. 87, No. 27 Cambridge, Mass. ; Friday, May 19, 1967 5c Joint committee formed students may begin the program
“ In order “to develop the exact in the spring term of 1968, rather

form and schedule for the experi- than wait until the falf*
ment and to consider other pro- In speaking of poss! _.’ exten-
grams of value to students in (Please turin to Pave 2
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Students’ ideas EN | \ost coeds ODDOSsSe
on new program Th 4 £1 »Br ol entre cross-registrationit all extremes

2

By Paul Johnston x (Continued from Page 1) during the week.” She suggested
Now that the administrations of ~ opposed to the exchange, gener- that if the males saw them that

both Wellesley and MIT have de- ally on the same grounds as the way, it “might show Tech guys
cided that the two schools should male dissenters. One observed we aren't so bad Te ”
try out a limited ‘‘cross-registra- that the news ‘ruined the day;” Wellesley happy :
tion” plan, student opinions about another said it would be a “very gut in Wellesley reaction isthe nroposed exchange were artificial means to get more girls|iveq.Manygirlsareannoyedsought, and are herein presented. on. campus.” Coeds tend to won- because students were not con-
At MIT, most men feel the plan 0 der if Wellesley girls will have gyteq As a result a small dem-

“sounds good,” and in general is the prerequisites necessary for ,nstration took place, and signs,
a ‘great idea.” The idea is re- most MIT courses. Along a sim- fg. example, ‘Better the Bronx
ceived well by the MIT man gen- ilar line they point to MIT’s high Zoo,” appeared. In one dorm the
erally because he would like the - standard of admittance, and won- girlg ate dinner in black dresses.
greater amount of social contact ,, der if it will lower the quality of But a large number of the Wel-
that the cross-registration would '~ the school if MIT allows in people jeglay ‘girls feel that the oppor-
bring about, and because he would «4 who “haven’t been equally pre- pity to “take courses in other
just “like to see some pretty L pared.” _ things, especially science,” is
girls” in the classrooms. A few coeds, however, do not ««yonderful, really fine.” Most

The dissenters - object to the. plan. One called couldn't “see any drawbacks,”
There are, however, dissenters cross-registration “a good thing;” ang were pleased by the “obvious

among the males at MIT. They another called it completely un- aquantages of different view-
feel that the exchange is “not a practical but fun.” Most, "though, points” being brought together.
tremendously brilliant idea,” and would not go to Wellesley, and They worried a little about their
they ask the question, “What does one, who must have had some ul- preparedness for MIT - courses,
Wellesley have to offer us?” Some terior motive, said that she under- and asked about the MIT semes-
feel that few Tech students would stood Wellesley girls are ‘grungy ter versus Wellesley trimester
go to Wellesley, and that because problems. Generally, however,
of this lop-sided exchange the most Wellesley girls feel “it’s
Wellesley girls would ‘‘get a much about fime.”
better deal.” . They also say that
"iding a bus for an hour a day is
‘ridiculous.” ;

MIT coeds tend to be violently
(Please turn to Page 6)
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® a Th :Coeds: In-Depth Study
During the past two months will not sacrifice being a socially, “MTT is the only place in the

INNISFREE has been conduct- acceptable -woman. Most coeds world where there is something
ing a survey of the MIT coeds in feel they can gain this full woman happening all the time, where
an attempt to. determine what hood here, butone-fifth of those there are bright eager young
they think of MIT, of Tech men, answering the questionnaire have minds who can enjoy it.” .. .
of themselves, and of what it thought. seriously of transferring. «, cihool totally lacking in in-
means to be a woman at MIT. She hates the word ‘“‘coed” OF gpiration, where one spends so
The survey was carried out in ‘‘thinking-machine,” but she hates much time studying for quizzes
two parts, one a written question- the word “housewife’” even more. and doing problem sets there
naire and the other a series of Practically all MIT women will jg no time to enjoy learning or
interviews with the girls them- eventually marry, but only when {5 absorb anything.” . . . “The
selves. Thirty-seven questionnaires the right man comes along. They Institute is smart enough to
were returned and 18 interviews will all: however, remain intel- realize that technology is more
were held. All respondents were lectually active; and most will re- than engineering.” . ... “MIT
undergraduates living in McCor- main in careers after marriage. is to be first in everything run-
mick Hallion we INNISFREE: Will you -at- ing mankind.”

Stan Kozubek summarized the tempt to pursue a career after apa. 5 while she becomes
finding of the’ questionnaire, while marriage?COEDS: “Yes. Who pyy disenchanted; as a rule
Shelley Fleet and Geoff Russell can stare at four walls all day?” #1 the’ freshman who likes the
held and summarized the inter- _ . . “No” . :. “If I should pita the best. Of thirteen
views. Each report was made and marry ‘it will be only with the freshmen surveyed only two men-
presented separately, which ac- promise that I can continue my4 any faults in the MIT char-
counts- for theslightly varied work.” . . . “If possible without acter. But the Institute to her
style ‘and the occasional repeti- putting the marriage in a sec- uy never be dead or half-hearted.
tion. It should be emphazised that ondary position.” . She finds that her professors are
no coed participated in both the In her classes she often feels ,  ora)y friendlier and more
questionnaire survey and the in- what most male ‘students feel: yin to her since she is a
terviews. Hence any duplication of pressure for grades, a self-made, woman, but there are a few
comments. should serve merely restricted Institute world, cold around who must have been op-
to reinforce the conclusions made. formality. : ~ pressed by their mothers in child-

The Questionnaire Survey INNISFREE: How would you 4
The MIT woman would like to characterize MIT? COEDS:

assimilate the man-hoarded prop- “The key to MIT is intensity.” INNSFREE: What are the
erties of intelligence and activity | | | “It's a swinging place.” vantages and gisadvaniaes 9
into her womanhood. And because _ _ . “The MIT student bedy is being a woman at MIT?

it is into the technical den she the most unaware, apathetic, COEDS: ‘Advantages? We're
seeks entrance, she gets not a and unprogressive group.” . . . girls (isn’t that enough?).” . . .
frown but a fanged scowl. But “Damn it. I'm a coed, not some
she has learned to move cautious- ordinary girl, and I expect to
ly .and silently, for above all, she be treated with some respect



for my sense of responsibility
and intelligence!” . . . “The

worst thing is being ‘just a
coed.” Boys expect you to spout
physics and profs expect you to
excel above your classmates.”
. . . “Its reallyunique being
a member of sucha small com-
munity where lots of people
know you and are so friendly.
Even though they love to make
fun of us, I have no doubts
that they wouldrise to defend
us if the need ever arose.”
. .. “Major disadvantage is

the image of the. MIT coed
throughout. the~ Boston - area.
Major advantage is. that we're
unique and we're here! They
cancel each other out.” . . .

“What coeds want, coeds get.”
. . . “When a girl walks into TRIE

a class or- an activity, she is CHE ron B oo = Arp Knox

more likely to. be’ remembered Socially,because: of the high * She classifies the MIT man into
than almost anyboy.. She can male-female: ratio; - she is happy, the. nurd or tool. and the socially
get sympathyfrom. teachers. much happier than - in high oriented, ‘interesting and consid-
She can count: on overcompen- school, just as jong as she can erate’ conservative. A few refer
sation by everyone, eg. in the escape the coed image through to the males as boys with a Te-
role of favored. minority she personal acquaintance. As one Stricted view on life...
can count on a.disproportionate woman - said, “Our chief advan- INNISFREE: How would you
share of prestigious offices. Fear tages are social, but even then characterize MIT men? |
of prejudice works bountifully we are still horribly mass classic COEDS: “MIT men were
in her favor as does the tradi- fied.” such misfits in high school that
tional attitude toward the weak- : : 25 they had nothing better to do
er sex. Girls get more credit INNISTREE: How does your make grades good enough
for trying on quizzes. Girls need Social life af Mr pare with to get here.” . . ..-“T would
2 suite in the Institute to relax that you had in high school? say that the basic problem with
in (libraries and the lobby of COEDS: ‘The guys here are MIT men is that more than 90
building 10 are good enough not afraid of me because I'm percent of them are not men but
for the boys, etc.).” smarty. (Please turn to Page 6)
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(Continued from Page 1) COEDS: “I thought this place girls should have a physical edu-
little boys. The Tech tool is too was overrun with geniuses, which cation requirement? Should they
immature to face the world— it's not. It's overrun with a lot of be alowed to enter more intra-
which includes a lot more than very smart people, but few mural sports?
studying.” . . . “As one type? geniuses.” . . . “I expected hu- COEDS: “Yes. I'm slowly de-
Absurd.” . . . “He works hard man-+type people to be walking veloping a pot.” . . . “No, be
during the week and plays hard around, and I didn’t find many.” cause I wouldn't want one for
on the weekend.” . . . “You ... “It impressed me as a big, myself .” .. . “I think that girls
can find every kind at MIT.” ° ugly hulk of a place, which it is, should be at least a little more

» When she’s not dating or study- but the people are friendly.” encouraged to take physical edu
I ing, the Tech coed will turn to . INNISFREE: How has your im- cation.” . . . “I think that if the

sports or perhaps an MIT music pression changed? coeds can get together a team,
or- dance group. Sailing is the COEDS: “To me it seems to be they should be allowed to parti:
most popular sport. Many women a more personal place; it’s more cipate.”

are involved an Chi Delta, a I when I Sng 2 : Overall they seemed satisfied
a service organization. ‘I'm muc more inclined to be- conditions, and split down

She really has few complaints, lieve it’s a party school than .1 : Ronis vs
: the middle on .the idea of thebut she would like to see more was- before. There are lots of so- a : :

. . Weis i ey Ais physical education requirement.
women athletic facilities and .op- cial things going on which I oy :

i ko op ov re gs ~ There were complaints fromportunities before she graduates. wouldn't have given it credit for, _ : : on
: . ' some of the girls about inade-

And why does she have to eat and the people aren't as serious ute am of form
t McCormick? In fact, either.” Pie Aces do he pool, stonnlsI, be allowed to live|TheupperclassmenalsoCOUrts:andboathouse.aboutsumsthemup.”,...“If1COEDS:“Definitelynotmysonoff campus? And tor: hoavehe agreed that the image of the INNISFREE: Do you find your- didn’t go here I don’t think I possibly my daughter.” . . . “We

pam. . : : self at a disadvantage b e would go out with them, because are discussin it, and we decidedsake, administration, let's see coeds, and the way in which B vantage  becaus gSER ep : he Sig u are a girl inamen’sschool?oftheimage,andbecausethatwe'dsendourdaughtersbutmore ladies’ rooms in the main they are treated, is improving, 0 3 HE a men’s schoo? SPOTS. Are A THE © te at de ir A
buildings! ns as are the. women themselves. EDS: “In some respect, like Sy ne Dap a

pmo Forums Introws|| INNISFTE: Whatare the Tn In lb, Boys have play wip 810d you'd in ito somebody haps,my doug, oo
INNISFREE: Why did you come stitute’s chief faults? ~~. i’ " fons a gm oo college “crowd, everyone, has the don’t think the girls take

here? COEDS: “The campus is too « . . ‘‘A girl can make an im- : ? * :
: en be gi : : sam ; 5

~ COEDS: “My high school coun- conservative.”.. . . “It's too ‘big, Pression in class with a few oni oe San Say : Priy TOa out os fe pay
selor coerced me into applying: 10, compe tiive, foo Bars i enis ty Oe than wy pup: y Or ‘in’ trying to be conventional interested I would Quite frankly
. i. “Because I heard it was much all at bnce, ‘and ‘I can’t ... . “It's a lot easier for a gir on Tthutc aren't many people try- I can’t think of an other hls
good in science.” . . . “Would think of anywhere else to go.” to go to a professor and ask for ing to be themselves.” school where 1 Sh be happy.”
you believe I didn’t get in any- . .. “It tends to look inward too help.” INNISFREE: Do So fin 5 Cortontis :
where else?” . . . My parents.”... much. It tends to focus all the Most of the girls seemed to eaTy? te Tris thor. 1 Ae the: coals
* In addition, several of. the student's activities, extracurricu- feel that they are given an COEDS: “God 1 should hope stand on some of the issues and
girls from the Middle and Far, lar and otherwise, toward the MIT equal ~ chance, ; or. perhaps: .a So L Tits ap dorian Tope 5. questions of the day They ai
West came here because they community, instead of creating slight advantage,They. 21% but not’ tomorrow and”1 didn't generally happy with their lot
wanted to come East to college. - relations withCambridge or Bos: mentioned benefits like Cheney. (“pivot find a husband, if here. Very few seriously consider
The colleges at which they were ton.” © + © Sse pao Room and, McCormick Hall I that's what you're going to ask transferring. They find MIT stim-
accepted included Radcliffe, . INNISFREE: What improve- self. However, some girls did me.” ulating, vital, and waiting for them
Wellesley, Cornell, Vassar, as ments should MIT make in, the comment on anti-woman profes- ° Nirtiost SH Ttend Br marry Lo a Fi hy
well as several others. 2.0 ear Hime? Ph i : Sora particularly in the Human- and intend to pursue a career at here. It also has its element of
INNISFREE: Did you visit the COEDS: “I think junior and ities department. least parttime after marriage. irony for them. As one of the

Campus ho Yok Sraolied? edor ie Sind be allowed tg INNISFREE: What do you think post of them say that they girls said, “One impression of be-
ol ge girls find fot soon ive oumios she dom, sions lot the men ae NTT? Ht didn’t come here husband-hunt- ing a coed: When we were taking
MIT before their pare Bis r Se Pram the i par . COEDS: ‘Most of them are ing, but one girl did say some our physical exams last year, and
res them oft at MeSone 2 &gt; a 3 of 3 dq be T oe terrible. They're inconsiderate, friends of hers are doing so we were all lined up for X-rays,
and left tem 1 50 .or Sm tha : vioo oy f ®2. ¥ ie tasteless, and they're self-centered now. Er they said, ‘Everybody take off
eo i bi yaa. iy ro. on = and thoughtless, and aye wor-  INNISFREE: Would you send your shirt’ . . . That's what

= eg) " k &gt; de Ne. aM A eR gh od: i , vhi 2 like iidtare of It well Jy Cold Tecall anther ein. ie ding a ladies’ ried about their Cours \ andthat your son or daughter to MIT ike {o be a coed
INNISFREE: What were your room in a hurry. -
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; | ®Mrs. McCormick

dies at age 92
in Boston home
Mrs. Katherine Dexter McCor-

mick ’'04, donor of two womens’
dormitories: and ‘widow of the
youngest son of Cyrus McCormick,
died in her Boston home in the
evening of December 28.

The daughter of Wirt Dexter,
Chicago attorney, and the former
Josephine Moore of West Spring-
field, Mass., Mrs. McCormick was
born in* Dexter, Mich. in 187.

BS in 1904 SN
She moved to Boston after the

death of her father, and made her
debut here in 1893. She earned a
BS here in 1904 in Biology, and
married Stanley R. McCormick
the same year in Geneva, Switzer-
land. He died in 1947 in Santa
Barbara, Calif.,, following a
lengthy illness. -

Mrs. McCormick was National
Treasurer of the Woman Suffrage
Movement, and a founding officer
of the League of Women: Voters.
She was also a member of Presi-
dent Woodrow Wilson's Council on
National Defense during World
War I, and was an early worker
with Margaret Sanger in estab-
lishing and promoting a birth con-
trol clinic. She has supported
major research in birth control
pills and endocrinology. Of course,
she has given both McCormick
East and West to MIT. :

European home
Mrs. McCormick summered at

her home in Switzerland until

Mrs. Katherine McCormick

1962, when she presented it to the
U.S. government as a residence
and conference center for our
delegates to the various interna-
tional organizations in Geneva.
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: New McCormick tower opensa | -

By Karen Wattel
- The east tower of McCormick Hall opened over intersession. The

” second and third floors of Westgate used for one-and-a-half years as
2 an annex to McCormick Hall have been returned to married students,
= as the girls living there have moved into either McCormick Hall or
3 apartments off campus. Although the school’s policy had been to

allow only senior coeds to live off-campus, juniors were permitted to!
E move out also.

Towers different
Attached through the lobby and eventually through a hallway

bd next to the living room, the two towers are not the same, inside or,
. out. The new wing is built in semi-suite form with eight singles per
’ lounge and two lounges per floor. Each lounge has a kitchen. Each

floor in the old wing has one kitchen, twelve single rooms, and five]
L doubles, four of which have been used as triples for the last two-
2 and-a-half years.

New facilities
Phils Ov Terry. Bone All new floors will be carpeted and the wing will use the same!

Ann Kivisild ‘71 distastefully dining facilities as the old one. On the first floor will be a gym with:
4 surveys a mound of belongings a full-length mirror along one wall and an exercise bar along the
tu accumulated in the exodus to opposite one. A country kitchen will also be on the floor for the girls’
uy M cCormick east use. The penthouse on the eighth floor will have music practice rooms,
= study rooms, and an art studio. The old penthouse consists of a large

room and a study room. Sound-proof rooms are also planned for the
basement.

~ Each floor in McCormick east has either a tutor suite or a guest
room suite. There is a graduate resident couple, the Kirkpatricks
who supervised the McCormick Annex last term, living there. Only
three floors are presently being used. Work is still being done on the
rest of the building and is scheduled for completion by September.

: Photo by Terry Bone.

Ann Kivisild ‘71 displays kitchen facilities found in each of
the two lounges on every floor in the new McCormick Hall tower.
The floors are set up in suite form with eight single rooms for
each lounage.



FIRST GIRL to be elected president of the 3600- Kivisild, 19, surrounded by well wishers. She’s a
member undergraduate association at M.I.T. is Maria Canadian studying architecture. (UPI)
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aria Kivisild elected UA
over Mathis write-in vote

By Carson Agnew is Mike Marcus (BAK), Members
Miss Maria L. Kivisild, 69 of of the ExecComm are Steve Kan-

McCormick Hall and Ontario, fos (AEP), Bill Mack (PGD),
Canada, was elected UAP yester- Ken Morse (NRSA), Bob McCrory
day over four other candidates. (KS), Charles Polay (AEP), and
Second in the race was Mark Steve Reimers (SAE).
Mathis '69, (PLP) from Rock- ther ExecComm routs ale:
ville: Mae: 1969-Shelly Fleet (MCC), Rus-

No vamment sel Apfel (BUR), and Carl Weis-
espe se (DU); 1970—Fd Chalfie (AEP),

Miss Kivisild had no comment Steve Chamberlain (PGD). Tim
when contacted by The Tech puiton (DTD), George Hetsing.
about her election. According 18 ne (SPE), Laura Malin (MCO),
Bob -Horvitz, who Informed her ng pam Whitman (MCC); 1971—
that she had won, her first words Marya Sieminski (MCC), Lou
were, “You've got to be kidding!” gion (BTP), and Ken Weisel

The distribution of votes was (RH). Maria Kivisild
interesting in itself. Bruce En-
ders, ’'69 -(PG) who had been ~~
considered the leading candidate
before Mathis entered the race PAP Candidates’ Vote Distribution -
finished only fourth, while JimSmith ’69 (SH) was third. Mathis’ Ist~2nd3rd4thwrite-in campaign failed, appar- Candidate Count Count Count Count

ently because very few people en rin 421 493 STL 798
marked him down as second or Aark Ma je UPLB) wo BOS 533 594 675
third choices. Thus, he picked Biri Smith ISH) co. tl a B45 388 493

didates as they were eliminated. Ed Sevkota (EC) IRE Lr 90

Apparently, those who voted for °
EL Lo tn Class Election Results
voted for other ‘regulars’ as Class of 1968
heir secondary choices. ; Permanent President .......0............. 0. deiaiia John Kotter: (SPE)

Class Presidents Permanent Vice Pras. [.... ... ....liiiunmuin wu Tom Neal {PDT)

Mark Mathis won the Presiden. ye Jotsh yee Sag oh Mie Mi 3a.  Permanen ecutive Committee ............................ Steve Kanter ;

ey of the i hg ee Bill Mack (PGD;, Ken Morsa (NRSA)ed, and Rotter'63(SPE*BobMcCrory(KS)CharlesPolay(AEP).won the post of permanent Presi- Steve Reimers (SAE).
dent of the Class of 1968. Joe
Bisaccio '70 (BAK) defeated Bar- Class of 1969 |
ry Breen "70 (PMD) for the PTeS- president ...........cccooorvuivismmmmrmniceioiooncccrinsineee. Mark Mathis (PLP
idency of that’ class. Steve Ehr- Executive Committee .............  ............... Russell Apfel (BUR),
mann ‘71 (BUR) was elected Pres- Shelley Fleet (McC), Carl Weisse (DU).
ident ‘of his class over Zane Se-
gal TL EBT). Class of 1970Initial reactions to Miss Kivi- President wm. ii odinleadiddinitabaninianisJoeBisaccio(3AK)sild’s election were mixed.-Al-ExecutiveCommittee.............................EdChalfie(AEP),most everyone including the can- Steve Chamberlain (PGD), Tim Dalton {DTD},
didate, seemed stunned, but sev- George Katsiaficas (SPE), LauraMalin (McC),
oral people claimed to have Pam Whitman (McC).
known that she would be elected TTT
211 along. Class of Q7 |

The Bixee Uommh of the. (inks Prastdent i Binur Stave Ehrmann (BUR)
Aen ; Go 0d Exocutiva Committee |... Lh... 0. Marya Sleminskl (McC),

of 1968 was elected unopposed to Lou Tsien LOF0).RowVisls! (RH).
their posts. Vice President is Tom
an] (SPE). Secretary-Treasurer



hy Lou3t ® ® 9Co-ed:Living?
Friday saw the dedication of McCor- of Westgate. This leaves half a dorm

7"mickeast, closing another chapter in of true “first-class” residence that is
« the history of women at MIT. And, completely unused. It would appear to

on Thursday, another third-class resi- be quite easy to move inhabitants of
- dence was dedicated in the form of West Street or Random Hall into this
.. Random Hall at 282-290 Mass. Ave. empty space.

Before going any further, step back Of course, there are several considera-
and look at the total housing picture tions. One is the fact that, if such a
here. There are five undergraduate move were going to be made, it would
men’s dormitories on: campus. There be most inconvenient to do it now. We
are, in addition, two more apartment- would point out that spring vacation is

i. type facilities off campus, but “conven- fast approaching. Might it not be
iently located.” Most of the on-campus worthwhile to question the inhabitants
units are below the standards the ad- of -the two sets of apartments to see
ministration would like set for them. if any of them are interested? :

-- However, there is one which is not: Then, there is the problem of segre-
.. McCormick. - =~ gation. At least one school that we
f~ A picture appears out of all this. It know of (University of Michigan) has
= is basically simple. If one wishes to such a plan, with the girls assigned to
improve the quality.of living on cam- the top half of the dorm, and the men

pus, then why not move people into the on the bottom. ' If a state operated in-
best available residences? The fact is stitution can do something of this na-
that McCormick East is only about half ture, might not MIT, which has a repu-
full, even with all the coeds moved out tation for being extremely liberal as
- pe - nx regards student conduct?

THE pi 1 ECE ~ We discussed the idea with McCor-
i 4d fe) . = «4 mick Hall president Karla Hurst ’63,
TRrETheaeee*whosaidthatreactionamongthegirls
UAondAIS a — _ to a move such as this would probably VOL.XXXVI,NO.8MARCH1,1968bemixed.Thegirlsliketorunaround— ris mo in various stages of undress, but they

have the problem of parietals to worry
about in doing this now. All moving
men into the dorm would do to this sit-
uation is restrict their movement to a
few floors.

If the suggestion for such a move
this year is to be rejected, then we
would point out to the powers that be
that an alternative such as this should
always be kept in mind, if only because
it allows more flexibility than is now
present in the system. For instance,
what would the administration do next
year if the freshman class contained
500 too many male students and 50 too
few females? It’s something to think
about



® »McCormick East dedicated
one day aofter Rondom Hall

L2\o®A

-.a. .,HarrietKang

McCormick East was dedicated Friday, one day after Ran-
dom Hall. Following speeches by President Howard Johnson,
Dr. James Killian, and Mr. William Bemis, friend of Mrs. Me-
Cormick, the qirls held a reception in the dorm.
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HARRIET JANE FELL RECEIVES GOODWIN MEDAL
_.. from M.I.T. Dean Irwin Sizer (Edison Farrand Photo)

3000 at Mil GraduationCais a

he M I T when anti-rational “forces SDS bedsheet banner red- America by wrecking i
: meet.” _ ing: “When you are getting troubled America.”

Continued from Page 1 The responsibility for raped you don’t ask for ne- Mark J. Mathis, presiden
«gr Oils Bog Toi guiding the university in gotiations — you demand, of the class of ‘69 since thei

a CE % 7 cgns, a times of crisis rests with the immediate withdrawal, US. freshman year, read at lunch
nieRl IJue Tocuiis, Johnson said. get out of Vietnam.” a letter to the class from
its advo advocates are strong ic ina Gov. Sargent, who 30 President Nixon.
enough. . hy years ago received his MIT

o . will provide long-range : hitectn told
4 i idance. but in the end the degree in architecture, 10
For activism — selfness, EW 8, hs the graduates: “You ask for

volvement — is the most footy. Jos provide the excellence, in our society, in
positive kind of intensity in ysis ce, J : ; &gt; merce
ay eo YY » “If it chooses only to fol- our nation, in ‘our world.
tionproduceslittle hesaid. low, or ony to second-guess, SY our demands are not

’ or only to react — then the excessive, though your
“Human organizations, as real character of the institu- methods sometimes are, and
wel! as individuals, rarely tion will be lost. your rhetoric often is. Dis-
respond to threats and in The 3000 visitors who ac- sent should be encouraged,
the long run they reaact to companied the graduates not discouraged. But it can-
them, and progress is inter- into Rockwell cage for the not be confused with disor-
rupted -— even set back, commencement passed an der. We cannot have a better
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LEOTARDS IN McCORMICK GYM ment, and especially Mrs. Blackmer, was con-
An item in a recent MIT calendar offered instruc- sulted. Mrs. Blackmer asked for a special floor, a
tion in “modern dance” to men and women, classes mirrored wall, and a bar. The result, she believes,
to be held twice a week in the gymnasium of Mec- is one of the best dance studios in Boston.
Cormick Hall. As many as 30 have turned out for a class. This

“Modern dance’ turned out not to be the frug 1s a bit too many for the best instruction, but it is
or any of the many variations of the rain dance expected that the enthusiasm of some may wane.
now so popular, but a contemporary version of the The classes are free; Mrs. Blackmer is a member
ballet. The instructor was Mrs. Donald Blackmer, of the Athletic Department.
wife of an Associate Professor of Political Science
and Assistant Director of the Center for Interna- PROFESSOR HELLMAN
tional Studies at MIT; she is a professional dancer Lillian Hellman, famous playwright, will be a
at present studying classical ballet in New York Visiting Professor at MIT for the spring term. She
one day a week. will teach a subject on both literary analysis and

When the second wing of McCormick was in the original writing. She will reside in an apartment on
planning stage, a small gym was included. Fortu- campus. Miss Hellman’s best-known plays include
nately for dance devotees, the Athletic Depart- The Little Foxes and The Children’s Hour.



FRESHMAN SEMINARS

In mid-August Linda Mayeda, just graduated
from the James B. Conant High School of Schaum-
burg, Illinois, was planning her first-year program
at MIT.

Linda was required to take three subjects: cal-
culus, physics, and humanities. This left room in
her program for two electives. She decided to make
one of these “number theory.” For the other, she
chose a freshman seminar, “The Birth and Care of
a City,” taught by Professor Douglas P. Adams. A
summary in the brochure explained that this semi-
nar would “acquaint the student with the history
and culture of Boston.” Professor Douglas Adams with his seminar

The seminar, consisting of 20 students, five of
whom were girls, met once a week for a talk by an
expert in liis field. Linda remembers most vividly Vic has found many things to interest him at
a talk by Dr. Paul Dudley White, the famous heart MIT. He belonged to the swimming team in high
specialist. An MIT architect, who talked on urban school, and is on the freshman swimming team at
planning, and the curator of the Hart Nautical MIT. He swims both breast stroke and free-style;
Museum were also memorable; curiously, the lat- he prefers sprints.
ter did not tour the museum, and Linda has not Vie played horn in his high school orchestra and
yet visited it. at MIT plays both in the orchestra and in the jazz

Every Sunday afternoon was spent on a trip band. This is fun but time-consuming; the orches-
somewhere in Boston or nearby; taxis were used tra, for example, practices every Sunday from
for short trips, buses for long ones. MIT paid the 10:30 to 1:30.
fares; if there was a charge for entrance, the stu- As with all students who get to know “Doc”
dents paid the admission fee. The trips were the Edgerton, Vic was fascinated by the wide spread
most interesting part of the seminar. Linda re- of his interest and his enthusiasm for each new
members especially the trip to the Iron Works in project. Perhaps the best known of his activities
Saugus, the oldest on the continent, now restored comes from his collaboration with the famous
to working order. French oceanographer, Jacques Cousteau.

Linda approves of the pass-fail feature of the A third student, Brian Whittemore, chose as his
seminars, now extended to the whole freshman elective the seminar entitled “Electrochemistry,”
year. She feels it relieves the tension of a highly taught by Professor Edwin R. Gilliland, who is
competitive first year at MIT. However, it defi- also Director of the Freshman Seminar Program.
nitely increases the time spent ‘“‘yakking’’ with Brian’s family lives in Rockport, Massachusetts,
one’s roommate. and he was graduated from Gloucester High

Another high school graduate wrestling with the School.
problem of choice of course was Victor Hansen of As with the other seminars, the first half of the
Narberth, Pennsylvania. He chose to apply for the term consisted of class instruction, and for the
freshman seminar, ““Stroboscopic Light,” taught last half each student chose a project with which
by Professor Harold E. Edgerton. Vic had become to make a laboratory experiment. Brian’s special
interested in the subject by reading about Schlieren project has to do with the properties of zinc cells;
photography in his high school library. His seminar they may some day be the storage batteries which
is organized in typical fashion with meetings twice will win a transcontinental race.
a week. During the first part of the term the group In the fall term of September, 1968, 339 fresh-
studied and constructed stroboscopic circuits. men were enrolled in 38 different seminars.
Vic has chosen to investigate some of the proper- Seminars come in many different varieties; but a
ties of waves made by bullets for the individual common characteristic is the small number of stu-
project which occupies him during the second half dents in each. With a very few exceptions, enroll:
of the term. ment is held to a maximum of nine per seminar
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Though they set statistical records,
the Class of 1975—and its welcome to
M.I.T.—~were otherwise not very unusual.
The records are 1,004 members, one of
the largest entering classes in the In-
stitute’s history, and 124 coeds, surely
the largest number of women ever to
arrive in a single class. The week be-
ginning September 3 was a period for
getting acquainted—with each other,
with the Institute, and with a whole new
way of living. (Photos: Alfred I. Anderson,
'71, Sheldon Lowenthal, ’74, and
Margaret Foote)
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By LORETTA LEONE —in the country kitchen,” re- and the hobby rooms—sewing connected by a courtyard piano and dance and recreation
In one of the MIT dormitories, ports Amy. “It was perfect.” and arts and crafts, and a com- (“We've had some wonderful room, opened last March 1. ill

there is a country kitchen for Amy herself recently gave 3 pletelyfurnished darkroom-—are Ses ty on was Needless to say, the ails oil
rivate di Het ¢ dinner party for four. Suki- strung around a penthouse over- given by the late Mrs, Ka arine diusti dm theprivate amner pariies, an arts = y Dexter McCormick (MIT '04) adjusting we in ei new.

and crafts room with pottery ya. naturally, Joking the Chorio River 2nd who wanted a place with warmth quarters
wheel and kiln and a sewing Women may be in the min- the Boston skyline. a Co ol

8 omen may be in the min : Say ) and the quality of being home- : Coop 3 py

room, ority at MIT (404 undergradu- “I never dreamed a dormitory like for MIT’s women students. Js Hall kia a
N PY ate and graduate women of could be like this,” says Ginny i ouse women, has enabled

Bit = Yer Ea 2 7,100 students), but they cer- Vettel, a sophomore in economs She Ptlicivsied in a MIT to increase the number of SH
fn cn iata : tainly won’t get an inferiority ics, who recently moved info the i Sn mms ying ane Bie an entering women freshmen by"

: complex in McCormick Hall. dorm from nearby Wesigate ques, paintings, mirrors and 20 over last fall to about 75°
They are the 156 undergradu- ah ; apartments for married students Iotnps are from lor own collec women. With the New Look,"

ate residents of McCormick Something like a mansion, Mc. where some MIT women were tion. Mrs, McCormick’s hushand women will look to MIT. ©
Hall, the first on-campus hous- Cormick has wall-to-wall car- housed, was the son of Cyrus McCor- : aay
ipe for women students at MIT. peting, original paintings (in- mick, inventor of the McCormick We always knew, of course; »
# cluding two. Monets), antique The girls are showing off their Reaper. that a dominant interest - in.sy
For example, there's Amy gold mirrors, carved antique educational home away from’ seCorgiok Hall. West a science and mathematics, and. os;
Shigemoto, a junior in electrical English chests and even Tiffany home in an open house today for , McComrick  Hall-West -ppene feminity were not mutually eXe-syuy
engineering and Hall president. lamps in its first-floor corridors parents, faculty, friends, and, of oo and fe Ea oy wires, clusive,” says Bryce Leggett...
os a and lounges. course, boyfriends. : which contains the, special hobby associate director of admissions, a.

One of the girls had a small } &gt; rooms, country kitchen, and a a
dance—for only about 40 friends A libraty and study rooms, The eight-story twin towers, music room replete with grand The men at MIT would agree. ¥

2

PAULA HAUGHEY clocks herself on Ginny Vettel’s exercycle, which has prime MIT senior Dan Gruber talks about philosophy to his girl, Elaine Leemon, sopho='"
spot in Ginny's room. All rooms in McCormick-East are single rooms arranged more, both of Detroit, and Anne Street, a metallurgy major from Richmond,=
in semi-suite form, with nine girls sharing common lounge and kitchenette. Va. : The plush setting is one of seven date rooms. al



. Co - : = | ) (Herald Traveler Staff. Photos by Ulrike Welsch) | .

fre51Reg. i STUDY? WITH A VIEW LIKE THIS? ‘Trying it in’ window, Paula Haughey, Tampa, Fla. ‘Magazines
cious room has double ovens, open hearth, dining Penthouse library, are from ‘left, Charlotte Bobicki like Glamour and Harpet’s Bazaar, and novels will
aredq. of Topeka, Kans., Amy Shigemoto, Hawaii, and, at have equal billing with reference books.



SAILORETTES' REGATTA
There'll be action on the Charles beginning Thursday --and probably
a good throng of riverside spectators, too, as MIT hosts the third
National Women's Intercollegiate Sailing Championship. Visiting
sailors include teams from Drexel Institute of Technology, George -
town, Ohio State, Ohio Wesleyan, Skidmore, Tulane, Wilson College
and Radcliffe, the defending champion.

Round -robin racing with 18 races scheduled for each day will fill
Friday and Saturday. Special events have been arranged to enter -
Jin the girls during the evenings, including a splash party in the

pool, a night on the town and the Awards Banquet on Saturday night
at the Pierce Boathouse.

Members of the MIT team are Captain Carole Bertozzi, '70, Kathy
Jones, '71, Barbara Lamond, '71, Janet Mertz, '71 and Bambi Moore,
'72. They are looking forward to the races optimistically, having
captured first place in the New England championships just last
month,

Our sailorettes are (L to R) standing:
Carole Bertozzi and Kathy Jones; seated:
Barbara Lamond and Bambi Moore.
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February, 1972
Dean Wick: Back to the Lab

Emily L. Wick, Ph.D.’51, Associate Dean
for Student Affairs, left that post at the
end of the first term to return to full-
time work in the Department of Nutrition
and Food Science. “The time has come
when | must return to full-time teaching
and research if | am to maintain credibil-
ity and productivity as an active scien-
tist,” she wrote J. Daniel Nyhart, Dean
for Student Affairs.

~ Accepting Dean Wick’s resignation,
Dean Nyhart said that “more women stu-
dents owe more to her than they will
ever realize.” In addition to her assign-
ment as counsellor to M.L.T. coeds, Dean
Wick was premedical adviser—and the
number of students for whom she shared
responsibility in both capacities has in-
creased rapidly since her appointment as
Associate Dean in 1965. Then there were
337 women at M.LT. and all under-
graduates lived in McCormick Hall; now
there are over 700, living off-campus and
in coeducational living groups as well
as in McCormick.
Dean Wick came to M.L.T. as a gradu-

ate student in 1946, and she joined the
faculty in 1959; she was the first woman
on the faculty to receive tenure, and—
in 1968—the first to be promoted through
the ranks to full professor.
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by Joanne Miller felt strongly that the forum Dean for Student Affairs Office.
“What we will try to do is sessions should be open to all who expansion of living and athletic

identify what our problemsare by wanted to attend. Task force facilities for girls and an
the end of the month -- and solve subgroups which may be formed to examination of the concept of role
he easy ones,” Professor Mildred address specific issues could be models. One freshman commentedDresselhaus said in opening the restricted to women only, she said, that she hadyettomeetaTemaleWomen’s Forum last Thursday if their members so desired. facultymember, whereupon those
noon. The number of topics suggested at the seminar introduced them

Professors Dresselhaus and for consideration was wide Selves and their subjects.
Emily Wick originally planned the ranging, taking in both fun- Topics of concern to working
IAP seminar to focus on the damental issues, such as Women included professional
problems of women students but sgyecational needs and legal rights mobility, child care, subtle
soon expanded’ the concept to of women, and minor annoyances discrimination, and sexual
explore areas of common concern Jjke the shortage of ladies’ rooms discrimination in certain services

to 2 women at the Institute. in some areas of the Institute. and hensfiis Je amples, oneThe opening meeting was at- ; . : ; woman pointed out that marrie

tended by a widely representative ay Nip rigtly Simedthe men may take out loans from the
EE Blow naiow. Vorae ran, Coo, Un on theirown

: became the first coed in 1871. By : :graduate students, secretaries, : : must get their husbands
technicians, faculty, members of 1895, six percent of the student signatures. She also questioned the
the administrative and research hogy Wele women, a perceninge sexual differential (based on ac-
staffs and a few faculty and hover A reaction] nil 1969. The tuarial life expectancies) in

Sandy Yulke, ’74, discusses student student wives. Top ng : nn e Lo in Was pension payments made to men -..-as Mrs. vresseinaus, one or the
life at the opening seminar... The presence of the men was be many 'o wo Iaclors: eX and women. organizers of the Women’s Forum,

panding educational opportunities Areas of subtle discrimination listens. ~Photos by Margo Foote
; ° for women during the early part of were voiced by professional

Johnson to Chair Panel iii i ta Sums of 4000 pe: : requested to type or make coffee S d D‘Byes 7p 1000) Soman ot winter:=SUTENLJIS: . : : There was general consensus on A dorn : Usiness n y Since McCormick halt was, built the need for women to increase mn CC1 ent
Howard W. Johnson, Chairman throughout the country will par- and other campus residences have  ... own awareness of their roles, |

of the Corporation, has been ticipate in the Conference. become coeducational. both as individuals and as a group, _ Tnomas R. Olejarski, 18, afresh-
named chairman of a panel on President Richard M. Nixon will = Questions concerning the nd to — communicate that Man fromRochesier, New Yurk
technology and resources for address the conference banquet education of women centered ,yareness to men who are in. 2nd a member of Tau Epsilon Phi
business for the White House and the delegates will also hear around the need for some kind of tellectually committed to the fraternity, 253 Commonwealth
Conference on the Industrial World addresses by Secretary of Labor replacement of Miss Wick in the equality of women. Avenue, Boston, was fatally in-
Ahead: A Look at Business in 1990. James D. Hodgson and Secretary questioned, but Mrs. Dresselhaus The Women’s Forum will con- Jjured early Tuesday, when he

The conference is scheduled for of Commerce Maurice H. Stans. pointed out that she and Miss Wick  inue on Tuesdays and Thursdays tumbled over a fourth floor

Pebrasy. ” I 2Aditon fo the : at noon in the Margaret Cheney banister Tu he fr Blomity housepanel headed by Mr. Johnson, R 1971 oom ma and fell down the stairwell to theOther major panel opies nce Holla nd ecelves Room om a arosh first flooree a ie of o NCi|A.Tdd5AddthatmareWyss,ofiaeulyandWintessessaidOlejarskiandterprise and the structure of the : e Y war Suaen's wii ate € orum. other residents of the house had
Dr. Virginia Ross, Ph.D. ’53, will een pelting each other with water-

private enierprise sysiom, Dr. J lland discuss the symposium on Women ¢; h
Business industrial and ¥. dotome HU Holland, An i i filleg balloons dropp od down the

HR bassador to Sweden and a member in Academia held at the recent gairwell. When Olejarski reached
educational leaders from of the MIT Corporation, received meeting of the American yer to drop a balloon, he slipped

the 1971 Theodore Roosevelt Association for the Advancement on the wet floor and fell over the
L IS Lo Offer Award from the National of Science in Philadelphia, at papjster. He was dead on arrival at

Collegiate Athletic Association tomorrow’s forum. The AAAS p[assachusetts General Hospital.
(NCAA) at its annual honors council passed a resolution which

Special Class ss ive aoffice for women’s equality to worA Selooiad 0 toward full ei for Hay den Pbh ot 0
COBOL most coveted award by a panel of women in scientific training and

on prominent citizens and educators employment, affairs of the Show Lo Open
The Lowell Institute School will The citation read as follows: association, and in the direction of

offer a special course in COBOL “In recognition of his superb national science policy.” “The Innermost House,” an
programming if there are suf- undergraduate career as a scholar architectural photography show,
ficient applicants to form a class. and an athlete and his continuing id 4 IeaC bh will be exhibited at HaydenThe course will cover the general dedication to the highest personal ue 0 Gallery from January 14 through
principals of COBOL, including the standards, this award is presented ° February 14. Sponsored by the MIT
logical sequence and in- to Jerome H. Holland, Cornell Chinese Class Exhibitions Office, the show was
terrelationships of the commonly University, Class of 1939, in ap- Jem assembled two years ago and
used elements of the language and preciation of his distinguished Hampton Institute in Virginia. During IAP the Chinese recently revised by Jonathon
its application to basic business service and leadership in higher Earlier this fall Ambassador and Students’ Club is sponsoring an Green, assistant professor of
data processing problems. education, human relations and Mrs. Holland were presented the intensive Mandarin language photography at MIT, to demon-
Students will be expected to write, international amenity.” annual citation for distinguished course for beginners. The courseis strate the photographer’s long-
keypunch and submit for testing Previous Teddy award winners service by the Experiment in In- intended for those who have a standing interest in architecture as
several programs to run on the have included the late President ternational Living. serious desire to learn con- gyhject matter.
IBM-370 computer. Applicants Dwight D. Eisehower, former ’ versational Mandarin in the short The: exhibition. ifclides: hore
should have some programming Senator Leverett Saltonstall and 9 9 . time allotted. thers 73 works ransin: : i i ] g from lateexperience or have completed a Supreme Court Justice Byron R. 72 - 7 3 Aid A more extensive description of Yoh contary to the present day. b
formal course in computer White. the course can be found in the -  ® "T Eas on
programming. As an undergraduate at Cornell, F orm S Du e December 13 “Supplementary Sarmiots. Atnoricen tall dings are

Classes will meet from 7to9 p.m. Dr. Holland was chosen an All- Guide to IAP “72.” One correction _ °° *_ will “a5 older
Tuesday evenings starting America end in 1938 and 1939. He Undergraduate financial aid should be noted, however —- Mrs. ANORYRIOS architectie :
February 8, and will continue for 15 has since been inducted into the application for the 1972-73 Yen of Harvard University will not
sessions. There will be a fee of $15, National Football Hall of Fame. academic year are due in the be teaching the course. The in- Hayden Gallery is open from 10plus $25 for computer costs. Those~~Dr.HollandwaselectedtotheStudentFinancialAidOfficestructorisMr.Zue.;_am.to5p.m.onMondays,Wed-interested should telephone the Corporation in 1969 and was named by January 28. Aid ap- Openings are still available in nesdays, Thursdays and Fridays,
Lowell Institute School, Ext. 4895, Ambassador to Sweden by plications may be picked up the Mandarin language course. from 10 am. to 9 p.m. on
before February 1. Notification of President Nixon in 1970. From 1960 iow in Room 5-119; For more information, call Ray Tuesdays, and from 1 to 5 p.m. on
acceptance will be sent by mail. until 1970 he served as president of Eng on Ext. 2961 or 354-2789. Saturdays, Sundays and holidays.
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3 ; Outing Club** Exhibition of Paintings by Susan E. Schur
Se m inars an d Lect ures Slide show on mountain safety. Thursday, January 20, 7:30pm, Sala On display at the Faculty Club through mid-January.

: de Puerto Rico.

Wednesday, January 12 Photographs by Josh Collins*
: Baker House SPAZ Jogging Club** On display in the Rotch Library through February 4.

Jewish Ethics in the Talmudic* Daily, 10:45pm, Baker 2nd Floor West.
Ehud Luz, Hebrew College. Hillel Morris Burg Memorial Lecture Art LaZar Exhibition*
Series. 7:30pm, McCormick Green Living Rm. Hobby Shop** . Creative Photography Gallery (3rd floor duPont Gym), 12n-7p1

Open weekdays, 10am-4:30pm, duPont Gym basement. Fee: through February 1.
Thursday, January 13 students, $6/term or $10/year; community, $15/year. Call X4343.
etme The Art of Rigging and Buoy System for Air-Sea Studies*
What are the Important Features of Program Languages? MIT/DL Duplicate Bridge Club** Hart Nautical Museum, Bldg 5, 1st floor.
Panel discussion moderated by Prof. J. F. Corbato. Panelists Every Sunday, 2:30pm, Walker Blue Rm. Every Tuesday, 6pm,
nclude: Dr. K. D. Iverson, IBM Scientific Center; Dr. George Student Center Rm 491. Main Corridor Exhibitions*
Rodrigues, Softech Inc.; Prof. Marc Nelson, MIT. 1:15-3pm, Rm Presented by students and departments. Bldgs 7, 3, 4, 8.
26-100 Classical Guitar Society ** ]

Every Monday and Thursday, 3:30-7:30pm, Student Center Rm .
Structural and Functional Relationships in Bacterial Membranes 491. At h let ICS
Dr. Milton R. J. Salton, professor and chairman of Department of . a :
Microbiology, New York University School of Medicine. Nutrition Outing Club Freshman Basketball*

nd Fas Soioncs Depstmeniy Sota 15pm, ao 9-150. Every Monday, Thursday, Spm, Student Center Rm 473. Phillips Exeter Academy. Wednesday, January 12, 4pm. Rockwe!
‘offee, 4pm, -150. ; -322. :
offee, 4p m erry Hour following, Rm Fencing Club** Yariv Hotkey?

Sunday, January 16 Every Tuesday, 6-9pm, duPont Fencing Rm. Lafayette. Friday, January 14, 7pm, Skating Rink.

Sd SHH Paste LF . Tiddlywinks Association* Basketball*
irections of Hillel: Past, Present and Future Every Wednesday, 8-11:15pm, Student Center Rm 407. : ;

Rabbi Albert Axelrad, Brandeis University. Supper discussion. Re Sag a; Jaan 15, Freshmen at 6:15pm, Varsity
5:30pm, Hillel Kosher Kitchen (Walker basement). Admission: $2 Soaring Association* :15pm, Rockwell Cage.
per person. Make reservations at Hillel Office, X2982, by Wednes- Ground school, first Thursday every month; general meeting, third ;
day, January 12 Thursday every month. 7:30pm, Student Center Rm 473 yanlty Hockey

’ Ths 2 : Nichols. Saturday, January 15, 7pm, Skating Rink.

: To Ch

Monday, January 17 Science Fiction Society* Varsity “B” Basketball*
SE Every Friday, Spm, Rm 1-236. Wentworth. Monday, January 17, 7:30pm, Rockwell Cage.

Studies of Man in Isolated Societies: The behavioral repertoire of ; :
nan as revealed in the cultural improvisations of primitive groups*® Sregent Bomophile Losgue Frid 7:30 Misaon Chiron aa Wrestling*

: &gt; eeting and mixer. Every Friday, 7:30pm, Mission Church, : Rp
pr. D, Carleton Gijdusck, National Institutes of Health. ERC bowsn or Borer P Harvard. Tuesday, January 18, JV at 6pm, Varsity at 7:30p
“olloquium. 12n, Rm 6-120. ’ duPont Gym. &gt;

= . Varsity Fencing* :
Tuesday, January 18 M IXers Johns Hopkins. Wednesday, January 19, 7pm, duPont Fencing R

Models for X-Ray Sources Muddy Charles Pub** ROSE air SrepaEa. im . ; ¢ 3g
Or. Aldo Treves, visiting scientist, Center for Space Research. © Join your friends at the Muddy Charles Pub, 110 Walker, daily Religious Se rvices a nd Activitie
Astrophysics Seminar. 4:15om, Rm 37-252. Coffee, 4pm. 10:30am-7:30pm. Call X2158. ha i ; —

Friday Aft Clip The Chapel is open for private meditation from 7am to 11pm eve
Wednesday, January 19 Hiday Atiernoon LUb™= sir ; day.veonesHaY,ranuary©Music,conversationandallthecolddraftBudweiseryoucandrink.yDistinctions between Different Time-Dependent Annulus Flows Featuring folk singer Rich Holloway. Every Friday, 5:30pm, Sha’al: An Urban Collective in Israel*
Revealed by Measurements from a 100-Probe Synoptic Network — Ashdown basement Games Rm. Admission: men $1, women free Bruce Kutnick, graduate student. Following Hillel services, Frid
“nergetics, eddy fluxes, and Fourier Analysis* Must be over 2] January 14, 9pm, Chapel.

Richard Pfeffer, Director of Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Institute, R Catholic Mass®
Slorida State University. 4pm. Rm 54-100. Coffee, 3:30pm, Rm . om a 9 hy ei 1213p. S115 Ciraial4-923. M ovies very Sunday, 9:15am, 12:15pm, 5:15pm, Chapel.

yg ; Ie

Probe Response and Flow Field Measurements in a Simulated The Knack*#* Christos Warship Deryey ol
ionospheric Satellite Environment* LSC. Friday, January 14, 7pm and 9:30pm, Rm 10-250. Tickets 50 Ty ¥: Liam, Lhape.
Claudio Parazzoli, research assistant, mechanical engineering. Doc- Sens, Christian Discussion Group*
‘oral thesis presentation. 4pm, Rm 3-133. wh Bible study and discussion of Christianity today. Every Sunde

fo fhe juni Soean a sg 9:30-L1am, McCormick Seminar Rm A. Call Ron Gamble, X6712
Recycling Panel and Films* : : ’ ’ : 547-4279.
Films on “The Realities of Recycling” and “The Green Box.” Bens
Panelists include Nancy Bellows, Boston Environment Inc.; Stephen Hillel Religious Services*
Senturia and David Wilson, MIT Lab for Recycling. 8pm, Rm 3-133. Da nce Monday-Friday, 8am, Rm 7-102; Fridays, 7:30pm, Chapel; Sat

; days, 9am, Chapel.

St u d e nt M e et in gS Yoga for Beginners Z ; Christians for Dinner*
 Classes. Monday, January 17, 7-8pm; Thursday, January 20, United Christian Fellowship. Every Tuesday, 6-7pm, Walker Din

Student Information Processing Board Meeting llam-12n. Rm 10-340. Space available in intermediate classes. Hall (under si i .; : gn of the fish).
Every Monday, 7:30pm, Rm 39-200. Eileen Turchinetz, 862-2613

} . Praying, Singing, Sharing Meeting*
Thursday Staff Meeting** Turkish StudentsClub® United Christian Fellowship. Every Tuesday, 7-8pm, East Camp
Every Thursday, 8pm, 2nd floor, Walker. Folk dance practice. Every Sunday, 4-7pm, Student Center Rm 473. Lounge :

Technique Staff Meeting Folk Dance Club* Chiisiian Science Oreanization™; E y er ganization

Every Saturday, 11am, Student Center Rm 457. ernational folk dancing. Every Sunday, 7:30-11pm, Sala de Meeting includes testimony of healings. Every Tuesday, 7:15p
: Rm 8-314.

ERGO Staff Meeting he
Everv Sunday. 6pm. Student Center Rm 443. Tech Squares* Christi ; 3 :istian Bible Discussion Groups*

id : ew » &amp;llpm, Rm 10-105. Call dorm XO888 or po. ‘Wednesday, 12:30pm, Rm 4-343; Every Thursday, 12:15p;
MIT Club Notes : Rm 20B-031. Call Prof. Schimmel, X6739. or Ralph Burge

. Modern Dance Technique Class** X24
Book of the Week : on Elementary/Intermediate. Every Monday, Wednesday, Friday, : :
[nformal discussion over dinner of Beyond Freedom and Dignity by : : Islamic Society Prayers

. 5:15pm. Everv Sunday, 1pm. McCormick Gym. , K h i BB. F. Skinner. Wednesday, January 12, 5:15-7:15pm, Ashdown Every Friday, 1pm, Kresge Rehearsal Rm B.
Dining Hall (table near door). Call James Snell. 523-1198. *

Po Dene Oo Pery. Toosday ond Thursday, Sep, Stodint Joana Sorvicess
MIT Club of Boston** * | Co Ae rh very luesaay an Ursday, 3-bpn;Siuden Every Friday, 5:15pm, Chapel; discussion hour, 6pm, Ashdo
Luncheon meeting. “The Future of Mass Transportation” by Prof. Dining Hall.
Alan Altshuler, Massachusetts Secretary of Transportation. Thurs- Folk Dance Club® .
day, January 13, 12:15-1:30pm, Aquarium Restaurant, 100 At- : 20). Free Draft Counselling*
RY hay Folk dancing. Every Tuesday, 7:30-11pm, Student Center Rm 407. pie) 312 Memorial Drive, X2982. Call or visit 10am-Spm.

White Water Club**} Folk Dance Club* i
Israeli folk dancing. Ev Thursday, 7:30-10pm. duPont GymPool Session. Tuesday, January 18, 8-10pm, Alumni Pool. Dn i nemg i Tray boron An noun cemen ts

Book of the Week* National Teacher Examinations
Informal discussion over dinner of School is Dead by Everett ea Exams will be given at Boston University, Boston College
Reimer. Wednesday, January 19, 5:15-7:15pm, Ashdown Dining E xh | b it Ions UMass/Amherst on January 29 and April 8. Information
Hall (table near door). Call James Snell. 523-1198 registration forms available in Student Placement Bureau,

The Innermost House* E19-455, X4733, or directly from National Teacher Examinatic
Zero Population Growth** ; Photography exhibition. Hayden Gallery, January 14 through Box 911, Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jer
Meeting. Wednesday, January 19, 5-7pm, Student Center Rm 473. February 14 08540
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APR 181972 ghEx-Dean SaysBrightGirl®x-Dean days bright GIrls
A Their Way Into |Argue Their Way Into MIT

: By JEAN THWAITE 2 Sn is their be- in the freshman class roseou COSHistin Yoaa Tidiior avior analogous to what from 50 to 125 and the total
in You'd have to give up eal- 1g happen in a human number of female students
yune,” says Dr. Emily Wick, Sug! 4 ould bea omen: from 33 700.
professor in the department of dous breakthrough if we could “Hardly anyone realized
nutrition and or science at 1nd something that was.” they are there but there haveMassachussetts Institute of~~Dr.WickfinishedMountbeenwomenstudentsattheTechnology. ~~ Holyoke in 1942 aud stayed on institute for a hundred years,”
In Atlanta to speak to MIT as an instructor in the chemis- She pointed out. )

alumni, Dr. Wicks took a fry department until someone = The professor doesn’t be-
swipe at natural food cultists, told her she would never get lieve the number will “ever be
‘who are consistent in denounc- anywhere without at least a really high as long as society
mg additives, ie master’s degree. She went js the way it is.” The insti-

“Without additives, we MIT as agraduate student in tutes students have the image
wouldn’t have good food. 1946, received her Ph.D. in of being ‘geniuses but “they
Mu of it would spoil over- 1 ma img2Seay a really aren’t,” Dr. Wick said.nicht. « olle We ; WOITY 3 . :

“But we mustwt go over- on the faculty to receive ten- When a high school guid-
board in any direction, Addi- ure and the first to be pro- ance counselor finds a boy
tives must be used with care moted through the ranks to Who Is good in math and sci-
and caution. full professor. ences, he will say ‘have you

“They must have &amp; uselyl i thought ahout MIT?’ But the
function, a positive reason for As an associate dean her girls have to argue their way
being iors nAnct hi exces. DLery responsibility was past the counselor to study bi-
sive levels.” She believes {hat Women students. During her ology, chemistry, architecture ‘MUST NOT GO oy ERBOARD’
gine onder gon tenure the number of women and urban planning.” Dr. Emily Wick of MIT

much salt can be harmful.
Dr. Wick is returning to full

time research after serving
for six years as an associate
dean for student affairs and
her plans include studies of
potentially hazardous materi-
als in foods and foodstuffs.
She thinks the biggest need
today is knowledge of how to
test what is safe and what
isn’t.

“Most of the big scares—
such as monosodium gluta-
mates—have been the result



Wednesday p11
November 15, 1972

Mz. Holyoke Honors
T ® ®

Emily Wick, 2 Others
Professor Emily L. Wick of nu- “As Professor of Food Chemis-

trition and food science received try on a predominantly male fac-
an honorary Sc.D. degree and Dr. ulty, you have been recognized for
vera Kistiakowsky, a senior first-rate teaching and research in
research scientist in physics re- your discipline. You have also won
ceived the Centennial Alumnae the respect of colleagues and the
Award from Mount Holyoke Col- gratitude of students for your
lege at Founder's Day ceremonies skilled championship of women at
last weekend. MIT, for your unfailing and

An alumna of Mount Holyoke, persuasive sense of humor, and
Professor Wick received the A.B. above all for you fundamental in-
and A.M. degrees there before tegrity—qualities rare in any era
coming to MIT where she earned but especially valued for their
the Ph.D. in organic chemistry in Scarcity in-these times.”
1951. After serving as a research Dr. Kistiakowsky, also an
associate at the Institute, Pro- alumna of Mount Holyoke, has
fessor Wick joined the Flavor Deen a senior research scientist at
Laboratory of Arthur D. Little, the Institute since 1969, associated
Ine... ) with Project PEPR. She received

Professor Wick returned toMIT the Alumnae Centennial Award for
as aresearch associate in 1957 and achievements in research and
was appointed assistant professor teaching in the field of nuclear and
in 1959, associate professor in particle physics and her activities
1963 and professor in 1968. She also on behalf of women’s rights.served from 1965 to 1971 as associ-~~Alsohonoredattheceremoniesate dean for student affairs and as was Dr. Alice Kimball Smith, who
an advisor to premedical students. received the honorary L.H.D.

Mount Holyoke President David degree and presented the
B. Truman presented the honorary Founder’s Day address, “Educa-
degree to Professor Wick. The ting Women—A decade of Con-
citation read in part: structive Subversion.” Dr. Smith,

who is the wife of Institute Pro-
fessor Cyril S. Smith, is Dean of
the Radcliffe Institute.



Alumnae Plan
Centenniennial

Katharine Graham, publisher of
the Washington Post and Admiral
Elmo R. Zumwalt, Jr., Chief of US
Naval Operations, will be featured
speakers at a two-day Centennial
Convocation of the Association of
MIT Alumnae (AMITA), June 2
and 3. ;

“The convocation, entitled “Fo-
cus on the Future: The Challenges
and the Opportunities,” will cele-
brate the 100th anniversary of the ’
first MIT degree awarded to a Women’s Forum
woman. i )

The first woman degree recipi- Recent changes affecting
ent was Ellen Swallow Richards women at MIT will be dis-
who received a degree in chemis- cussed atthe Women’s Forumtry in 1873 and went on to teach~~Monday,March19,atnooninchemistry at the Institute and the Bush Room (10-105).
founded the field of home eco- Speakers include Chris Ran-
nomics. . (A plaque of Mrs. dall on athletics, Susan
Richards hangs in the lobby of  Stevick- on the libraries,
Building 4.) Audrey Buyrn on the cen-

The convocation will present ‘a tennial celebration. Other
broad range of panel discussions, topics include graduate assis-
workshops and speeches on mat- tance and a possible spring
ters affecting the professional and workshop.
personal lives of women and men. | acy

Registration for the convocation is
open to the public. Century of Women Students at

Adm. Zumwalt will discuss MIT: Continuity and Change,” is
“Global Perspectives for the scheduled for 9:30am Sunday,
Coming Decade’ at the opening June 3. Speakers will include Dr.
panel at 9am, Saturday, June 2, in James R. Killian, Jr., ’26, Hon-
Kresge Auditorium. Other topics orary Chairman of the MIT Corpo-
in the panel include “Economic ration; Florence Luscomb, 09, an
Patterns and Prospects for Men architect and feminist; Dr. Julius
and Women and Work” by Dr. A. Stratton, President Emeritus of
Mary Potter Rowe, special assis- MIT; and Dr. Emily L. Wick, pro-
tant to the President and Chan- fessor and former associate dean
cellor; “Sociological Trends,” and for student affairs. The moderator
“The Impact of Art on Technology will be Dr. Dorothy Weeks, 23,
and of Technology on Art.” consultant to Harvard University.
Speakers for the last two are yet to The concluding speaker, at
be announced. 11:15am June 3, will be Helvi

Saturday afternoon will be given  Sipila, assistant secretary-general
over to workshops.in four fields: for social and humanitarian mat-
professional development, paths ters of the United Nations, whose
for career advancement, new di- topic will be “Status of Women
rections in education, and per- Professionals: An International
sonal development. Overview.”

Mrs. Graham will speak at the The convocation will close with a
convocation banquet, Saturday private showing of an exhibition
evening in duPont Gymnasium. depicting the history and contri-

A second panel, entitled “A butions of MIT women.

Page 6, Tech Talk, March 14, 1973
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Emil 1C io leave T teach there.” The school has from the academic,” she said.
: Rn ND Ee been characterized as the “best Her new job will deal pri-

- By Paul Schindler © Wick said that she would “ne- faculty development and cur- of the seven sisters for science,” marily with faculty and aca-
Emily Wick, professor of Ver be able to say a total good- ricilum planning, among. other by some. Wick ‘would not con- demic matters, but she said that

food chemistry, former bye,” to the Institute, because it things. I have an awful lot to firm that, but did say that it has she ‘can’t imagine getting too
Associate Dean of Student Af- has been “too much a part of learn,” she said, but she noted “always had a strong tilt towards far away from students.”
fairs. and friend to hundreds of me.” She called her decision to that as an alumnae of the school science.”
MIT women, is leaving the Insti- leave MIT a “very difficult de- she had maintained some per- She hopes to teach even- ember s of the id
tute. On July 1, she will become Cision to make,” adding that she sonal ties, and that she knew tually, but expects it will be a ministration were quick to praise
roster of Cherislry. and would “never have sought to about such superficial things as - little while before she has time Wick’s work and express regret
Dean of the Faculty at Mount leave.” But she compared the new buildings. for that. She also doubted she at her departure. Chancellor Paul
Holyoke College (a position she decision to that facing a person Wick called Mount Holyoke2 would have any “real time for Gray noted tha .. «all of us
describes as being “similar to the about to leave home; there ‘‘very excellent school,” and raid research.” ! ; who have come to rely. on her
MIT Provost.”). © comes a time for progress, for she was “proud to be asked to When asked to look back at judgement and her integrity are

The first formal announce- new experience and new chal- her work with women at MIT, saddened by our loss, and the
ment of the appointment oc- lenge. She views the move with a Wick told The Tech that she had Institute s loss, even as we re-
curred Tuesday evening and was combined feeling of “gladness “never looked at it as coun- Jjoice with her as she takes on
made at Mount Holyoke be- and sadness.” Wick expressed seling . .. it was more like mu- major responsibility for the in-
cause, according to Wick, “it was the hope that she would be able tual problem solving.” Some- tellectual development of Mount
their announcement to make.” to return often, and noted that times she would talk out her Holyoke College’

She asked to be a candidate she will always feel a part of problems, she said, other rs Yer Jie ine Tou he
i MIT. she would talk out those of the position ol Assistant Dea r

ie ost oy Sa Speaking of her new post, student. Many of the problems Student "Affairs in 1971, after
about it until mid-February, Wick said that it was the second people brought to her were per- six years of sevice, fres-fieny
Then, about six weeks ago, she ranking officer in charge of ed- sonal, some were academic, and Dan Nyhus said mare women
decided to accant the position Ucational matters at the college. most were a combination. “You students Sus mess to her than
when it was ofa to her. She will have responsibility for can never divorce the personal they will ever ree
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LrnOWe 10 asS1St cinancelior
By Sandra Yulke pation as “Consultant Econo- member of the American Econo-

and Paul Schindler mist,” and has been doing work mics Association, the National
The new woman working at Radcliffe most recently. Planning Association, and the

with Chancellor Paul E. Gray Much of her work has been in African Studies Association.
will, by her own choice, be the area of the economics of The announcement of Mary
known as the Chancellor’s Assis- child care, a topic she has re- Rowe’s appointment has been a
tant for Women and Work. She searched for the federal, state, long time in the offing, and she
is Mary Potter Rowe, [Note: She and Cambridge city govern- says that most of the delay
does not like the use of titles, as ments. She has worked for Har- involved has been her own fault.
she is a Quaker, and prefers to vard, OEO, the Carnegie Corpor- She was the number one candi-
be called “Mary Rowe” by those ation, Abt Associates, the date and most likely prospect as
who do not know her, and National Council of Churches early as mid-December, but she
“Mary” by those who do.] a and the UN. She spent 1963-66 told - The Tech that meetings
graduate of Swarthmore and in Nigeria, and 1962-3 inthe US with Gray about the nature of
Columbia (where she got her Virgin Islands. She has published her job and her hours delayed
Ph.D. in economics in 1971). numerous specialized papers, any final announcement. Gray

Rowe lists her current occu- serves on several boards and is a (Please turn to Page 5}
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{Continued from Page 1) tenured women faculty. There is no question in my mind my mother got her degree, she
often said during this period that Q: How many are there? but that Gray felt that my ap- went to Peking where she be-
a woman had been selected, but There are now eight. I talked pointment was contingent on came the first female professor
was not yet ready to commit to maybe a dozen women stu- my meeting with a representa- of sociology. Also, economics is
herself to taking the post. There dents, trying to seek out women tive committee of women from not as unscientific as some peo-
was also some concern that she at such places as the Sloan every job and student category. ple seem to think.
might eventually decide not to school, where there aren’t many. Emily and I actually hoped that Q- What are Joy gong to do for
take the post, so her name was I talked with quite a number. of my coming to the Forum would students? Will you have clout?
not revealed until last week. The people particularly in the eco- serve that purpose. I did not I think in unequivocal cases,
official announcement of her ap- nomics department, because I want to limit it to any one that both Gray and Wiesner have
ointment will appear in tomor- am an economist. I talked with specific committee. I very much systematically been very deter-p pp : | Stems

row’s Tech Talk. five or six junior faculty and wanted to hear from any woman mined in terms of policy. I was
Since there was some interest several administrators and with who wanted to come, in effect. told of a specific example of a
expressed in the selection pro- lots of secretaries, and I was just ; very decisive action taken by
cess, the interview began on that very keen to have the chance to 2 ne you bear waived of 100RWisner and Gray earlier this
point. : think about it for a long time. I ! ; year in a case of discrimination
Q: How do you feel about the think Paul Gray wanted a chance 0: kyl MIT’ against a woman. -
lack of student input in your to think about it for a long time. np 7 Q: Is that personal conviction or

If there is to be any real selection? It’s a major step forward for the © uk ; HEW pressure?
: i I would have been delighted Institut There's two sides 40 thot, The story I have heard makes

change in any job or student HE Hee Bl etn tos haa : ; ov IF Number one i that 1 am onl, Sonny L000 ral convies
category, there will be changes | ¢ has been, by the way, economist, and I know what the |. ig

] : input, and 1 thought that the unfailingly gracious to me. There : A. have Boon work tion. 1 know of at least onechanges in all of them... Forum would provide it. = nia JC 1c. 15, Rid©nav;letterwrittenbythosegentle-(Note: the week that Mary ¥ : ing in Washington steadily for men, which would never have
Rowe thinks Wiesner inc ast three years in an area ; Wh

Rowe was the guest at the Wom- . which is not Teceiving Nixon's been seen by the general public;
en’s Forum was exam week, and gn Gray fight for full attention, namely Child Care which was unsouivecal Jn lis
therefore almost no students ; : representations to a department
were present.) I i and Women. On the one hand, 1 head. It pleased me very muchETE present) or Als equa rights out of am very familiar with the univer- &gt;7DeasJoryJQ: There was a period between : : It was by no means in the public

your saying yes and your taking personal conviction = see. — on the ophey eye; they would have no reason
the job for certain? * 2) Lrray Ras becn encouragingihie think that any woman might

I think that there was a rm — es, NC to think that if there are have seen this letter, and it was
onth. 1a thote h G has been in our interviews no good projects, he would help me very clear, and straightforward
il &gt; oy h is . d roy point where I felt things were with them. as well as very polite. :
fe i re re fi pkaw: Q: You have a basically liberal Q: Could you get MIT to make a
w i i d ki a 2 A And I talked with Carola. arts background, how does that  yor0men; supporting the contin-
p oy vi ee det on Q: But students were not in- Take 7 oilJeel chou? gop ng with uing presence of women here?
don’t want to look for some- volved in your selection... @ place She MIT, which is ex: I liked the statement in the
body else? I think the Institute Paul Gray asked me to meet 1c technically oriented? pq Hoc report... I can certain-
was, during that month, reason- With a representative committee, I De
ably committed to serious explo- including students, at the same we ’ . i
ration with me and 1 with them time when I was formally re- it wasn’t until I talked with Cray... that i
so that it would have been rea- questing a meeting with a com- i 8 : 2 3 ”
sonable for the Institute to say mittee including students. When became interested in this job.
we’ve got somebody else who we 1 say including students, I mean = Ca : fen i, A
think will come without having Women in every job and student My background is more sci- ly propose anything like that
been able to say definitely that category at the Institute. The entifically oriented than it may that proves to make sense. I

3 . Ses oo she was coming. day that Gray called me, to sec appear. I was a premed student think that my appointment is
fsa poenitar position; it It’s a peculiar position; it has if I was still interested, Emily in undergraduate school, and I considered by both Drs. Gray
has no appropriate role no appropriate role models. I [Wick] and Gray and I were all come from a family of doctors. and Wiesner as that kind of

models. was very cager to have the in the process of saying that In some ways, my background statement, in seid a very
chance to talk with most of the there should @¥ this meeting. was also very ‘liberated,’ after concrete fashion.
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i 1 ; IN G The Boston Globe Monday, June 4, 1973 i4

ousRRAcentennialforthewomenofMIT
|L.etter from By Diane White Mrs. Sipila, the first woman to be ap-

lobe Staff pointed to cabinet rank at the UN, told
® One hundredyears ago Ellen Swallow the group women in Eastern European

Fun-Fun City became the first woman to graduate from and Nordic countries are more likely to |
: ie Massachusetts Institute of Technolo- oto. 1rofessional fields and be politically \

In later years she told friends how active in decision making capacities than "
NEW YORK — Summery weather and the scent of pleased she had been when the president Women in other countries, Mrs. Sipila, y M / T

scandal have arrived here practically hand in hand. As of MIT wrote to inform her she had been formerly a lawyer and judge in her na- sla la
Ralph Gleason, the columnist for The San Francisco admitted and that she was welcome to at- tive Finland, said this occurs because the 187. —1¢. Te
Chronicle, told me yesterday, ‘“Morally, this thing could tend at no cost. laws of these countries are based on the

make Watergate look like a prayer meeting.” He was re- She ne he knew she Ja Poor complete equality of men and women, ir-
i -year- and he was being generous. She later : ‘ : from: institute 1 1. “If they suc-

ferring to the fact that Clive J. Davis, the 40-year old found out thathe waived the usdal fees respective of marital status. re pie elon BL ¢ TE heySut
former head of Columbia Records, has been cited in a so that, in case anyone should object to oi, i ; i . y 2 pe y
civil suit filed by CBS in which it is alleged he illegally h ? eh 1d h + Mrs. Sipila said when women in de- expected them to succeed.

S er bresence, ne could say she Washi yeloping nations are allowed access to ed- Dr. James R. Killian, class of 1928,
appropriated some $93,000 of corporate funds. When I really a student. : = ucation, they are more likely to choose to former MIT president from 1948 to 1953
asked if Rolling Stone, of which Gleason is a co-founder, o Happily, much v has Senge) at ir go into professional fields. “Where educa- and honorary chairman of the corpora-
is going to cover the story, he said, “My God, we have a T8ienSwellow Am iShr tion is a privilege it cannot be wasted,” tion, and Dr. Julius A. Stratton, class of
ream of writers and researchers in New York right now. posits sizeable. hes tripled dine iY she said. 1923, MIT president from 1959 to 1966,
This looks big.” 10 years and now number 816, or about : Unfortunately, she said, when there is Jiseussed Sovyomnonls dung Be Iai

13 percent of the student body. a lack of facilities for education in these years, 2 Tua me:oL change
And it does. Oddly, though, the New York press * Yesterday some 200 alumnae gathered developing nations, it is the female stu- women 3t MIT. ;

seems either unaware of, or indifferent to, exactly how in Kresge Auditorium to celebrate the 3ents who lose out. Men are given priori- “During the late 40s and early 50s the
big. In a time of Watergate, of course, it isn’t surprising centennial of women students at the in- ty because they are regarded as future Place of women at MIT was the subject
that an alleged misappropriation of a mere $93,000 stitute. breadwinners, she said. of much debate,” Stratton said. “Some
shouldn’t take precedence over the effort by men in high Helvi Sipila, assistant secretary-gen- people resented MIT giving places to
places to embezzle the whole national government, yet it eral for social and humanitarian matters It is because of this, she said, that the women, who, it was thought, would just
does seem to merit a little more looking-into than it's HELVI Sana k at the United Nations, was the featured majority of the world’s 800 million illit- get married and become mothers.”
been given by The Times, Post and Daily News. » . featured speaker speaker. erates are women. UN studies have In 1953 the administration undertook

. : shown, she said, that when women in de- a study of women and their place at MIT.
From all that I've been able to learn, the record in- veloping nations are educated, they are “We were unable after two years of hard

dustry itself may be on the brink of an investigation into more likely to use birth control. Hence, work to reach unanimous a greement on
far darker doings than those that led to the payola hear- many of the problems of these nations what to do,” Stratton said. Some mem-
ings that shook it in the late Fifties. The whole rock which are caused by overpopulation could bers of the commission, Strattonsaid, felt
scene is involved. Already at least two men in the record ALISON ARNOLD be alleviated by educating women. she that MIT simply di not have the facil
business have simply vanished, and in some quarters -— scid [ties 10 accommodate undergraddsts woe
there is doubt that they are alive. Naturally, it wouldn’t ten and. itecommonded thes. ate ¢ te.
be true to type if narcotics didn’t play a large part, since ; Earlier, the alumnae heard a panel male students only at the lsevel
it’s a common practice with certain companies to remu- e Us man Sad a discussion moderated by Margaret H. Te sears Yo nowarer. Prosidedt
nerate their artists not merely with money, but with co- Lydd Compton, wife of former MIT president Killian oe 5 oh statement statin
caine. But we shall see what we shall see, and my own : ; awl ; Karl T. Compton. The participants were the inttituta’s 3 &gt; ny : ; amit and 8
feeling is that it will be before too long. Ever heard of Charlotte Cushman? house of Mrs. Innes, $90,000 was given t0 five persons who have been involved in A us &gt;or ph I a, Jp Se

She was a popular 19th-Century actress the Boston Public Library to establish a various ways in the evolution of the place Sr enrollment and to improve living
x and a special favorite of Bostonians. So in special theater collection in the name of nf women students at MIT. Facilities for women. Philanthropist Kath-

On a brighter note (though I'm not sure that Chan- 92! Mrs. Malcolm Bradley French Charlotte Cushman. Dr. Emily L. Wick, who recently left one D: McCormick, 5 member of ihe
nel 7 here in New York would call it exactly that) is the founded a Charlotte Cushman Club in i So her post as professor and dean of women class of 1904, donated $1.5 Tifton to build

growing ‘rumor that 3oston in her memory as “a home away The Sp ecial Collections Beading Room at MIT to become dean of the faculty at 2etn Goel) poe Women, x ang
Roger Grimsby, the an- om home for girls ind wortien' of the off the Sargent Gallery on the third floor Mount Holyoke College, told the alumnae © y CCormick Hall was opened in x

) . ! il a fy : : The opening of McCormick Hall hadthor man of 7s nightly thster” ‘where the 13 obtal of the Research Library will be called the the percentage of women in each class Cg
Toast il ) hey could obtain low- : Gf who stay at MIT to graduate has in- 2 8reat effect on the morale of women attyewitness News, wil A Tel ginne H Charlotte Cushman Room. Books and ma- y : grad MIT.” Dr. Killian told the alumnae. “Here
move over to 4, NBC's 0stlodgings in atfractive surroundings. erials of permanent value in the field of creased substantially during the past 10 TT, lian tod the alumnae, ‘Here
local outlet, under a five- : nie : Srisls of permanent vaiue in Le Led Of ears. Only 36 percent of the women who for the first time was a facility that ex-
sear contract calling for Helen Hayes and Catherine Cornell the theater,with priority given to Boston, cntered with the class of 1960 stayed to Pressed the place of women at MIT, that
at least one million dol- were members of the board and hundreds will be i each book to contain a graduate, she said, compared to 89 per- Hale them fos) eons me b Flor
ars. This is somethingof &gt;f actresses who are now stars stayed at Charlotte Cushman Fund book-plate. And cent of the men in the same class. By CE 3 one os en&gt;
SoMadlyPEO ‘he club inthe early daysof their careers. an annual public lecture on the theater 1964, the a i en gratuge ist and civil rights activist, and Dr. Dor-

hich x wig a% TT Sartre anirernaenn. Will: be nan ed the Charlotte Cushman NEWas Tou Squat to the percentage othy W. Weeks, who received a PhD in
©When Ibeganto «Thefirstclubhousewasat1Marlboro (entre,Membersofthe Fund feel thisis in il physics from MIT in1930andis a con-
riteaboutGrimsbyand street,but whenitbecame100small#0 hopsconolusian to.their many veass |Dr.Wickssaidthechangecameabout sultant afHarvardUniversity,reminisced
is cut-up cohorts rather OIE TREdateshe.fortEathiadiacks —B® oo after 1960.the year MIT. made afirm bolt edays wh en awoman ‘was some-
1apsedically a tevwr yearn: SNCA a Fan Ee nitment to encourage wome ) ar Ing or a curiosity on tne M11campus.

nediapeapletoldmethat ~OWnhouse of the late Dr. and Mrs. o.oo... feredMITattheirown risk”said Dr, search into the life of Ellen Swallov
the Eyewitness concept of  lenrv Sears. was purchased. ANTEGaegostogainfi- Wicks. whoreceivedaPhDin Chemistry Richards,whomshe knew while an un-treating the day’s events nancial supportfor the famous hospital dergraduate.Mrs.Richards,shesaid,
vith a certain merry- In order to support the club, morning ship SS Hope will be held Sunday, from 5 opened the doors for other women at the
and rewish levity lectures on the theater, teas, fashions to 8, at “Savin Hill,” the South Hamilton institute by setting a brilliant example.
vouldn’t last. Since then, shows and dances were held and a Cham- estate of Mrs. Q. A. Shaw McKean. Per- She was an instructor in chemistry at
lowever, the concept has oagne Ball took place in the French ball- sons who have served on the ship, leaders MIT for 40 years, until her death in 1911.

{ ‘hanged the face of tele- room of the house. Mrs. French was the of the non-profit Project Hope, represen- She was a pioneer in the field of chemical
sision journalism. And anergetic organizer of these benefits and tatives of the nations the SS Hope has nutrition and has been cited by nutrition-

ERE understandably. Prior to after her death in 1957, the club was dis- visited, and public officials will attend. ists as the creator of the science of home
the advent of Eyewitness, continued and the Charlotte Cushman Dr. Hart Achenbach of Danvers and John economics.

:elevision had reported the news with an almost awe-  “haritable Foundation. Inc.. was formed McKean of Hamilton are co-chairmen. During the early afternoon the alum-
some solemnity. But gradually, as Grimsby and his team nae attended a reception and private
segan to attract viewers from the competing channels Mrs. Charles Sumner Bird was chosen Dr. Achenbach is among the more showing of the Centennial Exhibition in
lere, producers around the country started experiment- 5 president, Mrs. Charles J. Innes and than 1900 medical personnel who have McCormick Hall. The exhibition provided
ng with the possibility of lightening the tone of their prs. Charles E. Bacon, vice presidents, served with the project since its begin. a visual glimpse into the accomplish-
shows. In some cases, the results were disastrous, espe-  \Irs. William R. Dickinson, recording sec- trie 10 TO60. More thos. 10 millics. doll ments of MIT’s women graduates. Among
cially when, as happened in at least three instances, retary, and Mrs. French’s daughter, Mrs. ning in 0. ; ore than million dollars the GIVetie EroUp Of Woon Witee work
news teams were reduced to uncontrollable laughter as Lyman P. Gutterson, corresponding sec- 2 Year is required to sustain operations of was represented were Lydia G. Weld,
me of their members read the report of a celebrity’s retary and treasurer. SS Hope and related land-based opera- class of 1902, the first MIT woman grad-
Tenth Directors included: Mrs. John Mosel tions. uate in naval architecture and marine en-

The fact that there is an Eyewitness News in Boston Are iy ee Se Mis. Nr . gineering, a well-known ship designer;
(WBZ-TV) shouldn’t mislead anyone to think that any ~.p +" Mc’ Richard Ehrlich. Miss Rebe Elizabeth Coit, class of 1919, the land-
“hannel there has come even close to aping the Eyewit-  , : ? Elected to a second two-year term as marks preservation commissioner of Newhi e Ding + y kah Hobbs, Mrs. Harry J. Murphy and : ; ! : ; ton Cn
2ets concept I'm talking about. There's been a. ceritin Miss Cath 1 Hi tinot : oresident of the Boston Branch, American York City; Boston architect Marjorie
amount of inserting a light touch here and there, partic- &gt;&gt; -aviarine Huntington. Association of Universiay Women, is Miss Pierce, class of 1922; Marion Talbot, class
larly on Boston’s 7, which indulges in such clownish- ‘Changing Federal tax laws have made Enid Wilson of Wellesley. The Association of 1888, founder and president of the
ness as an antic weatherman and Eddie Andelman’s ti eticable 1 ti harita. vas founded in Boston in 1882 and now American Association of University
imaginative stunts, but, on ‘the whole. the plain unvar- ' PPracticable io continue as a char ia has a nationwide membership, of some PANELISTS — Julius Stratton (left) Women; and Dickey Chapelle, the combat
aished fact still prevails ole foundation, so at the final meeting 170,000 women in more than 1700 and James Killian chat in Kresge Audi- photographer and correspondent, a mem-

Friday morning at the Pinckney street oranches “orium. (Bob Backoff photo) ber of the class of 1940
In New York, however, the fun-and-games approach

to the evening news has proved captivating, largely, I'm
sure, because Channel 7 never has permitted the merri-
ment to be carried to ghoulish extremes. Channel 4
found its ratings dropping so alarmingly that it became
lesperate, and, as it turned out, not very bright. In one BOOK OF THE DAY
wurst of inane inspiration, it decided to compete against = -
7 by teaming Carl Stokes, the former mayor of Cleve- :
land with a broadcaster from the West Coast as fellow ; @ :

nmeisietLheunresolved dilemma of John Berryman7, it dispatched the West Coast man abroad and tried to : :
andow Stokes with a little more spark

: : . By Margaret Manning — than a patient’s progress (or lack of it) mask for other mental disorders. I'm not
3 Meanwhile, watching Roger Grimsby at 6 and 11 Ylobe  Staf¢ chart. Even so, it has its moments of pity certain what these disorders in Berry-

clock had become a way of life here. The point, of t man-Severance were, because Berryman
course, is that he happens to be superb, not because he RECOVERY, by John Berryman. Far- HE TE ROTEL. has not truly looked into the abyss of his
has a ready wit, good looks and a resonant voice, but be- var, Strauss &amp; Giroux. 254 pp., $6.95 The setting is a sanitarium’ for alco- own soul. At least not in this novel as he
cause he is a superlative newscaster who just happens ‘to : : has so far developed it
have those gifts. NBC made no secret of the fact that it Nothing i aoa vy holics where group therapy sessions,: : g in John Berryman’s agonizing p :
coveted him. (The day after Sam Yorty’s defeat in Los “ a. . using the Twelve Steps of Alcoholics What is tragically plaid. A :

. novel “Recovery” is as moving or as . at 1s tragically plain, however, 1s
Angeles, by the way, Jim Gash of WINS suggested that ; : Anonymous, are the basis of treatment. ‘hat there was in Berryman-Severance a
if Ch. 4 got Grimsby, Ch. 7 should retaliate by teaming reautifully written as Saul Bellow’s in- positive Genie 10 orntinge boing &amp; drradk
up Yorty with Stokes.) Now, though, it would appear roduction. It is a treasure and a loving Narrator Alan Severance has been presumably berate twas a wh of ar
that an agreement has been reached and that Grimsby. ‘emembrance of the tragic poet who 10spitalized for the third time. He is a fa- tistic release. a way. of opening the door
will shortly move over to Channel 4, a circumstance that illed himself in January, 1972 nous scientist and man of letters. His life op his very areal poetic taler*
could quite conceivably demolish 7 s ratings. And there 1as not been an unbroken string of disas-
as anl dif no Berryman was a vibrant man and his ers, but he has had three wives, numer- Berryman drank, then, in order to
Prot, ST. 5 or D130 pin do Be or 7 the nile tole die poems sang with an electric force that, og blackouts, bouts of violence, and it is Write, but in turn drinking made him un-
iq ’ alas, is missing from this novel. Although : : : able to write. He was afraid of writing

vided into three separate segments, each of them to be “Recovery” is unfinished (it was written evident that he is unable to manage him- and used drunkenness as an alibi. But
anchored, hopefully, by Roger Grimsh during Berryman’s last year of life), it sel since poetry was the thing important

So summer comes to this city, and can the Newport Seems unlikely that he sver could have But this is what is so difficult for Ber- above all others to him, being too drunk
Jazz Festival be far away. At this point, its success urned it into a convincing novel ryman-Severance to confront. He says 0° work was also damnatjor
would seem assured. I particularly recommend the jazz y . again and again that he is “powerless : Lo
tap dancers who will be at the Wollman Amphitheater in It &amp; too flat, too contained, and, be-' i. .106h01" but the belief persists in, 2S Saul Bellow writes about fm;
Central Park the afternoon of July 2. Speaking of jazz, ease (Berryman 1s 50 clearly writing him that his science and art are somehow - - « at last it must have seemed that =
Chet (what ever happened to) Baker, now on the meth- ibout his own struggle with alcoholism, inextricably connected to his drinking. had used up all his Tesources, Fait d
adone treatment for some two years, will be at the Half le 1s too wrapped up in the technical de- Berryman did manage to stay sober 282nst despair, love versus nihilism he
Note beginning that evening. ails of hospital treatment. He has for- ‘or nearly a year before his suicide, but been supplied by his own person, by his

: sone poetry in order ‘to try to get all the .} cq two facts in conjunction — sobriety P0€Ms. What he needed for his art had
One more thing: There’s a mayoral primary here acts down on the page. and suicide — call up dreadful forebod- been supplied by his own person, but his

today, nor could anyone seem to care less. And what ings, a realm of awful possibility. mind, his wit. He drew it out of his vital
ever happened to John Vliet Lindsay, the golden boy of TOHN BERRYMA The result is that “Recovery” is less a ’ organs, out of his very skin. At last there
vestervear? . tragic poet nve] — that invention out of knowledge As I understand it. alcoholism is a ‘was no more”
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earings resuming tomorrows;
emphasis still d stri
By Anthony Marro tionaries — secretaries, nancial section of the re- committee — “hasn’t been
Newsday aides and middle-level of- election committee, and a very cooperative wit-

ficials. Mrs. Harmony may be able ness.” She will be the first
So oy ST “Most of the people to tell the committee with witness this week.
eo rhe res 5 coming aren’t important in whom Liddy met and to ROBERT REISNER —

vo) themselves, but they can whom he was reporting in A itimes have moved along n assistant to Jeb Stuart
briskly and, at other times 8 Le Stage for the ones the weeks before ‘the Magruder. Hsisner kept
bozzed down ir Door who will be coming: in break-in at Watergate. Magruder’s date book, and

scheduling, inept question. \2ien”, ome staff member Since she typed summa- reportedly is prepared to
ing and e rig 4 said. “They can give us ries of the conversations tell the committee that
‘still will be dealing with SLM that we can use fo intercepted by the elec- Magruder, the assistant
'the lower echelon of the Pi down the others when tronic bug planted at the head of the re-election
Aconitritice to Re-elect the we finally get to them.” Democratic National Com- committee, attended a
President when it resumes Among the Witnesses mittee headquarters at meeting with then Attor-
1 hearings tomorrow scheduled this week are: Watergate, she also may ney General John Mitch-

SALLY HARMONY — De able to tell who re- ell; John W. Dean, counsel
The investigation even- She is former secretary to ceived copies. to the president; and

tually will lead into the G. Gordon Liddy, con- The problem, one staffer Liddy. This meeting oc-
White House, but the ma- victed Watergate raider said, is that so far Mrs. curred at approximately
jority af the witnesses tes- who now is serving a 6-20- Harmony — who is now in the same time the three
tifying in this third week year prison term. Liddy the payroll of the still- are said to have met at the AHEM — Getting his throat ready, convicted Water- water before his appearance yesterday on the CBS
of hearings will be func- also was counsel to the fi- functioning inaugural Justice Dept. to discuss the gate burglar James McCord reaches for a glass of television show “Face the Nation” from Washington.

Watergate operation.
HUGH SLOAN — For- ® 9 ®

mer treasurer of the re- ®meenMeQGord:NixonOK’dbuggin
spite the high-sounding : . 7
title, Sloan was only a
middle-level functionary % McCORD meeting in Mr. Alch’s of- with him at the time of the light on one of the Water-
whose job was more that “continued from Page 1 fice in Boston, in which, alleged conversation with gate conspiratorial team’s
of accountant than fund- throughout a 4%-hour pe- Bernard Fensterwald, pre- mission in Las Vegas, orig-
raiser or policy maker. such an operation with riod the pitch was contin- sent counsel for McCord, (nally thought to have
Sloan is expected to tell such impact and such risk ued — why don’t you go during which Fensterwald oeer an attempt, to get
how he voiced his concern without the approval of along with this defense? allegedly said, “We're damaging evidence against
shows. the intelligence- the President.” And I stated that I can’t, going after the President.” Sen. Edmund S. Muskie
lo) 3 31) ”» - i

a aeme hi 5 Presidential involve- it’s not true. On May 28, Alch con- (Dp Maine).
arud gher- wn TT 87 ent “accounts to me for McCord told the panel of tinued, he had a letter McCord’s fellow con-
han dean] ae most everything that has reporters that Alch’s testi- hand-delivered to the Sen- spirators G. Gordon Liddy

: NG peen done in terms of the mony before the Senate ate Watergate committee and E. Howard Hunt hadMaurice Stans, the chief s : i
ner ee . coverup since that time” committee was inaccurate inviting it to review the planned in the summer of

T. OFMET  yreCord said in the same about a prosecution offer method and results of the 1972 to break into a Las
Commerce Secretary. (The flat. even baritone he used to drop charges in ex- Chicago lie-detector tests. Vegas newspaper editor’s

fs30 rid Dae ry at Senate hearings two change for testimony. Alch added that his own offs, but oy get Infop
expect weeks ago. “I was tol vt tests were administered by mation on Muskie, accord-
th » ein Jyla oy 2 prosecution onysthe two separate examiners Ng to McCord. :

ES The A “The efforts to pay the tall : and both reviewe d by five “My conclusion now was
week, The AP report, conspirators to keep them ¢ventually going to the _ graph examiners that the operation was tar-
based on information from silent, the efforts to get judge and, in effect, asking P &gt; -: CBS int 2 geted for obtaining docu-
committee sources, noted (he : that he be lenient towards ho l1e Tlerview: i i- Sources, - them to take executive : McCord commenting on ments which might be
that the list is subject to lemency, the large num- Me, in terms of the sen- Alch’ £ g helpful to Howard
change and the witnesses’ ber of people in the White tence, if I provided testi- 0 &gt; use of these tests, Hughes,” McCord said

DEGREE FOR ERVIN—Sen. Sam Ervin wai ; lestimony - will probably House staff who played a mony. I was not told by ane: 1 have mo oblec- Tp FHC ous
: —Sen. Sam Ervin waits to receive an honorary doctor of laws run into the following +vgle in trying to cover this Mr. Alch that any speci- tions to a polygraph test. pillionsire : contributed

degree during Boston University Law School commencement yesterday. (UPI) week.) To date, the hear- thing up, the role of the fied number of charges Dre _Iaken them. sn. the heavily to the Committee
Ings huis deawn mined I'€=  President’s own attorney on me would be P a this ove. however. he 1° Re-elect the President.

VS, here have been wy. (Herbert W.) Kalm- dropped in exchange for _ .., 3 =
® ® private criticisms by some pach — al] of these things testimony. That fact was said, ol others ¥ho are

enate earin ny On on staff members that they verify in my own mind my not conveyed to me.” Witnesses, Whose State The N.Ban! are not fully prepared for A is my ments are at odds, likewise omas N. Banks
: conclusion.” Mitchell, ac However : ®

ee the hearings. “We haven't cording fo McCurd “was a 9% fn sn fier. should be afforded the could win a
| § | : * | had the manpower or the isi Cow with racio station chance to take a polygraph 4ac an ”% time needed towetrend,Verydecisiveman.HeWEEI.FMinBoston,Alchtest—notfuttherooofCOZYNEwPinto.A Le ; Y one of them beloin Side gonize over detl~ i pe did pass along to us.” :

As : 4 : ne of them s: : ee ; idn’ : )C ary ¢(
$ J Ane + 1aSt Week. gions, He didn’t del a And so.couldevery cozy weekl

i TRY IN Todor 3 er ST RE Ss es Ema py AL And there have been criti- Fa OE Joisyovr McCord the specific offers MeCord added some new winner sted below. Sowatch for
kERVIN. IT JoeyaisTTS fivesiiviiyofSempre cisms by membersofother pout8:30he would drive pads by Federal prosecu- elernoeyedoa)ontinued from Page ders fortopWhiteHouse manorhisaides. committee staffs that the r= oo oc WOUIQ QUIVE tors during last year’s ple: ucky driver who layed [iCn: Te Toop WhiteMosse mnorhusides =o omoiiiesstelgWnatthe NHTvecionrs omer oLUINEJestyour'spiss enoligh to win our grand prize,) ald, butthe : a.iihor erirminles of in. Commitiee does NOt HAVE ng sves ooir co tor negotiations before the Asnugnew 19731% rd Pinto.
|The senator made the time limit will be up in oo Olper examples of in- op yh of experience 20 Spenda period of time woioootetrial _ ane rs:
comments to reporters mid-June. at “which tire creasing ~~ presidential heeded to ‘sta ze the “=7~% in the President’s office ae nl Amatchless ongsuc juny Ourof ZY damperi me ey apn el ; stage COM= rete x pu oa Ce EE Es mated ( stickers. Because there's more
after receiving an honor- a ni power, Ervin cited the ex- | tage ; 1g ...... There was an opportunity ‘According to Alch there 8 BEEGN Gt Wedd to come. ’
ary doctor of laws degree re us pean oll ihe ecutive privilege doctrine, pies ndney sensitive to discuss such matters. “I was no reason for him to New York . First Week's Winners:
at the BU School of Law his commencement speech the dismantling of agencies He felt that matters of this hold back specific offers to by Peter L. Flyan, Jr. Kevin J. Sullivan
in the Case Center. BU wyyin assailed both the eas without the approval of TheWo Suis Say conseqence would, in reduce or drop certain location J ar ter Rae
conferred 397 doctor of SY bai Ba Congress, abuse of the badea with lawyers an fact, be coveyed to the counts against McCord be- ; Robert A. O'Brien Richard W. Cohn
Tow and 40 master of Tov Sains ls Judes] classification system and former prosecutors, but President before Mr. cause the purpose of plea now has anew John M.Mangiaratt Dane
degrees. a - oe — . outright refusal to provide [as few trained investiga- Mitchell undertook or ap- negotiating is to find out h | Foventa ABron" Frank 3. CanPPINE 1 formation. tors. One man listed as an proved an operation of what offers will be made. ote to match. Second Week's Winners:

; vi] the power of Congress and investigat h : sons Wass Winners:Ervin said the papers ; ves 18a or as spent that breadth and of this Al h 1 3 3 Harold L. Kap! I
ar its members. In other remarks on Wa- more ti £ . | ch also said he took We're the world-famed Lawrence A. Gorton Jonn b. Buttars

made available to his com- ré ime as a systems an- impact. These are some of (yw, lie detector tests i Waldorf’ i Debra Litton George B_clich
: tergate at the press vonfer-  alyst, and his last iob . WO ec ests in aldorf’s new neighbor. ebra Litton George H. Clishammittee by John W. Dean 3d, Ch : . : s ast Job was the things that lead me to (yj And we’ Frances E. Mattson Sisters of Charity

: : ; arging a serious im- ence, Ervin said: managing drug t {inert . . cago May 26 and that nd we're going all out to David Franklin Selma C. Romanow
former presidential coun- pone of Dower smeng : naging drug treatment this conclusion, plus the he has already offered the be a good one. We just Helen M.Trubiano Allan J. McPhee °
sel, outlined a spy network 4 uy ol Ervin — The incidents of cam- en Vessachussits matters I referred to in (qo results to the special took over a hotel across Robert Horas {ns Nas
to spy on dissenters. He A ’ paign sabotage against e level of questioning terms of the coverup later. : roi the street. Then spent $5 ; SCO
repeated his charge that iy a the at gen Democratic nominees last PY both the senators and I don’t believe those steps Sorisis Watergate commit- million to turn it into the Harold E Wg ENor
“those who formulated lat 8 ha! year were worse than the the staff, according to would have been taken to = ; : new Belmont. All new from Anne R. Burke Mary J, Jameson
those plans had the men- 2 Seg oe . nse burglary of the Watergate SOme critics, has some- cover up for Mr. Mitchell r Loe Bailey, ireotor fe Joboy up, And just as Francis R. Sloan Diletta M. LaCortigia]
tality of a Gestapo.” tlive branch of gOvern- oi es of the Democratic times been spotty. No one, or other lesser principals.” ©f Aleh’s law firm, and Spesial as jis East Sie on ts cau. Qrieati Bonottio oo’

| ment. This congressional ional Commities for example, asked James “a John McNally, an investi- location. With great value Katherine L.Taggard Richard O. ArmourHe said he had only permissiveness has begun : McCord, convicted Water- | VigGord aupused His first gator for the firm, took~~inrates.whanSELsketchy information about to reap a terrible harvest — He would “sort of gate burglar, who helped Sys Alch, of making “a polygraph tests at the Sings from $20-$30. fourtiWeel's Winners:
the plan, which was never in Executive arrogance. leave up to the President hin rajse the $100,000 that 4 2 HN Se as my same time, Alch said. bi 5 Irom $26 336. rm Padi A.ii
carried out, but would not BIRT he wilh Whee irk n. yo he needed to get free on ya a yo Wa 8 He explained that Bailey 2 Collec 212) 7551200 Philip By Sulvan Sons; Tansioid
discuss even that in detail. Tay ne 2 oe , i fo iy an e Sena Ve. bond. : took the test to counter ISON TD Or see your George L. Skypeck QeotaeByLeCain
ae Jan he he an ed ora at rosin Sh &gt; Mr, “The questioning of igure said that the charges that he brought travel agent. phyls F. Barenboim LaiLun kin
spoken to Dean personally - r  {conspitator Bernard) Pitch was first made on undue influence on Alch’s Ariaue Chamantier Sawin P, Kelley
but his committee staff ed the “speech or debate” Nixon's credibility. B : Dec. 21, 1972 in th i ’; arker was the worst” ec. 21, in the Mono- handling of McCord’s de- Fifth Week's Winners:had Iny oF Songiesmen —His Senate probe will said one investigator who cle restaurant in Washing- fense and McNally was Just across on gets Joh T eorome

. ¢ 3 3 i 3

‘Asked ‘sbodt. Dean's oS a ’ 5 can no longer go wherever the “evidence hag worked other congres- ton, “but the heaviest tested because Alch the street from I rope ot ver
a : . 5. independently acquire in- |eads it” — even the Oval gional heari pitch came in the second «claimed he th Virginia Tlonan. Gas 7 Montourcredibility, Ervin replied: : io: : sion earings, “They let was the man Michael J. Sheil Marguerite A. Doucet

. ik formation on the activity Office. — “but I don’t him sit th d ak the renowned Jo Ann Suyemoto Terrance W. Wilkins

1 So : know how you of the Executive nor re- know (where that will be) i Tes a Dl W id f pn Wiliam oo oicould determine a person’s : : : = RAN. yy Hom ¥, isch, 1h

a : port such information to because we don’t have all ts the Cub G d : : aitor i iSredibitiy (oxoh 0 Soe their constituents without the evidence yet.” . nn over nors a vise N IX0on our ood Nancy C. Week's Widens Rossetti
Ervin said &amp; 1d ask risking criminal prosecy- 5 Ervin’s appearance in ward) Kennedy — the United Press International Meet The Press on the eve - h Sonn Br carn William BCarlson

rvin said he would a oston was not without a brother of the man who of the National Governor's | []@} or. ion 5 bayle Frome Salus“the intelligence people to : touch of his h H ; : STATELINE, Nev. — ~ 2. | g . jamin VNU neon Shauphiensy
he He said he and 29 other ch of his humor. He Jaunched the Bay of Pigs : Conference at this Lake Rose Marie A. MurphyGeorge G. Wight, St. |

’ = ; . . 2 v

i fe Dope to &gt; senators had sponsored a told the BU law graduates invasion Co might have re Of he nElions Tahoe resort. ~ abled Eells Kathieen Mi. Ganon |
ete p ges mig measure that would broad~ of a minister who was been getting contributions d gov 3 Holton was one of six £ ¢ Seventh Week's Winners:
threaten national security en the “speech and de- shaking hands with the from Castro. ..(Sen. Dan- yester ay President Nixon governors interviewed ew ert Forey) Howard D. Cedarfield
before any Jocuments are jien privilege and would Congregation as they filed jel) Inouye (D-Hawaii) 90 regain pute Lo and all agreed that while O00 Frank T. Deltufo a

7 &gt; y : - . Ro BREE SF arles N, Crooke 4 i

T8100500.10 Tae Dube bar a court or grand jury ou after § Sunday sermon, wes fhe only one who did ® ie Lg Mr. Nixon suffered a loss 4 Ng Alan F. Cohen oy
The Justice Dept. has re- from nomi, Jxeeny or 8 Soanger spprosjed ying to challenge fo rondlns “Cross csaning. o restics 2 a result of 9 the belmont: Amie 1. Nosenorthy isshor = i:fused to waive its rights to indirectly. into the legisla- : ; ) . a atergate, there could be = HOTEL . ichael J. Fedorchak |

was a damn fine sermon Barker was the leader of °° Pythepress. ret gain for the country All Vw. 545 roomsSolar TV.A ‘Eighth Week's Winriers:
you preached.” the four-man team that Gov. Linwood Holton of in the form of a stronger Shop. Executive meeting rooms. GH Fresyman Tait on

McCloskey seeks House probe “I appreciate your com- was recruited from Mia- Virginia, chairman of the Congress and judicial sys- New Yeoh 10055 (orp) toni! Sheahan S. Springer Goldetein's Supmkt
: | pliment,” responded the mi’s anti-Castro exile 19-member Republican tem J Messinger Ins. Agency Irving Goldsmith :

5 . . y . vonagnu acqueline Defitiippis:A iated Pr dutv to examine the Presi- clergyman, “but I wish community to stage the Governors’ Assn, made Frank J. Romano Eleanor M, Meaney
LSsoc1a ed Press or tia oii As youd leave out the curs- break-in at the Watergate the suggection on NR(s . Ronald B. Byrn Donald F. Prideaux
WASHINGTON — Rep. ng.” | - a DEVELOP CONFIDENCE RRL ib
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y 5 hi : or . v2 Thomas N. Banks, Danversa to all Hots other members to partici- oDeplied the minister: Gi Pe P y Rulits Sa, and Leadership Training rk oanit Wi mer:
: pate “Tha hell, vou sav! Ives rrompt, iemporary nelle irom Suc THIS COURSE WILL HELP YOU Francis P. Connolly, Hyde Parkmembers, McCloskey said B ’ A T oe ps 10 Robert W. MacGregor, Allston
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POLITICAL CIRCUIT JOSEPH KRAFT
By ROBERT HEALY

T Can President still rn’
WASHINGTON — Can and retail prices have gone Nixon's meeting chief for- some other complicated

‘he President govern de- out of sight. It is only a eign policy adviser, Henry arrangement in mind for
0 at er at '. spite Watergate? matter of time before Kissinger, has been talking the Brezhnev trip.

The answer seems to be Wages follow. When they about a new Atlantic B : : :
yes, if he stops dreaming do, the boom will topple Charter which would link ut with Mr. Nixon ina
dreams of heroic achieve- Over into a serious reces- the United States, Japan uipsrable position, be-

STATE LINE, Nev, — They come here to Lake Ta- ments redounding to his sion. and the countries of West- conc Of. Watergate, thehoe and they talk about revenue sharing, welfare prob- personal glory. The model~~NobodycanbecertainernEuropeinabigdealtoScrsiblethingforhimistoems, education and the energy crisis. on the big issues should be about the right cure for all end all big deals. Jom to bagler What ils
But what is really on the minds of the governors ‘he sharing of power with these troubles — particu- Th i whol I i ie ae

here is succession — succession to Richard Nixon. Congress which President larly at a time of Water- th e ony trouble Is that Ww; Dis Yio Win an i ,
Tied into all this is the Watergate conspiracy. At Eisenhower arranged with gate jitters. But the right . ema erial for a big deal Oy = ® ginning 0

separate meetings of the Democratic and Republican Lyndon Johnson and Sam first step is to apply a bs jee Noaolywhiss h Re ee
governors earlier this spring statements were made by Rayburn during the last temporary freeze on wages figured out how i take T00pS ro Sentral Eu-
each. The Democrats, meeting in Huron, Ohio, on April ‘wo years of his Adminis- and prices. Two of the {he Javansey in the duh, Unit a St oo ; Be bi;
30, called for a “full and total disclosure surrounding the i ration. most thoughtful congres- and the Europeans are at | om e oo to thin out
Watergate affair at the earliest possible time.” Just 10 i Consider first the econo- sional Democrats — Sen. odds 5S i I Manse cs Tn on
Yovs Teter 1a New York, rer wy. Mr. Nizon working Mike Mansfield snd Rep their own defense and eco- rope. Congress and espe-
the Republican governors Fy through the medium of Wilbur Mills — have sug- "o™i¢ problems. Sally Bo uslield have3 3 . 20k na 3 r 8

issued is lems We nt Secretary of the Treasury gested precisely that last Lastly, there’s the issue ar So 2) ra
Rippor he resi ent. We Xr George Shultz, has tried to week, and if the President of dealing with the Com- himself with the congres-
elieve the President. 1 apply his own personal only accepts their formula, munists. It comes to a head sional leaders, the Presi-

Here, though, the We- 3 patented political medi- he will be on top of a when First Secretary Leo- dent will be in potent posi-
worgate consHitEcy Srl fo — cine. That is, unrestrained problem that could become nid Brezhnev of the Soviet tion to wring from the
ior OF Sniteestoy Roh consumer spending for the truly dangerous. Union comes here this Russians what we should
Provident Nixon will be | silent majority; tight re- Consider next the mat- month. Brezhnev is hungry have been seeking all
Yisfieult to separate, * straints on parts of the ter of dealing with friends for American capital, along as a first priority —

The “governors cone Federal budget that help and allies which found ex- know-how, machinery and arrangements for a mutual
g Democratic clients; and ression last k in M i i

here to talk about their - absolute hey of Ei Rs tg Be pe Goon = asensl dom
te hchioms :a : ey rs | ‘rols on prices and wages. French President Georges In the past, Mr. Nixon Europe.
1 Y ay It’s got to cre As a result, wholesale Pompidou in Iceland. Mr, 2nd Dr. Kissinger have In sum, the President
, ; og er for is e wrung from Brezhnev var- can continue to govern
national platform the Na- ious trades of special uses while the Watergate inves-
ons) Conference of Gov- to their clients. In particu- tigation goes forward. And

: ers them. lar they have used Brezh- there is no need to spri\ 1 print

nce fe te tele~- CARMEN FIELDS nev’s appetite for Ameri- through the hearings, at
on : i sous i, hs 30v. ROCKEFELLER i can favor to make a deal now urged by those who
3 a toug that improves the surviva- used to favor a total
time making it on the national circuit. Adlai Stevenson Bl | : h L : h bilit i =y of the South Viet- cover-up.
i the Ios a to Somme out of a state capital to win dC &lt; preac er cing onore namese regime of Presi-

e nomination for president. : dent Nguyen Van Thieu. Joseph Kraft 4. j-
It is very difficult to get a two-minute spot on Wal- - . : Tron Apparently they have cated Oo fi

ter Cronkite’s or John Chancellor's nightly newscast on We have come from the in places where seemingly of our culture that have stitutions, such as NCAAA ’
the networks from such places as Springfield, T11., Talla- back &gt; the bus to the humble : subservience is been ignored. can continue.
1assee, Fla., or Jefferson City, Mo., where the state cap- main allroom of big ho- still a vital tool of day to But this homage must go But as the struggle has ___ _
als are. tels,” said Rev. Jesse Jack- day existence. beyond lip service, high taught us, celebration can-

So this is a chance for four or five days here at Lake sonto a group of black 50-0 For its annual “celebra- heads and puffed chests. It not be only on Sunday — DAVID B. WILSON
Tahoe for the governors to show their w ares, 10-40 na rority women convened in tion” this year, the Nation- must go to the fibers that or in June for that matter. Fro
tional. Some governors such as Gov. Francis Sargent of Denver last year for a na- al Center of Afro-Ameri- have allowed the institu- It is an everyday task of ®
Massachusetts believe that much of the formal sessions Sonat Soaventien. You 3 tan Artists (NCAAA) has tions 10 prevail, recovering a lost pride 2 nd Wh 1m e h
s just window dressing and that there should be more Sit here today simply chosen to honor the black Pride has not been the channeling that pride into y p dC men
time set aside for the business of politics. The agenda  cCauSé you can pay your preacher. only factor. It has taken a building lasting symbols of
his year fits more that school of thought, sill. Others have paid the “Celebrate!-1973,” to be sustained work effort and black heritage.

The old presidential horse will be here—Gov. Nelson jipreme: saceifice, : held June 15 and 16, is the continued financial Sup» y ' h TRockefeller of New York, who at 64 is the perfect an- In the struggle for free- Important time for blacks port. That is what is Carmen Fields is a Globe as 1 e C dance
swer to the old saw that money isn’t everything but it om, it is easy to become to pay homage to aspects needed to assure that in- staff reporter.
helps, and Gov, Ronald Reagan of California at 62. Both drunk with the joy of a i ; i
appear to be running for the presidency again. Two years few successes: a ride on of ite# Serian ny pag he Talier
ago they both were written off for 1976 as too old. ‘he front of the bus, a seat — "impeached, there es &gt; Sil little dem: be
(Rockefeller is elected president in 1976 would be 72 at  (n a restaurant or a toilet. WILLIAM F. BUCKL for his oust m the Whit dg Eythe end of the first term, Reagan would be 69). But it is unfortunate thet©1ldeslLCEYJR.=10sousterfromtheWhiteHouse,andthereisunlike-There are other Republicans who will be talked 3s times change and pro- : " What inte: with thi :
about here for ident, including Gov. Sargent, Gov. 3ress is made, we are often e x. By : ® Ee Wrat gould Interiere with this perhaps over-bold

: ere for president, including Gov. Sargent, = i ie ii teilwre Fran Po TR forecast wouldbe a general public consensus that the
Linwo d HoltonofVirginia and Gov. Daniel Evans of i eas en the mmunit fe ¥ ) ait i or | 8 one Presiden thaslie dtotheA ol erican I 0] 7 e.N otdisi]"Eachwillhave fotakeastand, or at least say some=~Orebears.,DEaEESormisinterpreted.IRa‘hing about Watergate and support of the President.~~OneinstitutionthathasinBFseesalETTEE,9?pleacceptthemwithvaryingdegreesofTt"TheHolton outlined his position yesterday by saying he thinks .aken considerable abuse : a a ance : 0 ecaut - lie is the unforgiveable crime, and most people would
he President should hold frequent press conferences n the struggle for freedom 9 L ES te 9! like to give the President the benefit of ERwhere he could be “cross-examined” by the vress. At the s the black church. There isakindofllelhoysame time he said he would As black muscle at last We get bulletins almost with high public partisan- Ehrlichman, Mitchell. And British hy kill Prot o Se oe

vote against any resolution vas able to flex in out- :very day now on the bar- ship. these men cannot sustain a; John had to quit ® a. oh o b a
oy the governors conference vard motions, the strong gaining between John How will these gentle- conviction without losing FIng-arourdotte aor with Christine oer od SER
calling for full disclosure. irm became quick to slap Dean and the Justice De- yon work out these ques- thelr licenses fo practice Rice-Davies, but because he had lied on the floor of 4
Sargent would have diffi- the hand that had nur- partment. One day Dean tions? What criteria will 2%: They must hold out gr, oor ~oimons
culty voting against such a sured and fed it. was mulling over the lat- they consult? How many for total inmunily. will it Similarly, Mr "Whion can be forgiven and sven zd

43 i : : -

resolution. hme = Ti is true that the rele oo ote Which Vo that Barkers are worth one P° granted’ mired for being an astute politician according to the
: If President Nixon is in vance of the black church Ne ne t Ps 2 gui 1y io a Magruder? How many Ma- The Preident of the somewhat elastic rules governing the trade, but not for
rouble, as many of the has changed over the years Shai count of CONSPIINg gruders are worth one United States is so big a being a public liar

Jovernons Pro these ae as black people sought 3D opin justies in Re Dean? How many Deans catch one can understand *xmen who are being talke irectio 0- IN 10T Immunity irom a ar i ? i iabout, £or 1976 will wat oo nections, Some PEO ther charges. Another How many Mitchells are oooh oriiion to let even Subtler reasons, however, explain the reluctance of
ple still pay polite homage : ny Mitchells are such prizes as a former at- political leaders and their journalistic allies to demand

put some space between while others voice outright an the communique was worth one Nixon? torney-general and a for- the retirement of the Chief Executive to the private
themselves and the Presi- &gt;ontempt, labeling the fot S effect that Dean Was If everyone at level D is mer White House chief-of- practice of law, however they might relish the spectacl
dent on Watergate. As Mr. : os insisting on total immuni- es : ici it Y igh Te. Deal

thurch as a crippling force ; granted immunity in re- Staff get off, in anticipa- Indeed, it can be perceived that t Republic.
Dooley would say, politics the st 1 'y from prosecution. Ar- ; : ti f the 1 bount; Erion bs De Lou ans
NY ay, n the struggle. bald © iy al turn for testimony against tion 0 e larger bounty. for interior party reasons and all Democrats have a live-

ain’t beanbags.” = But let 'us put the 'insti- chiba 0%, e specia everyone at level C, which But is this impartial jus- 1y interest in keeping Mr. Nixon in office and Spiro T
Gov. Holton, who is chair- Snip : prosecutor, is presumably . : 2 .. tice? Particularly in om i : ® pe

eg ay gor ution in perspective. hinking about it. On What is granted immunity in lic To as pt Agnew on the tennis courts and golf courses of the na-
SS ~ aon soe N The black church repre- ic i urn for testimony against PUPUC — BES tion.
Sen oy aed Waters GOV. REAGA lertts the only stable snd une wonders, will he everyone at level B, then inquiry into presidential . Agnew helling around with Frank Sinatra is one

a 3 affair. .ontinuing  black-owned k in turn granted immunity activity on the proposition ning Agnew occupying the White House and exercising
aa x aon Mande] of Maryland, chairman of the nstitution to emerge in Will it be on the basis of for testimony against Mr. Ha a Wen are equal be- rea] power would be quite another.
SP entine cia = gee yd Jessy that Watergate 1S this country. the gravity of Dean’s in- Big do you have jus- Io 0S em i how : It is germane here to observe that each of the four
Eo AR | ire oo erence and that it is not The church has played a formation against his tice? it on th ng : oo Vice Presidents who has succeeded to the Presidency in
contre. To bao crcaen li ected all of us—the entire yajor role in the education sometime superiors? Does The suggestion that the EYhe 1% : aili ion this country — Teddy Roosevelt, Coolidge, Truman and
te olf °d the confidence of the people in of packs — first blending Cox know exactly what it Justice Department might t YW. Sares only Johnson — has been elected handily in his own right.

fhe edt - iy M Enea agreed with Holton that ipl texts with practical is that Dean is in a posi- grant immunity from jail, ie ¥ven more significant 1s the historical fact that only
eh i shoud 20 before a press conference to be applications of reading and tion to testify to? Is Cox but not immunity from One wishes that Cox and two incumbent Presidents in this century have failed of
cross-examined y i

What will be ‘watchs d is how the B. . writing skills. afraid that, having won prosecution and conviction, the lords spiritual of the reelection. Taft was brought down by the Bull Moose de-
Of the Deny ne : oe o i Shilo vate It was the church that in mmunity, Dean might is perhaps enough to satis- legal profession would en- fection and Hoover by economic catastrophe. .
closure by the President In Hy all and iol dis nany places, including &lt;Jouble cross him? Is he ‘y the Barkers, who want lighten us on these mat- The White House generates its own political mo-
ET In Son on s SEeTuIvS committee 5 on, took responsibility prepared for such testimo- only to return to their ters. Or has the public, in mentum. Indeed, the President's 1972 slogan was de-
Japan i Lo &amp; &gt; s along party lines and it was literacy of blacks, 2y as: QUESTION: “Well, little occupations and questions so delicate, a Signed to take fullest advantage of that fact, omitting, as
: A 2-% “0 get it to the floor now will require a oning its doors for regu- Mr. Dean, now that you dreams of the deposition of right to know? it did, the surname of the incumbent.
fe oy vate The Democrats outnumber the Republi- lar schools and canvassing have immunity from pros- Castro. But there are law- It was sort of the obverse of the Volpe “Vote-the-
2 Ty io 19, which leaves the Democrats shy of the po community for teach- ecution, will you tell us 7ers all over the lot, William F. Buckley Jr. is Man” coin. The Committee for the Reelection of the
No Ir s needed to pass the resolution. ors. which of your superiors iddy, Dean, Kalmbach. a syndicated columnist. President urged us, in effect, to vote the office.

nd a few of those Republicans thinking about 1976 It supplied important Were involved in Water- An Agneuvian Presidency would last three years or
are going to 5 Sweating about their votes. sontinuing lessons of hori- gate, bre partu, in party, more, plenty of time for the incumbent to cleanse his

ohert Healv is The (Globe's executive editor. tage, for it was in this cen- OF post partum?” AN- skirts of whatever Watergate muck might have been
tor that onc. could find SWER. rising from his raked onto them (there s very little sign) and to mend
homie. Zor ‘ths musts. aad chair, “As o matter of fact his fences with political centrists. :
Pho ths of the black soul 1one. of them were. So tat 3 Youu Slisellvely Semin any Demoursiie Sani

: ong now, Archie” ate of the personal issue of Nixon and the moral issue
rom this church have on of Watergate. Nobody, but nobody, is higher on rectitude

not only come the strong The prosecutor is inevi- than the Vice President
gospel voices of Mahalia ably influenced by the i : e, will sti€ And rectitude, because of Watergate, will still haveJackson and Aretha imell of big game. And it %

: } LO - a lot of savor to it in 1976. Indeed, there seems to be
Tranklin, but also the lyric Archibald Cox is undoubt- something of a rectitude orgy going on in Washington
delicacies of Marian An-  :dly influenced not only by right now vE :
derson and Martina Ar- he normal prosecutor’s ap- | Ye
royo. petite for trophy-collection, On th : . i

The church has given but by a deeply-rooted an- On ihe Repubvican side) on Sgnew Setession woud
bith to grewt, politicel Greorin to Bobard hon be disastrous to his growing ranks of rivals for the GOP
leaders like Nat Turner, and all his works, an an- nomination thres.years hance, :
Denmark Vesey, Adam tagonism which was wa- : Ronald Reagan and Ne Ison ockeidlier Spe behmying
Clayton Powell, Martin tered during the years he like star patients at a Swiss rejuvenation clinic, Charles
uther King, Jr. and Leon served the Kennedy Ad- Darcy and Bq Brooks grow daily more megivterial in
Sullivan. ministration. their public pronouncements, John Connally is flaunting

Not oll stiles ond : his snowy locks, tent-show oratorical prowess, ability
&gt; ! Indeed, Cox has just and personal charm all over the place and Elliot Rich-
srowth have been made oy appointed to his pros- ardson is hanging in ther tty good, to
ither with Christianity as scutorial task force James With S ine th jk 1 off Pp h % ts of all of
the frame of reference. Not Vorenberg, a professor of h : Dio a Lai pes ae BP Se S ie
to be forgotien is the lead oro bs Sr th ese not uninfluential individuals for po itica promo=-
fla A im Ww rvar tion would be, to say the least, severely diminished. Be=
orship of Honorable Elijah byt for these purposes i hi
Muhammed within the na- 1 hoses lieve me, class, they think that way. They have to.
TL more relevantly described None of which will deter any of them from adopting

Phere aod i 2 a lawyer who was so in- high moral tones about Watergate and delivering them-
4 ; ’ ge, over flamed against Nixon dur- selves of delicious elliptical comments about the bede-
: is Soar ry un now? nin ing 1972 that the question viled incumbent. But it will take more than has surfaced
tars or in | Hooks, _ way aees so far to produce much high-level enthusiasm for im-
to play an important role 2is professional duties Avaolourea Deachment or resignsiion,

, in black survival. They are which were inconsistent INFLATION! David B. Wilson is a Globe columnist,
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PHOEE FREE A centennial for the women of MIT
] etter from By Diane White Mrs. Sipila, the first woman to be ap-

Globe Staff pointed to. cabinet rank at the UN, told
° One hundred years ago Ellen Swallow the group women in Eastern European

EF un-Fun Cit became the first woman to graduate from and Nordic countries are more likely to \
y ie Massachusetts Institute of Technolo- 40. professional fields and be politically IV

4 In later years she told friends how 2ctive in decision making capacities than - ’
NEw YORR Summery Wenther oud the Scent of pleased she had been when the president Women in other countries. Mrs. Sipila, - 'M i T

scandal have arrived here practically and in hand. As of MIT wrote to inform her she had been formerly a lawyer and judge in her na- : - sla

Ralph Gleason, the columnist for The San Francisco admitted and that she was welcome to at- tive Finland, said this occurs because the 1873-1973 A TES
Chronicle, told me yesterday, “Morally, this thing could tend at no cost. jaws of these countries are based on the
make Watergate look like a prayer meeting.” He was re- She assumed he knew she was poor complete equality of men and women, ir-
ferring to the fact that Clive J. Davis, the 40-year-old aud JeYasJinggonstous. She lie respective of marital status. from the institute in 1951. “If they suc-
former head of Columbia Records, has been cited in a : Sr : ceeded, fine. If they didn’t, well, nobody
civil suit filed by CBS in which it is alleged he illegally ro that, In case anyone should object 1 Mrs, Sipila said when women in de- expected them to succeed.”

: y her presence, he could say she wasnt ye)oning nations are allowed access to ed- Dr. James R. Killian, class of 1928,
appropriated some $93,000 of corporate funds. When I really a student. : EE ucation, they are more likely to choose to former MIT president from 1948 to 1953
asked if Rolling Stone, of which Gleason is a co-founder, Saris, Ah ‘has Shengsd at ie go into professional fields. “Where educa- and honorary chairman of the corpora-
is going to cover the story, he said, “My God, we have a DIS on Svaw aA nc hey tion is a privilege it cannot be wasted,” tion, and Dr. Julius A. Stratton, class of
team of writers and researchers in New York right now. Sever sizeahle, has tripled during the past she said 1923, MIT president from 1959 to 1966,
This looks big * 10 years and now number 816, or about Unfortunately, she said, when there is Jiseunind Sovaloions dung the Jest| 13 percent of the student body. a lack of facilities for education in these y pin ne.0.‘changelorf-7And 4 dost Qadly, Shoush, 1s New York press Yesterday some 200 alumnae gathered developing nations, it is the female stu- © on av Vite |
seems either unaware of, or indifferent to, exactly ‘how in Kresge Auditorium to celebrate the dents who lose out. Men are given priori “During the late 40s and early 50s the
big. In a time of Watergate, of course, it isn’t surprising centennial of women students at the in- ty because they are regarded as future Place of women at MIT was the subject
that an alleged misappropriation of a mere $93,000 stitute. oreadwinners, she said. of much debate,” Stratton said. “Some
shouldn’t take precedence over the effort by men in high Helvi Sipila, assistant secretary-gen- people resented MIT giving places to
places to embezzle the whole national government, yet it HELVI SIPILA eral for social and humanitarian matters ~ It is because of this, she said, that the women, who, it was thought, would just
does seem to merit a little more looking-into than it’s font ved  soakE at the United Nations, was the featured majority of the world’s 800 million illit- get married and become mothers.”
been given by The Times, Post and Daily News. «HiggUared. Sooaker speaker. Sates sis Yimeny oy studies have In 1953 the administration undertook

shown, she said, that when women in de- : ir place at MIT.
From all that I've been able to learn, the record in- veloping nations are educated, they are vy Wome 2dger 2 hy

dustry itself may be on the brink of an investigation into more likely to use birth control. Hence, work to reach unanimous a greomenit on
far darker doings than those that led to the payola hear- many of the problems of these nations what to do.” Stratton said Some: mem-
ings that shook it in the late Fifties. The whole rock which are caused by overpopulation could bers of the Aino on Stratton said Telt
scene is involved. Already at least two men in the record ALISON ARNOLD be alleviated by educating women she that MIT simply did ot have the facil-
business have simply vanished, and in some quarters said. Re 2 files to 2 ay dat inderareduat
there is doubt that they are alive. Naturally, it wouldn’t men er or oe iy
be true to type if narcotics didn’t play a large part, since ce Earlier, the alumnae heard a panel
it’s a common practice with certain companies to remu- e ushm an Sd a discussion moderated by Margaret H. BalS Saten onJyst Gegradugie over
nerate their artists not merely with money, but with co- Compton, wife of former MIT president pe... a T 5 setoy sit eh oF Hi a
caine. But we shall see what we shall see, and my own Karl T. Compton. The participants were th =n - ¢ ic &gt; ay n WE it : Syne
feeling is that it will be before too long. Ever heard of Charlotte Cushman? house of Mrs. Innes, $90,000 was given t0 five persons who have been involved in ae oe : ue :on = en Se

She was a popular 19th-Century actress the Boston Public Library to establish a various ways in the evolution of the place Sr Soil rs io improve fvieg
: and a special favorite of Bostonians. So in special theater collection in the name of 9f women students at MIT facilities for women. Philanthropist Kath-

On a brighter note (though I’m not sure that Chan- 1927 Mrs, Malcolm Bradley French Charlotte Cushmar Dr. Emily L. Wick, who recently left erine D. McCormick, a member of the
nel 7 here in New York would call it exactly that) is the founded a Charlotte Cushman Club in ; ys her post as professor and dean of women class of 1904, donated $1.5 millionto build

growing rumor that Boston in her memory as “a home away The Special Collections Reading Room ot MIT to become dean of the faculty at @ residence hall for women. The first wing
Roger Grimsby, the an- from home for girls and women of the °if the Sargent Gallery on the third floor Mount Holyoke College, told the alumnae ©f Coins Hen pened in oe
chor man of 7’s nightly 3 : 5 : of the Research Library will be called the the percentage of women in each class e opening oi McLormick Hall ha

: : theater,” where they could obtain low- Fh. ; : a great effect on the morale of women at
Eyewitness News, will : : Charlotte Cushman Room. Books and ma- who stay at MIT to graduate has in- fo NE : ay
move over to 4, NBC’s cost lodgings in attractive surroundings. tats i Sik ol dv the fold of creased substantially during the past 10 MIT,” Dr. Killian told the alumnae. Here
local outlet, under a five- ; : Srie's 0 Permanent vaiue in the 1eld OL coors. Only 36 percent of the women who for the first time was a facility ‘that I
year contract calling for Helen Hayes and Catherine Cornell the theater, with priority given to Boston, entered with the class of 1960 stayed to Pressed the place of women at MIT, that
at least one million dol- were members of the board and hundreds will be purchased, each book to contain a graduate, she said, compared to 89 per- fadstushjestenone : b . Flor 2
lars. This is something of sf actresses who are now stars stayed at Charlotte Cushman Fund book-plate. And cent of the men in the same class. By ode a DN wih bane: &gt; or ieol
aa erely.aro heclubinthe early days of their careers. an annual public lecture on the theater 1964, the betosniees or a gatas ist and civil rights activist, and Dr. Dor-
i eg " SY ca _- i BS iTe will benamed the Charlotte Cushman TSYas oy pr Squal io te percentage othy W. Weeks, who received a PhD in

(iain1beganfo[ThofussclubewasotLMarlboro ¢ootire,MerphersoftheFundfostthists|10ondiy Stes ftom MIT in1950ondis 8 con
iteshoutCrimibyand street,butwhen itbecamet00small©0 3happyconclusionto.their manyyeas |Dr.Wickssaidthechangecameabout sultantatHarvardUniversity,reminisced

iscut-upcohortsrather nocommodatethemanyenthusiasticpoten|after1960,theyearMITmadeafirmshoutthedayswhenawomanwassome-

mediapeapletoldmethat fow: : house Of “the lat e Dr. andMrs iio ooo enteredMITattheirownrisk,”saidDr. ‘search into the life of Ellen Swallc
the Eyewitness concept of Henry Sears, was purchased ARE spon gain 8 one whe received5PhDinChomistrs Richards,whom she knew whilea n un-
treating the day’s events nancial support for the famous hospital ’ ilkiicankia 7 dergraduate. Mrs. Rict ards,shesaid,
with a certain merry- In order to support the club, morning ship SS Hope will be held Sunday, from5 opened the doors for other women at the
and rewish levity lectures on the theater, teas, fashions to 8, at “Savin Hill,” the South Hamilton institute by setting a brilliant example.
wouldn’t last. Since then, shows and dances were held and a Cham- estate of Mrs. Q. A. Shaw McKean. Per- She was an instructor in chemistry at
however, the concept has pagne Ball took place in the French ball- sons who have served on the ship, leaders MIT for 40 years, until her deathin 1911.
changed the face of tele- room of the house. Mrs. French was the of the non-profit Project Hope, represen- She was a pioneer in the field of chemical
vision journalism. And energetic organizer of these benefits and tatives of the nations the SS Hope has nutrition and has been cited by nutrition-

—. understandably. Prior to after her death in 1957, the club was dis- visited, and public officials will attend. ists as the creator of the science of home
the advent of Eyewitness, continued and the Charlotte Cushman Dr. Hart Achenbach of Danvers and John SCONOMics.

television had reported the news with an almost awe- (Charitable Foundation, Inc., was formed. McKean of Hamilton are co-chairmen During the early afternoon the alum-
some solemnity. But gradually, as Grimsby and his team nae attended a reception and private
began to attract viewers from the competing channels Mrs. Charles Sumner Bird was chosen Dr. Achenbach is among the more showing of the Centennial Exhibition in
here, pTodueers Som te Sony Started Sanerimen as president, Mrs. Charles J. Innes and than 1900 medical personnel who have McCormick Hall. The exhibition provided
hl In a Te hinl HE hd Mrs. (Caaries F.; Bacon, vice preside served with the project since its begin- 5 visual glimpse into the aceomplishe

. &gt; y - 5 y 13elle wr  Tooaencd ed he Mrs. William R. Dickinson, recording sec- ng in 1960. More than 10 million dollars ments of MIT’s women graduates. Among
einlly when, 8s hapbencd In ui levi Wwoe InSIanceS, puynry. and Mrs. French's daughter, Mrs, : : . : the diverse group of women whose work
news teams were reduced to uncontrollable laughter as Lyman P. Gutterson, corresponding sec- 2 Year is required to sustain operations of was represented were Lydia G. Weld,
onsi their members read the report of a celebrity’s retary and treasurer. 38 Hope and related land-based opera- lass of 1902, the first MIT woman grad-= Directors: intluted Wires..JohnWoseletionsuateinnavalarchitectureandmarineen-e c . : ; i : :The fact that there is an Eyewitness News in Boston tars Wi D3eiey * gineering, a well-known ship designer;

: . Abbot, Mrs. Paul R. Bishop, Mrs. Virginia 1izab ¥ o £191 h 4(WBZ-TV) shouldn’t mislead anyone to think that any Cabot. Mrs. Richard Ehrlich. Miss Rebe- Elizabeth Coit, class o 1919, the land-
channel there has come even close to aping the Eyewit- kal Hobbs. Mis: Larre. J Murph nd Elected to a second two-year term as marks preservation commissioner of New
ness concept I'm talkihg about. There’s been a certain Miss Cathar Hi nti sz i : y president of the Boston Branch, American York City; Boston architect Marjorie
amount of inserting a light touch here and there, partic- : ine untngion, Association of Universiay Women, is Miss Pierce, class of 1922; Marion Talbot, class
ularly on Boston’s 7, which indulges in such clownish- ‘Changing Federal tax laws have made Enid Wilson of Wellesley. The Association of 1888, founder and president of the
ness as an antic weatherman and Eddie Andelman’s . £3 eticable 1 4 : Losit was founded in Boston in 1882 and now &amp; i American Association of University
imaginative stunts, but, on the whole, the plain unvar- imprac ca 8 Jorconunie 3 2.¢ a 4" has a nationwide membership, of some PANELISTS — Julius Stratton (left) Women; and Dickey Chapelle, the combat
nished fact still prevails ble foundation, so at the final meeting 170,000 women in more than 1700 and James Killian chat in Kresge Audi- photographer and correspondent, a mem-

Friday morning at the Pinckney street branches torium. (Bob Backoff photo) ber of the class of 1940
In New York, however, the fun-and-games approach

to the evening news has proved captivating, largely, I'm
sure, because Channel 7 never has permitted the merri-
ment to be carried to ghoulish extremes. Channel 4 _
found its ratings dropping so alarmingly that it became
desperate, and, as it turned out, not very bright. In one BOOK OF THE DAY
burst of inane inspiration, it decided to compete against Pase— :
7 by teaming Carl Stokes, the former mayor of Cleve-
land with a broadcaster from the West Coast as fellow : ® ;

mmniseiiniet Lhe unresolved dilemma of John Berryman7, it dispatched the West Coast man abroad and tried to ; : :
endow Stokes with a little more spark

: : void By Margaret Manning — than a patient’s progress (or lack of it) mask for other mental disorders. I'm not
’ Meanwhile, Wetching Roger Grimsby at 6 and 1 Globe Staff chart. Even so, it has its moments of pity certain what these disorders in Berry-

o'clock had become a way of life here. The point, of 1: man-Severance were, because Berryman
i ; ra Wer. ; ’ :Pum is nat Je Bap&gt; io be superb, Bot usesLe RECOVERY, by John Berryman. Far- Bnd ow how has not truly looked into the abyss of his

34 Teaty wit, good Sanaa Tesonont voice, = rar, Strauss &amp; Giroux, 254 pp., $6.95. The setting is a sanitarium for alco- Own soul. At least not in this novel as he
cause he is a superlative newscaster who just happens to : : nas so far developed it
have those gifts. NBC made no secret of the fact that it Hire 3 A fs holics where group therapy sessions,

; : Nothing in John Berryman’s agonizing . :
coveted him. (The day after Sam Yorty’s defeat in Los es : using the Twelve Steps of Alcoholics What i call rian :

| ; ; : : novel “Recovery” is as moving or as ? at is tragically plain, however, is
Angeles, by the way, Jim Gash of WINS suggested that : Anonymous, are the basis of treatment. that there was in Berrvman-Severonce
if Ch. 4 got Grimsby, Ch. 7 should retaliate by teaming seautifully written as Saul Bellow’s in- es Say am EE iil
up Yorty with Stokes.) Now, though, it would appear troduction. It is a treasure and a loving Narrator Alan Severance has been Ab Yechuse it was Spann of pe
that an agreement has been reached and that Grimsby remembrance of the tragic poet who hospitalized for the third time. He is a fa- tistic release, a way of opening the door
will shortly move over to Channel 4, a circumstance that killed himself in January, 1972. mous scientist and man of letters. His life op his very great poetic talent.
could quite conceivably demolish 7’s ratings. And there has not been an unbroken string of disas-
1s an interesting footnote to all this, for 4 is considering Berryman was a vibrant man and his ters, but he has had three wives, humer- Berryman drank, then, in order to
one-and-a-half to two hours of early evening news, 5 it lectrie § that ; bce) He. but in t drink de hi

. : r poems sang with an electric force that, blackouts, bouts of violence, and it is Write, but in turn drinking made himun-from, say, 5 or 5:30 p.m. to 6:30 or 7, the whole to be di Te triacs : i i
Bed tots th t ¢ ’ hob Gi or alas, is missing from this novel. Although evident that he is unable to manage him- able to write. He was afraid of writingre 2 Ios hua Sogman De ° Sm %0.0e “Recovery” is unfinished (it was written and used drunkenness as an alibi. But

ed, hopeLuLy, by Koger Lirimsby during Berryman’s last year of life), it self. since poetry was the thing important
So summer comes to this city, and can the Newport seems unlikely that he ever cong have But this 1s: what is so difficult tor Bere above all others to him, being too drunk

Jazz Festival be far away. At this point, its success wurned tino. 2 convincing ng ryman-Severance to confront. He says foiwork was alse damnation.
would seem assured. I particularly recommend the jazz . : again and again that he is “powerless . me
$op dunoers whic will be st the Wolltind Amphitheater It is too flat, too contained, and, be- »ver alcohol” but the belief persists in As Saul Bellow writes Sho Jam
Central Park the afternoon of July 2. Speaking of jazz, cause (Berryman 1s Gearty Seis him that his science and art are somehow Pod ot lust 36 Ps, have seemed 4 o hoy
Chet (what ever happened to) Baker, now on the meth- hous his own struggle with a coho 15m, inextricably connected to his drinking. ag used vp ell his Tetources, 2 da
adone treatment for some two years, will be at the Half 2 Bo yrerved up in the technical de- Berryman did manage to stay sober a8ainst despair, love versus nie a
Note beginning that evening, tails of ospital treatment. He has for- for nearly a year before his suicide, but been supplied by his own person, by us

gone poetry in order to try to get all the these two facts in conjunction — sobriety poems. What he needed for his art had
One more thing: There’s a mayoral primary here facts down on the page. and suicide — call up dreadful forebod- been supplied by his own person, but his

today, nor could anyone seem to care less. And what = ings, a realm of awful possibility mind, his wit. He drew it out of his vital
ever happened to John Vliet Lindsay, the golden boy of JOHN BERRYMAN The result is that “Recovery” is less a &gt; organs, out of his very skin. At last there
yesteryear? . . tragic poet novel — that invention out of knowledge As I understand it, alcoholism is a was no more.”
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BAT conn gr BS win

vwwomen'screwnowvarsity
By Barb Moore second, ten seconds behind Con- the" eights race, MIT was once

At a special meeting. of the necticut College for Women, but again edged out by Conn. Col-
MITAA last Wednesday night, defeated U.Mass and Wesleyan. lege, with Williams winning the
the women’s crew was granted After a slow start, MIT passed event. MIT was off the line first
varsity status. The proposal, U.Mass and Wesleyan, but could with a fine start, but was passed
written by team captain Diane not surpass Conn. College. The toward the middle of the course.
McKnight 75, was approved by fours race, which was run two The MIT first four won its
the varsity captains and mana- hours late, ended with a victory race, defeating Syracuse, WPI,
gers, and was consequently ap- for MIT. Wesleyan, the only and Rhode Island. MIT second
proved by Director of Athletics other competing team, was de- four placed fourth in the race,
Ross Smith. The crew is the feated by seven seconds, with after interference by the Syra-
second women’s team to become  MIT’s second four placing third. cuse crew. MIT won the event
a varsity team, and is the 23rd The weekend before, in its easily, defeating second place
varsity sport at MIT. opening race of the season, the WPI by seven seconds.

Weekend's races team placed first, third, and The women’s crew meets Wel-
In its second race of the fourth. The race, held last Sun- lesley and Radcliffe at MIT Sat-

season, the crew took a first and day at Lowell, combined MIT, urday, in what could be the race
a third at Wesleyan Saturday. In WPI, Conn. College, Williams, to decide dominance of the
the eights race, MIT. finished Syracuse, and Rhode Island. In Charles.



A new two-panel exhibit in the
corridor near the main lobby
features women at the Institute—
both past and present. Nancy Luh,
a graduate student in chemistry,
was one of some 20 subjects

recently photographed by Margo
Foote for the exhibit.
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: pertinent aspects. of the research was felt it was important. Think for a mo-
Oo =) eC necessary in order for Ellsberg to make ment — perhaps the excitement then was

clear the very relevant and important indeed stirring, but was he relating a truly
Feminism With regards to the front row reserva- implications this research had for the important or meaningful message for his

tions for SCC members at the Ellsberg questions of authority and obedience audience to understand, or was he just
To the Editor: Lecture, perhaps the head of that com- which were raised by the Vietnam war, telling an extremely friendly crowd what

As a feminist, I have been heartened mittee should consider making its goals which, like the originally scheduled title, they wanted to hear? How could he know
by the continuing news of various efforts ven nobler by not only offering a fresh- was “a topic that the releaser of the so soon what the significant effects or
to advance the roles of women at MIT. an a chance at a seat (by refusing to Pentagon Papers should certainly be able implications of what he had done would
Likewise, when I received a request last ay patsy for the press), but by offering to address well.” The ‘“‘few’ people that be? How could he know the true extent
year from the Sloan School to help them freshman a chance at the best seat (by stayed for the question and answer period of what he had revealed?
interest women and minorities in their efusing to grab it himself). afterwards amounted to about half of the You then speak of his lack of “memor-
1974-75 Sloan Fellows Program, I was Finally, the only circumstances in original audience, or about 500 people. able lines” and ‘“‘interesting comments on
pleased to respond. I sent them the names hich ‘‘special seating privileges’ seem In sum, then, if McNamee wishes to current affairs.” What true weight is there
of two young executives who I thought justified are 1) in the case of someone express his disagreement with the way the in memorable lines? — one lesson we
might be interested. Both are women; one [who has worked very hard to bring the SCC handled the lecture, that’s certainly should all learn from Richard Nixon is
black, one white. event about and 2) when the event is his privilege. He certainly had some legi- that such speech, laden with thick frost-

Recently one of them said to me, newsworthy, in which case the press (or timate grievances. But when these objec- ing, might well be just a glorification of
“Thanks for giving them my name. Take better yet, a single press representative) tions degenerate into childish frustration nothing, or worse yet, a cover for some-
a close look at the application form I just should have reservations. To allow one of and vilification of a distinguished speak- thing completely different. No, instead
received.” read it; I didn’t believe my these groups special privileges and not the er, they are unpardonable. Whether or the importance should lie in what one
eyes. It asked the applicant’s marital (other is rather hypocritical. Therefore, at not one agrees with Ellsberg’s political believes, and asserts through well thought
status and then “If married, wife’s first he Ellsberg lecture, a few (3-5) good views, he certainly had many interesting out argument.
name — .” It asked for the applicant’s $eats (not best seats) should have been things to say, and his remarks seemed to You cite Ellsberg’s explaining ‘‘the
father’s name and occupation but asked ssured for those SCC members most be very much appreciated by the vast results of some behavioral research that
nothing about the applicant’s mother. esponsible for this lecture and for re- majority of the audience. everyone had read about a week before in
Toward the end, it said ‘If married, [porters from the campus newspapers (the Jim Adams ’77 Time, never coming within 100 feet of his
please ask your wife to write her own tonly papers which could truly consider Steve Tobin ’77 topic.” How can you be so shortsighted?
statement regarding this program and ‘this event worthy of first-hand coverage). The findings he spoke of were right in
moving to the Cambridge area.” And Scott W. Roby ’76 line with his whole point, with everythingfinally, it asked for four references, one Ellsberg lecture I11 he argued in justifying his revealing of the
of whom should be ‘A person who To the Editor: Pentagon Papers. He couldn’t have stres-
knows you and (if you are married) your /Ellsberg lecture I1 The right to know, as Daniel Ellsberg sed the Milgram experiments enough —
wife as individuals in the community.” spoke of it, is on privilege which re- for I feel, expecially in the light of

Was this some sort of test to see how ¢ To the Editor: mains essential to the upkeep of a truly today’s dilemma of which Ellsberg spoke,
much more crap an aspiring career Re Mike McNamee’s article on the democratic society. Unfortunately, I do that these are perhaps the most important
woman will put up with? Or, are the * Ellsberg speech, in The Tech of March not feel that Michael McNamee’s column, socio-psychological findings produced in
people who run the Sloan Fellows Pro- |15: concerning Ellsberg’s MIT lecture (March recent history.
gram just insensitive and unaware? Or, % Certainly one of the legitimate func- 15), served the best interests of this I think your slanderous remark that
was the whole idea to show the world the ions of a journalist is to present editorial liberty, or of those who support it. Your Ellsberg’s was a “rambling, ill-prepared
big welcome mat outside their front door cpinions on current events of interest to assertion that the lecture was a flop might address. .. that any bright 15-year old
while failing to note that the door was his or her readers, and we are not going to have been a completely legitimate argu- could have discovered” was an unfor-
securely bolted from the inside? attempt to answer McNamee’s incisive ment — if it had been supplemented by tunate one for you to make, especially

John H. Holly  thgee-sentence analysis of Ellsberg’s ad- correct facts and well founded views. In since it seems that you have not achieved
dress. However, we would like to answer your article I found neither. that discovery. For his argument was\EllsberglectureIthleblatantfactualinaccuracieswhichareYour‘‘facts’arehighlydebatable.neitherramblingnorill-prepared,andwasresented as to the audience’s reaction to You write that “most of the back sec- received at its close be a standing ovation

To the Editor: the speech, (inaccuracies which seem to tions of the hall were sparsely populated — reflective, this time, of what Ellsberg
Michael D. McNamee seems to think have arisen in the heat of Mr. McNamee’s at best, and lots of seats went begging,” had to relate, rather than of a “tribute to

that one of the main flaws of the lecture personal vendetta against certain mem- and go on to say that many people got up the appeal of a big name.”
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Grad student funding Thursday, March 21
” soln destlv” INTERVIEW WITH SYSTEMS CONTROL,INC.
°} g up Oo es Y Openings exist for highly qualified people with M.S. and Ph.D. degrees to work in the

(Continued from page I) problems. “What I'd like to see areas of systems analysis and computer science.
— House tutors, which is more funding, frankly, for i . :

encompass about 50 students minorities,” he said. Openings also exist for people with undergraduate degrees in Math. Physics
who receive room and board in Sizer said black students “in . . : : andreturn for dommitory. tutoring iigencral” had more trowble and Engineering having some computer background to perform programminghi getting support. A black siudent analytical activities.~~SystemsControllocatedinPaloAlto,California,isprimarily— The newly created energy may have a very high IQ, but . Je
traineeships offered by the Na- his actual record in competition engaged in providing technical and management support related to;
tional Science Foundation to is not that good,” he explained E :il 30 ’ nergy and Power Systems150 students at 15 institutions. pointing to a bias in the stan- i gy a y
These use federal funds to pro- dardized tests used to award Air Traffic Control Systems
vide $3600/year stipends plus many of the fellowships. Sizer .
tuition for graduate students in added that funding problems Environments! Control Systems
the energy field. “We just sent persisted for women, too. Signal processing
off a huge petition for some of MIT does well in competition Processing
those funds,” said Sizer, “and for grants, since it is rated num- : Cc
we think we're in a pretty good ber 1 nationally in engineering, Industrial Process Contro
position to get more than our number 2 in architecture, and Large-scale Defense Systems
share of them.” number 6 in management. } a i ’

Sizer said that 80-85 percent ‘‘We’re playing the quality If you are interested in working with highly qualified colleagues
of oll sracunte sindonis al MITausame,” Sirer sald, “We're tying on challenging problems in a small company environment,
financed their education one of to become the best in whatever ; . 10-140 f intment
these ways, but there are still we do.” . please contact the Career Planning Office and Placement, - for an appol .

: what tLeacock: what nex
7 ion?for the film section?

(Continued from page 3) started in documentaries, ‘‘there
more personal,” maybe watching is a documentary bias here (the
all the little peculiar things we film section), but it is not
all do.” total.” He didn’t think much

He has just made a film of of “The Exorcist,” but added
‘‘various friends eating soft that it “sure as hell scares the
boiled eggs,” and another recent hell out of you. But he (the
film involves himself taking a director) had his fun, and he 7 ; ;
bath. “I’m interested in the sub- sure knows how to make } é 3 y \
jects that you couldn’t film money.” | oS | |
when movies. had to cost Leacock sees the film section i
$100,000,” he added. “What as the ‘“‘photographic, film, visu- | ) ] FF

was the subject mater of pre- al aspect” of the Architecture J Fr i i. re gt
photography painting?’ department. When asked about 7 M2 55 ey Co ¢-

Documentary filrns are his its inclusion in that department, 1 2main interest, and Leacock does Leacock noted that it ‘“‘makes sd WG gr
ney Preys bE ev


